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FOREWORD
It gives me immense pleasure to learn that the

proceedings of the IAUA National Symposium on
"University Autonomy and euality tmprovement
in Higher Education" held on 13-14, Nov. 2003 at
Maharana Pratap University of Agriculture and
Technology, Udaipur are being brought out in the form
of a publication.

During last few decades, the extent and scope
of agricultural education has enormously expanded.
Shrinking resources on one hand and added
challenges on the other made the task of bringing excellence in education a
stupendous one. The thrust of education has been shifted. we want our
graduates to be 'Job providers" rather than 'Job seekers". Job oriented
professional courses are the need of the day. Besides, the process of
economic liberalization initiated in early nineties by Gol, the General
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) as a part of wro agreements,
revolutionary changes taking place in information and communication
technology and shift in economic policies, have posed huge challenges on
the existing agricultural education system in our country. lt iJrightly waianted
to ponder on these issues so as to setright the path to impart world class
education to meet the ensuing challenges of new millennium.

The national symposium proved to be an apt occasion to enlist our
accomplishments, to locate the grey areas and more importanily to look into
the required reforms in agricultural education in terms of its quality and concern
for employment prospects including self employment. Tfre deliberations of
the symposium proved to be fruitful in spotlighting the vital issues in higher
education and also to evolve suitable strategies for effectively resolvinjthe
same.

I appreciate and congratulate Dr. R.p singh, Vice-chancellor, Dr. A.N.
Mathur, Nodal officer and their whole team for meticulously organizing this
historic event at Maharana pratap University of Agriculture and rechnotogy,
Udaipur. All the participants enjoyed the stay, deliberations and other
arrangements made by the organizers.

I hope and wish that the recommendations enlisted in this proceeding
will be implemented in the right perspective by the stakeholders of agricultural
higher education in our country. _:M-

(s.s. Bhghel)
President.

Indian Agricultural Universities Association (IAUA)





PREFACE

It has indeed been our pleasure and privilege to
organize the National Symposium on "University
Autonomy and Quality lmprovement in Higher
Education" at Maharana Pratap University of
Agriculture and Technology, Udaipur on 13-14th Nov.,
2003. Reforms in educational system is the need of
the time due to the emerging new areas of learning,
revolution in information and communication technology
and also due to implications of changing global
economic and trade policbs, including liberalization,
privatization and globalization. Agricultural education and research system
in our country has made spectacular progress during the last few decades.
A country which struggled for meeting the bare minimum needs of foodgrains
at the time of independence is now confronting the problem of effectively
managing the surpluses. lt is a matter of great proud for all of us that the
progress made in the field of agriculture is often referred as revolutions -
Green Revolution for foodgrains, White Revolution for milk, Blue Revolution
for fisheries and Yellow Revolution for oilseeds. Now our country is set for
an Ever-Green Revolution.

The deliberations of the symposium encompassed sub-themes like (i)

Status of Agricultural Education in India (ii) University Autonomy - Concepts
and lssues (iii) Challenges and Opportunities of Higher Education vis-d-vis
Teaching, Research and Extension Education (iv) Excellence and Quality
Assurance in Higher Education, and (v) Agricultural Education in the Context
of Globalization. On the last day, a panel discussion was also arranged as
part of valedictory function.

At this occasion we were fortunate enough to have with us most reverend
Shreeji Arvind Singhji Mewar as the Chairman of the inaugural function of
this great event. The gracious presence of a visionary leader of agricultural
research and education, Dr. Mangala Rai, Hon'ble Director General, ICAR
and Secretary, Department of Agricultural Research and Education Govt. of
India, New Delhi made the occasion a glamorous one.TheVice-Chancellors
of various Agricultural Universities, the senior officials of the ICAR and other
dignitaries participated in the symposium whole heartedly placed their views
and opinion either by presenting the papers or by participating in the
discussion. In fact 4 papers each in the first and second sessions, five papers
in the third combined session were presented by learned authorities on the
respective subjects. The presentations of papers followed by discussion in
each session and the panel discussion conducted as part of valedictory
function paved way to streamline specific recommendations which are
enlisted as part of the proceedings.



I expreSs my gratitude to the Indian Agricultural Universities Association,
New Delhi for sponsoringthe National Symposium on a topic of very vital
importance. I gratef ully acknowledge the contributions made by the esteemed
vice-chancellors, lcAR officials and other dignitaries who participated in
the symposium. Dr. A.N. Mathur, Dean, CTAE & Nodal Officer and the entire
team of host University did a maruelous job to make the programme a grand
success. I sincerely acknowledge their services. The proceedings of the
sympo$um:covering the papers presented with relevant details will prove to
be a useful reference material for all these who are associated with the task
of improving agricultural higher education in our country. I am sure that the
recommendations emanated from deliberations will be followed up for
implementation by the concerned organizations and agencies in the right
perspectives.

(R.P. Singh)
Vice-Chancellor
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MESSAGE

The President of India, Dr. A.P.J. Kalam, is happy to
know that the Maharana Pratap University of Agriculture and
Technology, Udaipur and the Indian Agricultural Universities
Association, New Delhi are jointly organising a National
Symposium on "University Autonomy and Quality
Improvement ofHigherEducation" on 13" and 14*Novembeq
2003 atudaipur.

The President hopes that the focus of higher education
should be towards promotion of excellence in frontier areas of
Science, Information Technology, Agriculture and other job-
oriented courses.

The President extends his wann greetings and
felicitations to the organisers and the participants and wishes
the Symposium all success.

PRESS SECRETARY TO THE PRESIDENT



Bhuiron Singh S hekhawut
E'4--3"-r/r""t"/Qtlrb

MESSAGE

I am happy to know that National Symposium 2003-

200 4 of Indian A gricultural Universitie s As soci ation (IAUA),
New Delhi on "University Autonomy and Quality
Improvement of Higher Education" is being organised from

l3-14'n November, 2003 at Maharana Pratap University of
Agriculture and Technology, Udaipur and a souvenir is also

being brought out to mark this occasion.

The Symposium will provide an excellent opportunity

to the participants to address the core concerns of the higher

education in the field of agriculture and allied areas. I am

confident that the collective deliberations in the Symposium

will go a long way in forrnulating national strategies to meet the

emerging challenges of globahzation through ensuring

autonomy of educational institutions and quality improvement

ofeducation.

I wish the Symposium all success.

(BHAIRON SHEKHAWAT)
NewDelhi
12* November 2003

SINGH



Kailashpati Mishra
Governor Rajasthan

RAJBHAWAN
Jaipur - 302 006

ffiffi
MESSAGE

I am glad to know that MaharanaPratap University of
Agriculture and Technology, Udaipur and Indian Agricultural
University Association (IAUA), New Delhi are jointly
organising a National Symposium on "UniversityAutonomy
and Quality Improvement of Higher Education" at Udaipur
from 13*-14*Nov. 2003.

I am sure, the academic deliberations in the above

symposium on crucial topics like status of Agricultural
Education in India in the context of globalization, challenges

currently faced and strategies for its improvement would help
to bring out suitable recommendations that would be of
immense use in setting new direction to the national
agricultural education system and policy.

I wish this endeavor a great success.

'A44;4v*t" P*A' f1,il 40"4

(KAILASHPATI MISHRA)



Dr. Murli Mahohur Joshi Miitister of Hamun Resource
Development Indiun
New Delhi - 110 001

MESSAGE

I am glad that Maharana Pratap University of
Agriculture and Technology, Udaipur is orgar;'zing a

"National Symposium on University Autonomy and Quality
Improvement of Higher Education" in collaboration with
Indian Agricultural Universities As sociation, New Delhi.

The subject chosen for the National Symposium is

much relevant in the present scenario and therefore, I
complement the organizers. The challenging task of higher
education in the applied field like agriculture is to generate

greater confidence and real competenc e to allract our scholars

towards self-employment ventures, as it would create

substantial job-opportunities for absorbing our Nation's well-
trained surplus youth available for gainful production
activities.

I convey my best wishes for the success of National
Symposium.

^^r,lck)el7D
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Ashok Gehlot Chief Minister
Rajasthan

MESSAGE

I am glad to know thatMaharanaPratap University of
Agriculture and Technology, Udaipur and Indian Agricultural
Universities Association (IAUA), New Delhi are jointly
organising a National Symposium on "University Autonomy
and Quality Improvement of Higher Education" at Udaipur
from November 13 to 14, 2003. A souvenir is also being
published to commemorate the occasion. In view of our future
needs, rapid technological developments and the upcoming
opporfunities and challenges under WTO regime, it will be
appropriate to assess the strengths and weaknesses of our
agricultural education system so as to re-orient the same as

warranted by the time. I am hopefulthatthe deliberations will
help to set directions for building competence and desired
skills in our agricultural graduates and post-graduates to
shoulder the responsibilities with confidence and strength and
will come out with new vistas for the autonomy of higher
educational institutions in gene ral and quality improvement of
higher education in particular.

I convey my best wishes for the success of the
symposium and the publication.

ffi
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(ASHOK GEHLOT)



Hakumdeo Naruyan Yadav Minister of Stute for Agriculture
Government of India

Krishi Bhuwsn
New Delhi - 110 001

MESSAGE

The National Symposium on "IJniversity Autonomy
and Quality Improvement of Higher Education" being
organized by the Maharana Ptatap University of Agriculture
and Technology, Udaipur in collaboration with Indian
Agricultural Universities Association, New Delhi on 13-14*

November, 2003 is an important event in the context of reforms
being thought for agricultural higher education in India.

I am glad to note that the vital topics like Status of
Agricultural Education in India, University Autonomy-
Concepts and Iisues, Challenges and Opportunities of Higher
Education vis-a-vis Teaching, Research and Extension
Edgcation, Excellence and Quality Assurance in Higher
Education and Agricultural Education in the Context of
Globalization will form the focus of deliberations. I hope

suitable recommendations will emerge so as to give the

required momentum for the reform process for higher

education in agriculture which is under active consideration of
the ICAR.

I send all my good wishes for the success of the event.

ffiffi
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(HUKUMDE O NARAYAN YADAV)



Dr. Mangala Rai
Secretary & Director General

Government of India
Department of Agricaltural Research & Education

und
Indian Council of Agricultural Research
Ministry of Agricultural, Krishi Bhawan

New Delhi - 110 001

MESSAGE

I am happy to know that a National Symposium on "University
Autonomy and Quality Improvement of Higher Education" is being hosted by
MPUAI, Udaipur under the aegis of Indian Agricultural Universities
Association (IAUA), New Delhi atUdaipuron l3* Novembet,2003.

The new economic policy initiatives and the process of globalization
have thrown a series ofchallenges for agriculture in the developing countries
like India. The institutional network for agricultural education and research in
India is one of the largest in the world. Ensuing issues for agricultural
education include integrating agricultural education with job creation,
increased pressure on natural resources, demand for specific human resources
from client groups, sustainability perspective to agriculture, value addition to
agricultural produce, shrinking resources with educational institutions, the
emerging global economic order and so on. The WTO also warants the need
forquality improvement inhigher education to make it globally competitive.

The agricultural higher education reforms project is under active
consideration of the ICAR and the Council is also contemplating to have a
series of seminar/symposium to device strategies for the envisaged reform
process which may include action leading to improvements in course curricula
change in delivery system from teaching to leaming, utilitarian approach by
revitalizing educational programmes developing competence and capacity
building of faculty and Infrastructural development to meet the emerging
challenges in agricultural education.

' I am hopeful that the recommendations of this symposium will set
direction to formulate national strategies for higher education.

I wish the Symposium a grand success.

Dated the 1 1'" Novemb er, 2003
NewDelhi



Prof, Ram Pratap Singh o//*-Vl-*ilh*

Maharana Pratap University of
Agriculture & Technology,

Udaiour - 313 001

Message

I'am indeed delighted to have with us a galaxy of visiting
dignitaries attending the IAUA sponsored National Symposium on

"University Autonomy and Quality Improvement of Higher
Education" Rajasthan is a land of hospitality and welcome. The visiting
Vice Chancellors and Senior Offrcers from various organizations will have
an appropriate environment forhealthy and fruitful discussions which will
give new directions to the Agriculture education in the country. The
decision ofIUAU to assign the symposium to Maharana Pratap University
ofAgriculture and Technology is most appropriate and timely one.

The agriculture education in India has got tremendous boost
during past five decades. The agriculture research in the country has been

internationally recognized. It has helped to meet the challenge of feeding
1000 million people and keep our warehouses full of food grain for
emergency needs. The emerging technologies need to be transformed in
the books for the education ofour young and talented Scientists, so that the

pace ofprogress and growth in the area is maintained. The symposium will
give an opportunity to the eminent educationist sitting at the helm of affair
in the country, to make suitable recommendations for upgrading the course
curriculum and introduce new and emerging areas of education.

I am sure the deliberations drning the two days conference will be

fruitful and lead the agriculture education in right direction.

I am happy to welcome on behalf of Host University the DG
ICAR, visiting Vice Chancellor and other Officers fromICARand deemed

universities

!ffi>-
(RAM PRATAP SINGH)
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Prof. Ram Pratap Singh, Vice Chancellor
welcomes Hon'ble Dr. Manela Rai. DG ICAR & Secretary DARE

Dignatories of the Inaugural Function lighting the lamp



Dr. Ram Pratap Singh, Vice-Chancellor
Garlanding Shreeji Shri Arvind Singhji Mewar

Dignitaries on the dias in the inauguration of the syrnposium



Dr. S.S. Baghal, President IAUA

Dignitaries in the Inaugural Function



Hon'ble Dr. Mangh Rai addressing

Padmshri J.S.P. Yadav and Dr. Kirti Singh chairing Technical Session



Dr. A.S. Faroda, Chairman ASRB chairing Group Discussion
& Valedictory Function

Prof. A.N. Mathur, Dean, MPUAT, Udaipur & Nodal Officer of slnnposrum
presenting his paper in Technical Session



Hon'ble Dr. Mangla Rai, releasing book on
Digital Logic Design by Sh. Dharam Singh, CTAE

Dr. S.L. Mehta, National Director T&A NATP.ICAR,
presenting his paper in Technical Session.



Dr. S.S. Puri, Vice-Chancellor. MPKW Rahuri presenting
his views in Group Discussion

Dignitaries discussing during the symposium



Glimpses of cultural programme organised in honour of dignitaries



Recommendations of the National Symposium on

"University Autonomy and Quality lmprovement of
Higher Education"

at Maharana Pratap University of Agriculture and
Technology, Udaipur

on Nov. 13-14,2003

(A), UniversityAutonomy:

\y The concept of autonomy should be crystallized and its
implications should be specified with respect to academic,

. financial, administrative and legal perspective. .

''s2. There is a great need for complete autonomy at all levels, which
include the freedom to start new courses, create new posts
and re-deployment of staff.

3. The ICAR should take up the matter with concerned State
Governments for ensuring autonomy of the universities
including financial autonomy for effective participation of the
university in agricultural development activities in respective
states.

4. The SAUs should set up tribunals to redress the grievances of
the staff and students in view of large number of court cases.

5. lmmediate steps and procedures are to be drawn to mobilize
internal and external resources and to make the SAUs
financially strong.y6. 
The revenue generated by the university should be kept apart
for the development of the unive6ity and should not form part
of university budget.

7. The IAUA as an apex body should make efforts to get financial
support from Planning Commission, Government of lndia to
overcome the financial crises so as to implement regular
programmes and also to take up'new programmes of
contemporary relevance.

8. The State Government should be informed to provide atleast
one per cent of the agricultural Krishi Upaj Manditax earned
from selling of agricultural produce in KUMs to SAUs for taki



t*u 
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up problem oriented researches and effective transfer of
technology proErammes.

The state governments may be impressed upon to act promptly
on matters related to nominations on various committees as
provided under university act and statutes to ensure smooth
functioning and prompt actions at university level.

10. The Model Act of the ICAR must be reviewed and after
necessary amendments it must be implemented in letter and 

1

spirit by all State Agricultural Universities in the country. 
I(B) Quafity lmprovement of Higher Education= 
I,.-|. The intake for higher education must be restricted strictly on 
1

the basis of merit and the remaining sub-standard out-turned I

students are diverted/encouraged for vocational education/ Itraining. 
i2. The recruitment of faculty must be on merit basis with adequate i

provision for updating the knowledge through refresher i
trainings, participation in seminar, conferences, etc. 

I3. The resources for infrastructure and HRD development to I

evolve teaching programmes in frontier areas of sciences i
applicable to agriculture and allied sciences are to be 

$

developed in various SAUs and ICAR institutes. 
$4. Job-oriented certificate and diploma programmes in addition t

to the regular degree programmes, for upgrading skill and I
developing confidence of agricultural graduates are to be $

launched to overcome the problem of increasing 
$

unemployment of agricultural graduates. 
$'5. The four year B.Sc. (Ag.) degree programme needs to be re- I

oriented with two years study of basic courses, one year 
fi

professional learning and the last year for long interactive 
H

sessions including Rural Awareness Work Experience 
X

(RAWE)/in plant training, etc. i
6. ln order to fully exploit the status and strength of the institutional

network of NARS imparting agricultural education, research
and extension, the government of India should consider the
visit by the team of experts comprising Vice-Chancellors,
Deans, Directors to client countries for marketing our expertise

! and capability and also exploring the possibility of giving .

r\trhh:r*t:r..*o, .**.n*:*^''.,*1p
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assistance to such countries in developing their human 
.\

resources, institutionalset up and educationalsystem including 1

opening of campuses in such countries. ,l

7. A necessity has been felt to adequately strengthen the National
Agricultural Education System by providing support like'earn
while you learn', placement, entrepreneurship development,
vocational education, etc. The State Governments should
participate equally for the development of the institutions in
SAUs.

8.', The degree programmes should include super-specialization
in some of the emerging areas such as Natural Resource
l\44nqgement, lntegrated Pest Management, !!;Tech
Horticulture, Precisjon Farming, Forestry, Food Processing,
Organic Farming, Crop Production and Crop Diversification,
Mechanization Pradtices, Fashion Designing, Rural Home
Management, Agro-Processing, Value Addition, Agri'Business
Management, Agricultural Export, etc. to develop competence
and confidence in students for entrepreneurship and self-

1 ' 
employment.fhere is a need to introduce need-based courses
and their regular revision with change in socio-economic
condition of stakeholders and policies on macro development
strategies at government level.

9. lThe Master's Degree in Agriculture Engineering should be
awarded with specialization in major areas of lrrigation Water
Management, Renewable EnergyTechnology and Post Harvest
Technology and Engineeringr) Further, to meet the quality of
higher education in Agricultfre Engineering the accreditation
should be sought from NAB, AICTE, NAAC besides ICAR.

10. A meeting of Deans of all Home Science Colleges and Senior
Home Scientists of SAUs and traditional universities be
convened to discuss various issues related to higher education
in Home Science in SAUs and to make the programme viable,
professional and carrier oriented.\ Other issues related to
nomenclature, duration of delgree programme and
specialization, etc. can als'o be discussed there.



provisions made in the Act need to be reviewed and necessary
amendments for effective functioning of SAUs be made.

It was unanimously resolved that the tenure of Vice-Chancellors
in SAU must be five years instead of 3 years (in some
universities) and the age of retirement of Vice-Chancellbrs
should be 67 years instead of 65 years prevalent in some of
the universities so as to effectively make use of their expertise,
insight and perception and also to provide a reasonable span
of time to plan and perform in accordance to the set vision of
developing the universities by the Vice-Chancellors, specially
in the context of new challenges arising from economic reforins
and globalization including GATS under WTO. lt is also more
logical in view of the decision of the Indian OouncilAgricultural
Research for enhancing the superannuation age of agricultural
universityteachers/scientists from 60 to 62. There is an urgent
need to initiate the process of recruitment of the faculty in SAUs/
NAES to prevent the sliding down of progress made so far in
the system.There is an urgent need to recruit the faculty in the
several newly emerging areas covering Biotechnology, Space
Techhology, Environmental Sciences, Food Technology and
I nformation Tech nology, etc.

The tenure of Vice-Chancellor should be made 5 years in all
SAUs in place of present 3 years. As such, these modifications
will enable theVice-Chancellors of SAUs to play more effective
role for longer duration to meet the challenges of emerging
scenario in advancement of agriculture as a whole. In some
Universities, however, there.is no upper age limit for the Vice-
Chancellors.



Proceedings of the National Symposium on
"University Autonomy and Quality lmprovement of
Higher Education" at Maharana Pratap University of

Agriculture and Technology, Udaipur on
Nov. 13-14,2003

1. THE INAUGURAL SESSION

The inaugural session of the National Symposium was held in
the auditorium of Rajasthan College of Agriculture on 13th
November, 2003 at 11.00 a.m. Dr. Mangala Rai, Secretary
Department of Agriculture Research and Education and Director
General ICAR was the chief guest and the programme was
presided by Hon'ble ShreejiArvind Singhji Mewar.

Professor Ram Pratap Singh, Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor,
Maharana Pratap University of Agriculture and Technology
welcomed all the delegates. While welcoming Prof. Singh said in
the history of agricultural education in India, this event will be
inscribed in golden words as the shining stars of the galaxy of
agricultural scientists are joining today to illuminate the universe of
agricultural education by their well synthesised rays of glittering
light of knowledge and wisdom.

He expressed his deep appreciation to the Indian Agricultural
Universities Association (IAUA) for entrusting the task of organising
this important symposium to Maharana Pratap University of
Agriculture and Technology, Udaipur, fully knowing that this
university is still in its infancy. lt is, therefore, certainly a testimony
to the trust in capacrties, capabilities and devotion of MPUAT
scientists, which might have made them to take this decision
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In his address Prof. Singh emphatically mentioned that during ili
last few decades, the extent and scope of agricultural education fl$fr

has enormously expanded. Shrinking resources on one hand and ilii
added challenges on the other made the job of bringing excellence jig;

in education a stupendous task. The thrust of education has been jl*
shifted. We want our graduates to be'Job providers" rather than ij;i

'Job seekers". Job oriented professional courses are the need of iin'?r

the day. Besides, the process of economic liberalization initiated in ,',iii

;ii1r1 early nineties by GOl, the General Agreement on Trade in Services rrV''i

i, :i i (GATS) as a part of WTO agreements, revolutionary changes taking it $ 3l

,,,,i, place in information and communication technology and shift in',',il1i

i:;:i*i*;::$Il.Jiil+r,,,::uirl*ii'i'r*r*iiiirir$iiii,ririi,rxririi$ri*iri*ii.iii,ii#riii+ir.riri:F$
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,1,r l' economic policies, have posed huge challenges on the existing
i, jri-i agricultural education system in our country. lt is rightly warranted
u"i.; to ponder on these issues and to set right the path to impart world
;iiy class education to meet the ensuing challenges of new millennium.

i€t I firmly believe that it is the apt time for IAUA to organise the national

iiX symposium on "University Autonomy and Quality lmprovement of

itfi Higher Education". We are delighted to avail the privilege of

$$ shouldering the responsibility of hosting this historic event.

;;t$ This national symposium is certainly an occasion to have an
ilf..| overview of our accomplishments, to locate the grey areas and

ijf=i more importantly to look into the required reforms in agricultural
1l+ education in terms of its quality and concern for employment

ilji. prospects including self employment. Our deliberations will prove

ffi meaningful and fruitful in spotlighting the vital issues in higher
,ff,fl education and also to evolve suitable strategies to effectively resolve
ilii$ the same.
i.tr;

iiti Inaugurating the symposium, Dr. Rai said India is moving and

itfl agriculture development is the only way through which it can be
iri projected as a global leader.The future of agriculture depends upon

iig improving the quality of agricultural education and strengthening

.ii the research system in order to meet out the emerging challenges

ilfl of economic liberalization and globalization. Presenting the data
fj$i on scientific manpower in India in relation to developed countries,

,Ff.i1 he pinpointed the need for increased manpower input in
,ilT1j accelerating the process of development of Indian agriculture. He

.+$ emphasized the need of judicious utilization of human and non
*tl human resources. In the present scenario, the mandate of education

$j; should not only to provide degrees but also to make them
$ professionally sound and competent enough for self-employment.

ilii.i He also mentioned that it is a matter of great satisfaction that India
$11 achieved remarkable increase in per capita income last year but
Hf as far as GDP is concerned the effort should be made to achieve
$ 6 per cent growth rate. The Director General, ICAR also discussed

;$.$ the cutting edge and frontier technologies in agriculture and

;$ emphasized the need for improving the agriculturat education 
iii

p-jd," system, that not only will provide world class education to the ..,,ri

ffi students but will make them internationally recognized. ',:,',

ill: n,___ ilii
i X i Shreeji Arvind Singhji Mewar, in his presidentiat aOOress i: I ::

ilrtl;,,.1Ovocated the need based education system, which develops,,",,1",.

i'=-:li,;::::l;ll,.;,l,liiiillri.*t+:,V,"qliliu,,, *''r,,,r,,,,,* * r,'",i*r+*i.;i,l]j'l''' l*..,



professional competency in the youth to make the education system
of the century more rewarding. Pointing out on University Autonomy,
he stated that autonomy should be linked vyith a sense of
responsibility, which should infuse from the core of the heart of the
people.

Dr. S.S. Baghel, President, IAUA, and Vice-Chancellor, CAU,
lmphalgave detailed account of objectives and activities of IAUA.
Dr. Baghel strongly expressed that ban on new recruitment of
scientists in Universities has stopped the pace of agricultural
development in the country. Agriculture being the most important
sector should be looked with the same angles to give the priority to
the recruitments of the scientists in order to meet the challenges of
globalization and liberalization.

Dr. A.N. Mathur, Dean College of Technology and Engineering,
Udaipur and the University Nodal Officer of the symposium
extended vote of thanks.
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{'112. TECHNICAL SESSION{ ON STATUS OF AGRICULTURAL THi
I EDUCATION IN INDIA i.{ I

Chairman : Dr. Mangala Rai, Secretary, DARE and DG, ICAR

Co-Chairman : Dr. A. Alam, Vice-Chancellor, SKUAST, Srinagar

Speakers Dr. J.C. Katyal, DDG (Edn.), ICAR, New Delhi

Dr. S.L. Mehta, N D (NATP), ICAR, New Delhi

Dr.Tej Pratap, VC, CSKKV Palampur

Dr. A. Alam, VC, SKUASI Srinagar

Rapportpur Dr. Ritu Singhvi, Assoc. Prof. & Head, MPUAT,
Udaipur

The Chairman in his opening remarks emphasized the
importance of this session and stated that the agricultural
universities have made significant contribution in the improvement
of teaching, research and extension. However, there exists vast
scope for further improvement in upgrading the quality of our
graduates. The following four speakers presented their papers.

Dr. J.C. Katyal in his paper on "Employment oriented
agricultural education", discussed the status of human resources
and the strength and weaknesses of the system. He emphasized
the need to stress the States Government to reset their Act on
those lines for uniform governing of the SAUs. Analysing the job
opportunity pattern, he suggested that there is possibility of higher
job opportunities in private sector in agriculture for which required
strategies are to be formulated.

Dr.Tej Pratap presenting paper on "Emerging requirement
and modeling of higher education for self-employment"
stressed need to have market responsive curricula for producing
knowledgeable and skillful professionals. There is necessity to
prepare the universities in the era of WTO and GAT regime and the
lot of things has to be done to achieve it. This will also require the
changes in university governance and management.
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,.i''\T in tune with the time. All the institutions will have to be connectedl*u'$
il i, it thror toh nehruork fnr eehie-rrinn cnnallenno Thora iq naad tn nanarala Ii.;'through networkforachieving excellence.There is need to generate i1,

'& the resources and increase the orivate sector narticination as clone .,1the resources and increase the private sector participation as done
by MPUAI Udaipur by involving the R.R. Morarka Foundation for
running a job oriented PGDOAM.

Dr. A. Alam presenting a paper on "Relevance of
information technology in quality improvement in higher
education" informed that the use of information technology in this
sectorwould help in internationalizing our NAES.There is necessity
to have an interactive web site with range of data base. The stress
must be given on computer education in our UG and PG
programmes.

These presentations were followed by discussion.The following
recommendations emerged from the deliberation in this session:

1. In view of rising unemployment the agricultural education needs
reorientation by introducing courses in new upcoming areas of
employment and making it professional.

2. The fouryear B.Sc.(Ag.) programme needs to be redistributed
with two years study of basic courses, one year for professional
learning and one year for long interactive sessions.

3. Looking to the status of the institutions imparting education in
the country, the Government of India should depute the teams
of experts comprising Vice-Chancellors, Deans and Directors
to visit potential countries, specially African countries, for
marketing our expertise and capabilities. The team must also
explore the possibility of giving assistance in developing their
human resources and also developing their institutions. Besides
the visiting team should convenience our competence in
assisting their countries for improvement in education system
in those countries and opening of campuses in some countries.

+. AllAgricultural Universities while implementing the ModelAct
of the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, some of the
provisions made in the act need to be reviewed and necessary
amendments for effective functioning of SAUs be made.

It was unanimously resolved that the tenure of Vice-Chancellors
in SAU must be 5 years instead of 3 years (in some
universities) and the age qf retirement of Vice-Chancellors

f. .,'
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should be 67 years instead of 65 years prevalent in some of 1
the universities so as to effectively make use of their expertise,
insight and perception and also to provide a reasonable span
of time to plan and perform in accordance to the set vision of
developing the universities by the Vice-Chancellors, specially
in the context of new challenges arising from economic reforms
and globalization including GATS under WTO. lt is also more
logical in view of the decision of the Indian Council Agricultural
Research for enhancing the superannuation age of agricultural
university teachers/scientists from 60 to 62. There is an urgent
need to initiate the process of recruitment of the faculty in SAUs/
NAES to prevent the sliding down of progress made so far in
the system.There is an urgent need to recruit the faculty in the
several newly emerging areas covering Biotechnology, Space
Technology, Environmental Sciences, Food Technology and
Information Technology, etc.

The tenure of Vice-Chancellor should be made 5 years in all
SAUs in place of present 3 years. As such, these modifications
will enable theVice-Chancellors of SAUs to play more etfective
role for longer duration lo meet the challenges of emerging
scenario in advancement of agriculture as a whole. In some
Universities, however, there is no upper age limit for the Vice-
Chancellors.
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Chairman Dr. A.G. Sawant, Member, ASRB, New Delhi

Co-Chairman Dr. Parmatma Singh, Vice-Chancellor, RAU,
Bikaner

Speakers Dr.K.N. Nag, Ex-VC, RAU, Bikaner

Dr. S.N. Puri, VC, MPKV Rahuri

Dr.V.B. Singh, Ex-VC, MPUAT, Udaipur

Dr. G.S. Sharma, Dean, RCA, MPUAT, Udaipur

Rapporteur Dr. Suman Singh, Assoc. Prof. &Former
Head, MPUAT, Udaipur

Dr. K.N. Nag, Ex. Vice-Chancellor of Rajasthan Agricultural
University, Bikaner (Raj.) in his paper "University autonomy-A
need" stressed the importance of Autonomy in University at all
the levels. He expressed grave concern over the recent
discouraging trend of compulsion of University to prove their
transparency, thus resulting in loss of autonomy. He further specified
that this transparency has to be proven at Government, public and
politician level. Dr. Nag suggested that statutory powers should
rest with the ICAR to convince the State Governments for the
maintenance of autonomy of the university.

Dr. S.N. Puri, Vice-Chancellorof MKPU, Rahuri delivered paper
on "Accountability in autonomy - A real perspective". He
emphasized and added perspective of accountability to autonomy.
His deliberations reflected accountability in terms of freedom to
start new courses, create new posts and also to re-deploy the
staff. Further he stressed that constitution of BOM should be
reviewed and larger number of members from academics should
be included. Dr. Puri brought this important point home that
autonomy brings power and combined power and responsibility
should be correlated.

Dr. V. B. Sin gh, Ex Vice-Chancellor, Maharana Pratap U n iversity
of Agriculture & Technology, Udaipur presented his paper on
"Significance of autonomy-issues for sustainable quality in



sub-standard out turned students in vocation education. He felt the
need to recruit faculty on merit basis and update them through ?

refresher trainings.

Dr. G.S. Sharma, Dean, Rajasthan College of Agriculture,
Udaipur expressed his views on the topic "Organization and
management of agricultural educational system in lndia". He
opined that the fate of agriculture development in lndia rests on
corner stone of education. Therefore, the academics in university
vis-a-vis teaching should be re-strengthened primarily so as to set
a stage for the chain like manifestation in research and extension.

The representations were followed by intense and in depth
discussions and following recommendations were emerged:

1. There is a need forcomplete autonomy in universityatall levels,
which includes the freedom to start new courses, create new
post and re-appropriate statf.

2. The ICAR should convince the state Government for the
maintenance of autonomy of the universities including financial
autonomy.

3. The restrictions be imposed on the intake in higher education
on the basis of merit and channelized the remaining sub-
standard out turned students in vocational education.

4. Ensure recruitment of faculty on merit with adequate scope for
updating them through refresher training on regular basis.
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and management of resources, there is a need for very strong r\,lr
j fl ; globally competitive education, cost effective remunerative i 1 i

F..,fuggricutturaltechnology and development of course curriculum witnfl":{
.!../'",to".itro"*,,- ..,,-. ," ,,,.--,,,.o"'lr.i'.'.,".il

EDUCATION'' AND "EXCELLENCE AND QUALITY
ASSURANCE IN HIGHER AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION INTHE CONTEXT OF GLOBALIZATION''

At the outset, PadmashriYadav ji introduced the speakers of
this session and stressed the crucial need of curriculum revision in
the wake of changing scenario and globalization in order to improve
the quality of higher education.

Dr. D.P. Singh, in his paper "Gurricula relevance of higher
education in agricultural sciences in the new millennium"
introduced the topic and stressed the need of reorienting the
Agricultural Education System to improve the quality of higher
education with respect to curricula relevance, strengthening of
infrastructure facilities with modern equipment and need based
meaningful HRD. While discussing on unemployment problem 

I

Ghairman Padmashri J.S.P. Yadav, Ex-Chairman, ASRB,
New Delhi

Co-Chairman : Dr. Kirti Singh, Ex Vice-Chancellor & Ex-membe
and Ghairman, ASRB, New Delhi

Speakers Dr. D.P. Singh, Vice-Chancellor, JNKW
Jabalpur,

Dr. A.N. Mathur, Dean, CTAE, MPUAI Udaipur,

Dr. (Mrs.) P. Gupta, Dean, CHS, MPUAL
Udaipur,

Dr. J.S. Chauhan, Dean, Ag., Narrni, Solan,

Dr. S.S. Baghel, Vice-Chancellor, CAU, lmphal

Dr . R. P. Singh, Vice-Chancellor, MPUAI
Udaipur

Dr. P.K. Jain, Director, CMS, MLSU, Udaipur

Dr P. K. Dashora, Assoc. Prof. MPUAT Udaipur
Rapporteur Dr. Asha Singhal, Associate Professor, CHS,

MPUAT, Udaipur.
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;if much wider social obligations.
il i R-- a rr rr^rl---,,i Dr. A.N. Mathur, presenting his thoughts on "Gurricula !;ii.ii rr:

;i relevance of higher education in agricultural engineering in i.,",,u[

the realm of higher education" advocated the need of i'i,iui

restructuring of curriculum and syllabi, adoption of accreditation il+

systems from many agencies such as NBA, AICTE, NAAC besides Il;
ICAR so as to make the agricultural engineering education globally 

",j:!ti

competitive. He emphasized the need for identifying the PG l*i
programmes in the areas of lrrigation Water Management, .11,r{i

Renewable Energy Technology and Post Harvest Technology and tlr

Engineering as major disciplines besides three areas already ',ii

notified by the ICAR to produce the engineers who can be jobs 
$ji

providers rather than job seekers. 
|ii$

Dr. (Mrs.) P. Gupta presenting paper on " Curricula relevance *l
of higher education in home science in the New Millennium" li*
intensively reviewed the Home Science curriculum from dual ifil
dimensions i.e. from family/home based skilldevelopment orientation |jI+

to career oriented community based experiences, which leads to iil
developing professional skills and competence. While giving the 

$.$i

dimensions, she highlighted the pros and cons of 3 and 4 year 
$iq

systems of under-graduate studies in Home Science. 
fu.$]

Dr. J.S. Chauhan presenting paper on "Curricula relevance ti*

of higher education in horticulture and forestry sciences in 
iiiiiii

new millennium"touched the historical aspects of horticulture and ,l,i!

forestry sciences and gave the paradigm shift of agricultural ii+

education from that of public sector to private sector, quantity to :.$..,

quality produce local market focus to global market, etc. He also jffijf

proposed modification in the UG and PG curriculum. 
ij1in.1

Dr. Baghel presented a detailed scenario of agricultural f{n

education in context of globalization and WTO and its effect on itr
different facets of life while presenting the paper on "Demand driven 

.$xi

avenues of higher education in the context of globalization". lt ,lir

was emphasized that agricultural education should meet the national 
ljjifjj

needs in terms of production sustainability and international needs 
111.,'11

in the context of training in specialized areas. 
-'''11.i;i

Dr. P.K. Jain presented his views on "Higher education under i';'!j:

WTO regime". ii 1

, The education system as a whole and agriculture education inri:'.".,i1

:;r,,,1::'.!r,. ,,i.:",1;;.. ..;;:'i.,t'*,
:".',i.:...i$r+ii;iilfri+i*:iitixxliii..irl,ii-.iliii"ifii#ixiixlillili#iii?iii#laigtiiii



;'1'! porticular will have to look into the various aspects in great detail.
i;i j rhe lcAR should give top priority to support the sAUs to meet the
,t'1';'"; emerging challenges. He highlighted the various clauses of WTO.

t$' Dr R. P. Singh, presented his paper ,,Threats and
l+* opportunities of higher education in agriculture in the context
til of GATS". He summerised the challenges of agriculture education
Itrri and opportunities under GATS.
!l::::i::l

iiii Dr P. K. Dashora, presented paper on ,,Emptoyment oriented
ij.'; agricultural education". He stressed the needs of maintaining
lt:i quality of education and pleaded a case for introduction of moral

+.tlj 
education in the syllabus.

#I The following recommendations emerged from the deliberations
nfi1 in this combined session:

i# 1. A necessity has been felt to strengthen the NAES and providing
i;t support for student's education, earn while you learn,
iri placement,entrepreneurshipdevelopmentandvocational
iil education. The state governments should participate equally

llil for the development of the institutions in SAUs.

ii+t 2. The degree programmes shoutd inctude the specialization in

'1$i|.! some of the emerging areas such as Crop lmprovement,
11$ Natural Resource Management, pest Management, precision

il$ Farming, Horticulture and Forestry, Crop production and Crop
lit' Diversification,Mechanizationpractices,FashionDesigning,

ii1l.1 Rural Home Management, Ruraland Socialsciences, etc. so
ff|'f that these can lead to self employment. Further, there is a need
,il to introduce need-based courses and their regurar revision with
it- change in socio-economic condition of stakeholders.

ili 3. There is an emergent need to recruit against large number ofulii existing vacancies in NAES otherwise the progress made so
;irr far will start sliding down. Besides, there is an urgent necessity
Iiliu to recruit the faculty in the several newly emerging areas
#j coveringBiotechnology,SpaceTechnology, Environmental
i*X Sciences, Food Technology and Information Technology, etc.

Xl+ 4. The Master's Degree in Agriculture Engineering should be

i+i awarded with specialization in major areas of lrrigation water
,.lt:l ,. Management, Renewable EnergyTechnology and post Harvest

lii,ti Technology and Engineering also. Further, to meet the quality
.l ii' i n{hial-^'^.1,.^^+;^^ :^ A--:^..rr..-- -..-:.^^^--:--- rr-i I i of highereducation in Agriculture Engineering the accreditation ,: ,, ',

i't$ should be soughtfrom NAB, AlcrE, and NAAC besides rcAR. ,jr,i,,i
;i',";,'i ,i,,. :i' ii .:i;
_1.4 r:. t ri j:.t,i.j:

ti-;;i{:,rr,t*t 
',; ir;ilii,'i#iiiiilr.,iri:'*+irii{iigifi,.*;rii+r,i'rcir,+l,}i:i:;.ii:::":i.l



It is necessary to hold a meeting of Deans of Home Science
Colleges, Senior Home Scientists of SAUs.The Deans/Heads
in traditional university be invited to discuss various issues
related to higher education in Home Science in SAUs to make
the programme viable, professional and carrier oriented. Other
issues related to nomenclature, duration of degree programme

and specialization, etc. can also be discussed there.
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VALEDICTORY CUM PANEL DISCUSSION

Dr. A.S. Faroda

Dr. S.N. Puri

Chairman, A9RB, New Delhi

Vice-Chancellor, MPKV Rauhri

Dr. S.S. Magar Vice-Chancellor, BSKKV Dapoli

Dr. S.L. Mehta ND, ICAR, New Delhi

Dr. R.C. Maheshwari ADG (TC), ICAR, New Delhi

Dr. R.P. Singh Vice-Chancellor, MPUAT, Udaipur

The reports of the various Technical Sessions were presented
by the Rapporteurs of the sessions and adopted. 

^
The following additional recommendations emerged from the

discussion:

1 . The concept of autonomy should be crystallized and its implication
should be specified viz., legal, financialand administrative.

2. The SAUs should set-up Tribunals to redress the grievances
of the employees in view of large number of court cases.

3. lmmediate steps should be taken to make SAUs financially
strong.The IAUA as an apex body should also make efforts to
get support for NAES from Planning Commission, etc.

4. The resources generated by the university should not form part
of university recurring budget.

5. The State Governments should be stressed to provide one
per cent of the sales tax generating from agricultural produce
to Agricultural Universities for research and education.

6. The government should not delay the nominations on various
committees as per provision under the University Act.

Dr. R.P Singh, Executive Secretary, IAUA presented a brief
overview of progress achieved and various programmes in hand
in the IAUA.

Dr. A.S. Faroda expressed his gratitude to the organizers for
the meticulous conduct of the symposium.

Dr. R.P Singh, Vice-Chancellor, Maharana Pratap University of
i Agriculture and Technology, Udaipur humbly expressed his
gratitude to the Director General, ICAR officials and Vice-
Chancellors and Other officials of SAUs for their whole-hearted
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Employment - Oriented Agricultural
Education

J.C. Katyaf

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

History t

The history of agricultural education could be traced back to
ancient time when agriculture was included in the curricula of
Nalnda and Takshila Universities as one of the 1B arts. However,
organized courses in agriculturaleducation started in the beginning
of 20th century when six agricultural colleges were established at
Layalpur, Kanpur, Nagpirr and Coimbtore in 1905 and pune in 1907
and at Sabhour in 1908. In the year 190S lARl was setup at PUSA.
The ICAR was launcheci in 1929. At the time of independence, we
had 17 colleges for agriculture and allied sciences. During that
period, teaching was done at colleges, whereas research and
extension were the responsibilities of state government staff. No
linkages were existing between teaching statf and research and
extension staff.

Soon after independence the urgency of bringing and rapid
increase in food grain production necessitated. re-examination of
existing pattern of agricultural education. Need was also felt for
establishing closer inter-relationship between research, extension
and teaching programme, which was not possible under general
university education system. The several committees and
commissions made to review agricultural education system and
as an outcome a specialstatus is given to agriculturaleducation in
our country and recommended five steps to etfect it:
. As a first step, education programmes are reoriented and

reorganized, to include practicalskill improvement and location
specific problems to serve farmers.

. The second step was setting up of ICAE.

*D|t Director General (Education), lndian Council of Agricultunl Besearch, New Dethi



Universitv No. of Universities No. of colleoes

SAU 34 200

CAU 01 06

DU 05 10

CU 03 03

ilT 01 01

General Universities 16 41

Total: 60 251

o As a part of third step, first SAU at Pantnagar was established
in 1960 at Pantnagaron Land Grand University pattern of USA.
Prior that lARl in 1958 got deemed to be university status.

. Fourth step :to establish one SAU in each state.

. Fifth step : reorganization of ICAR in 1966 into 4 divisions,
Agricultural Education was one of the four divisions.

At present ICAR through education division coordinates,
supports and guides the SAU's. The ICAR also provides
developmentaland strengthening grantto SAU's. At present ICAR
relationship with SAUIs lacks statutory authority as is available to
UGC/VCI. Therefore, SAU's have no binding say to reform in
agricultural education :

Agricultural Education

Set up :

At present, there are 34 State Agricultural Universities, which
includes University on Animal, Veterinary and fisheries and one on
Horticulture and Forestry.There are four deemed universities under
direct control ICAR and one outside the purview of ICAR i.e.
Allahabad Agricultural Institute. Also, one Central Agricultural
University (CAU) in lmphal (Manipur), and three Central Universities
(CU) are having faculty of Agriculture. Besides, there are about 50
private colleges imparting agriculture education and are mostly
affiliated to general universities.

Table :The distribution of universities and college in our country

Programme:
In the state of Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh, there exists distinct

stream on agriculture at school level. The Swaminathan committee
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j,''.'n+J:*.{.on education in 1997 has recommended not to launch separate ffiiri; stream at pre-high school level but suggested to introduce some ll,l
"&I', components of agriculture subject in the existing curricula. The .;f",r3

ljiffi" committee came up with recommendation to introduce agriculture "ffi

fli$ 3. 1n 
optional subject in curricula at 10+2 (Sr. high secondary ) ffi

+ffi level. 
iffi

ffi Undergraduate Programme: 
N

ffit At under graduate level, there are 1 1 faculties offering 1 1-degree lS
ffi programmes in agriculture. The present intake capacity at ffi
ffi undergraduate level is 13500 students per annum, which includes ,ffi

R4 about 3000 students in private colleges. The faculty-wise distribution ffi
ffi includes 8600 in agriculture, 2000 in veterinary, 750 each in ffi
ffi Agricultural Engineering and Home Science streams. In Maharastra ffi
ffi 5 SAU's admit 2200 students for undergraduate programme. ffi

ffi' eostgraduate Programme: ffi
ffi The postgraduate programme includes M.Sc. and Ph.D. -..ffi

ffi degrees. At present 52 universities (including 19 general) offers 
Rt#

$nR M.Sc. programme and 41 universities (including 9 general) offers Ii#

il$ Ph.D. programme in 95 and 80 disciplines at postgraduate and Ph.D. 
EE

ffi level respectively. The intake capacity at masters and Ph.D.levels fitr

*$.j in 6000 and 1550 respectively. The majority of admissions are in 
$fr

ffi agriculture, food science and technology disciplines, whereas ti$

ffi$ sericulture admits a few number of students 
$T

ffi All the universities and colleges have a uniform duration for |#A

ffi M.Sc. and Ph.D. programmes and in 2 years for M.Sc. and 3 years ffi
ffi for Ph.D. But, there exists variation in totalcredit hours, distribution 'Fa

HH among majorand minorfields, grading for research and evaluation i,,ffi

,ffi procedure. The ICAR in association with SAU's has developed a 
Xl$

Rft model academic regulations, curricula and syllabi, which is likely V!i*

ffi to be implemented from the coming session all over the country. 
ffi

iH Faculty Status: ffi
fl About 19000 faculty positions are filled-in out of sanctioned W
ffi strength 23000. This includes all positions, whether borne #$

EI$ exclusivelyonteachingornot. Thepresentstateoffilled-in positions ffi
frlt', includes 87 per cent Assistant Professor, 76 per cent Associate .r"H

,E"ii Professor and 79 per cent at Professor level respectively. fne ;;iA

t i i relative proportion of females is 20 per cent of all filled-in positions tr [ ]

p+,.\.gnO 10 per cent at Assistant Professor, 6 per cent Associateo/H'H
V'"o=".,;"1--"*,... ",,.. -,,r*"."."'.'*:;1,"'r*1'{
{,'::}'f"+llll:-1';,*l$+ii+*W+#ifii{triii#i#:+isi-{ffffiult$FiiHir$*ffiri.#.fti{it,itrS$rf+n-++ffi*#i;TTi,.*L-'i,i



organization and governance of SAU's as well as to provide a sound

base for their development, the ICAR developed its model act for
Agricultural Universities in 1966 after which the acts of most of
earlier SAU's were patterned.

The modet Act (1966), had envisaged the SAU's as mono
campus (one SAU/state) institutions in each state, having integration
of teaching, research and extension functions with jurisdiction over
entire state. However, in course of time most of the SAU's have

become multi-campus institutions with campus scattered
througho,ut the jurisdiction area, and in many states university
number also multiplied going up to even four in Maharastra. The
model Act was revised twice in 1984 and 1994. The model act
1994 has detailed guidelines on various aspects of university
functioning related to teaching, research and extension education
programmes.

Employment Scenario :

So far SAU's and other institutions have produced allied
subjects, among it are 1,66,200 at undergraduate level, 78200 at
M.Sc. and 1 1400 at doctorate levels respectively. The discipline-
wise distribution of total stock of graduates includes 1,24,745
graduates, 77760 M.Sc. and 6905 Ph.D. in agriculture and allied
subjects and 292995 graduates, 11885 M.Sc. and 447O Ph.D. in

Veterinary and allied subjects.

The employment pattern of graduates indicated public sector
as main employer. The private sector employment is high for
agriculture and allied subjects as compared to that of veterinary
subjects. The entrepreneurship development is very low among
both agricultural and veterinary graduates. Many opportunities are
likely to be exploded by agriculture graduates. Also reorientation
in education system may offervast employment potential untapped
so far.

The present employment pattern of agriculture and veterinary
graduates in various sectors is given in table 2:
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''i.i,,'.''.i:'' t,,' .+,",.,,ii'iir; Table : Employment pattern(%) among Agriculture and ii'.''i:,
i h i Veterinarv oradrrates I ll iVeterinary graduates

Employment
Sector

Agriculture
Graduates

Veterinary
Graduates

Public 50 65

Private 20 03

Research & Academics 12 11

Financial Institutions & NGO 06 01

Self-emploved 02 10

Inactive/migrated 10 10
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F,l$ Evaluation of Employment Pattern:
$tl* The Agricultural Universities were set up with the purpose to ifi+

$$ develop agriculture graduates capable of assisting in modernization #"1

it-T'|J of agriculture through knowledge of improved agriculture practices. #fi
'1"+; The post graduate education was developed to prepare human t+'j

+i+ resources t.o garry out research in order to enhance productivity of 
$1j

i:fii field crops in local environment. 
ft;$

$$ The early job opportunities came mostly from the public sector l+$

ff. and problem of unemployment was hardly an issue in early days in il1ii

ir1j the beginning of .|990s. With opening up of economy, greater l$
iip emphasis was laid on private sector and therefore employment ;tr
,xi$ opportunities in public sector started declining. During this period 

.$i*

+$f accelerated growth of industries and services has initiated large $,Ii

f$i scale migration of rural communities to urban areas and thus have tii
j-1x1 reduced the importance of agriculture for employment. lt;jtiii$ riii,il

i-llli Further, the studies forecasted that it pretend continue by 2O2O :;li

i+t the contribution of agriculture to GDP will come down to merely 7 . i$

+$ per cent as compared to 25 per cent now. The rise in service sector -ti*

-$$+ 
and industrialgrowth, to some extent, willfillthe GDP gap created H

Igg due to fall in relative contribution of agriculture sector. In the present i#j

|u$j context, the graduates loaded with knowledge in traditional subjects 
i,.$

ii.$ lack creativity and business management skills to be relevant to i$$

!nii!i.. Oemand of manufacturing and service industry. Jii

,,,1,,.i 
fne other factors for present employment scenes are: i{ii

i i I . General complacency towards investments in agriculture on il i1Li,Y\ account of comfortable food situation. ,f1,,',,i

fr....,.i;igii+,,1*titii,ll"t+s,:l*iil*ilijiii,*illlxiiijiiliitf*#,jii,fiiiiiiiitiigJitl$iii#iiit*iti*"*"'.-'.i,r,,,,#iii: jt-t#
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. Warning attention to and investment in agriculture not specific',,'
to India - it is a global phenomena. i

. Falling investment areas on causing drying up of employment '

avenues in the governmenVpublic sector.

The Globalization of Commerce in Agriculture, guided by WTA
has its own influence on the quality of manpowerto service agriculture
sectors. There is a specific demand for agricultural graduates who
are well versed with various clause of Wl-A. But present education
system lacks adoption of these lines, in the curricula makes the
available graduates less suitable for the market needs.

As globalization of trade roots deep into agriculiure, farm
produce will become competitive price-wise and acceptable quality-
wise. The trade in value added processed foods would occupy a
prime place, when the WTA is in full operation. Currently, there is
only 7"/" value addition to the raw produce in India, as compargd
23%in China, 45"/"in the Philippines and 188% in United Kingdom.
The surge in value addition through primary and secondary
processing of agricultural produce will come in the forefront. There
will be increased role of S&Tto build industrial aspects of agriculture
and develop agriculture as an industry this infusion to take place
agri-advisory services are required to be strengthened. There is
need for individuals having relevant knowledge in modem subjects
and experience in real life situations. The currently available
graduates are found not well versed in subject knowledge suiting
emerging market demand and also lack confidence in providing
solutions to common field problems. The consequence of this
mismatch is also responsible for this rising state of unemployment
of agricultural graduates.

Rising Unemployment - A dilemma of Agricultural Education :

The study conducted by Applied Manpower Research Institute
(AMRI) in 2000 to study employment status of agricultural graduates
revealed'that about 43"/" agricultural graduates are unemployed.
The unemployment figure for postgraduates is around 23%.

The study also predicated that annual national demand for
,,, agricultural and veterinary graduates is about 700 and 1550 -

5r respectively. By year 2O10, the cumulative gap (i.e. excess supply "
I of graduates over demand at current rate employment) will be i

iili 34000 for agricultural graduates and 6000 for veterinary graduates."i
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i'!'1i The symptoms of unemployment can be seen through rising ltfi
! ii i number of RAs and continuation of temporary employment for even i.+ ;

;i; more than 6 years. There are few takes for agri-business and agri- 1ii1
i,l,i;i clinic scheme. Out of 18,885 applicants, only 3762 turned out for ffii

$1;11 
training and merely 676 set up agri-business ventures. Thus, a $$

itr success rate of only 18 per cent (MANAGE) is observed for this i,.]T

+.i1i self employment programme. The reason for this poor state is iiji;j

$if enormous, but it is felt that training is good but not adequate. There 
].i]]$

iii$i is urgent need to develop flare of agri-business at College/University 
ti$i

i,'- level and that can be achieved through building enterprise courses fij|

$$ 
and make specialized practical training essential at graduate level. 

l1'i*

il* The rising unemployment scenario also reflected persistent 
+i,

..,{$ inflexibility and impassivity to redesign and re-engineer existing 
|jj$

lf+t course curricula suiting to contemporary and emerging market

fl1$ needs. Therefore, the graduates coming out are neither confident 
.1*qifl

iii* nor competent to create self-employment. They, generally, lack il$
li1ff creativity and enterpreneurship spirit. They find themselves ill tii'x

itif equlppeb to be accepted for positions in industry, agri-business #i$

,ll , ---- 11 --r i.tiiiiii houses and emerging areas of science, technology and trade. There 
lt'.$

,g is a need, to have watch on merging job market trends, identifying i!,$

their requirements and develop J course package as pait ot 
,i.ii1

reorienting education and make it more employment oriented. 
in+:

A study by NAARM to know willingness and mindset of I;{l
graduates on setting up service centres in villages confirmed the $1$

aforesaid deficiencies. Only two out of 60 graduates accepted the 
i.$*s

agri-business/agri-clinics scheme of self-employment. The state gfi

government jobs are still first choice of graduates. The choice for F$
private jobs and self-employment was observed fifth and eight. The tjtli

main reasons to this poor stake are lack of confidence and business $$
knowledge. Therefore, it is suggested to include subjects on project i#
and agri-business management with opportunities for practical 

llf]]]trainings. 
ii!t$

Employment Oriented Agricultural Education lssues: 
i1i

The important issues of present state of employment and 
!j+.

agriculturaleducation are: xift
. iiiiil

Decline in the share of employment in public sector l;.r,,,1
i'{, :ii.;' I,li'i :"i ,i''i

:i ,i ,: . Lack of update knowledge on needs of employment il i:,r',ri, opportunities with other sectors of economy and no dialogue rilrilr,1l



with perspective stakeholders of education.

. Lack of enterpreneurship competence among agricultural
graduates less than 2o/o curr@otly self employed.

. Mismatch in manpower availability and the areas of need.

. Inflexible course curricula faculty competence concentrated
in traditional subjects, old and outdated inf rastructure.

o Sharp surge in female students.

o Education under GATS (General Agreement on Trade in
Services) becomes business. Quality and competitiveness in
sustaining it becomes the hallmark of futuristic agricultural
education system and set-up.

. Duration of graduate programme and its distribution among
teaching in basic subjects and practice sessions.

o Agricultural education a professional course requires support
services of para-professionals.

. Expansion of lower level of education is as much an issue as
is the higher level of agricultural education.

Strategies and Activities:
The strategies and activities to make agricultural education more

employment oriented are:

o Manpower need assessment - tapping future employment
avenues requires re-engineering agricultural education in
consonance with needs of stakeholders.

o Course curriculum revision - lntroduction of subjects in
upcoming areas of employment, needs of perspective
employers and charging scene in agricultural trade and
environ mental management.

. Education Methodology- produce professionals suiting market
needs, move from teaching to learning with increased emphasis
on hands on practice in real life situations.

o Linkages - intensive tie-ups between SAU's/lnstitutions and
development departments/industry/NGOs is a must to
increase field of exposure for practical training.

o Facilities and Faculty up-gradation - In order to reduce formal
academic load and to expand room for practice and
innovativeness through hands on training it will be
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to build infrastructures (like model plants and Instructional
Farms etc.).

. Building faculty competence and capability in emerging areas
of science and technology and developing skills in vocational
courses.

ACTIVITY ROAD MAP. CRITICAL REQUIREMENTS AND
ACTIONS:

Manpower need assessment and requirements:
The assessment is built through a comprehensive review of

the various sectors of economy by identifying the number and kind
of manpower needed sector and region-wise. ln order to give re-
orientation to agricultural education to support forecasted manpower
requirements, it is essential to know the present skill composition
vis-d-vrsthe futuristic job profiles. The manpower need assessment
should be treated as priority activity to be undertaken by each SAU
for its domain area. ln order to make a countrywide need
assessment, ICAR education division may coordinate or support
a project on above lines for manpower assessment.

Curricutum Planning and Reorientation:
In order to capture the stakeholder perspective and changing

market demand, curriculum review is a major lamppost of activity
roadmap. No doubt curriculum revision is and development is a
dynamic process and should respond to changing national
compulsions and market vibes. In that pursuit, it is necessary to
infuse right perspective in curriculum changes, which are aligned
with competencies required in the futuristic agricultural graduates.

Course curricula review at school, graduate and postgraduate
level:

At the school level, village environment should influence and
enrich the course curricula. The teaching learning process should
centre on local resources, management options and crop growing
environment. ln this natural setting, a student is encouraged to
observe, learn, experience and even collect live specimens of soil,
water, fauna and flora.

],FrH The tife sciences can be taught and learnt in an integr"t"o 'ltlt

{j } manner studying the field crops, ecological principles and how i f i
,t',,ilfarmers handle diverse natural resources by selecting crops 
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L',,iY their varieties to meet the feed requirements of their livestock and
r i i food and other needs of their families.

At the undergraduate level, the course curricula review should
address employability of future graduates by developing
professional excellence through teaching in real life subjects. The
new syllabus should be relevant, responsive and sensitive to
changing needs of farming community, industry and external
pressures generated by WTA and related issues like lPR. The
introduction of courses in food processing, business management
including market and trade, international treaties and agreements
and information technology should be part of new look graduate
programme.

Distribution of four year graduate programme:

Under the proposed new modified system, the first two years
will be allocated for teaching - learning in basic courses of
agriculture including crop ad animal husbandry. The teaching of
soils as an important natural resource will also be taken up during
this period. In addition, ecological principles, operation of agricultural
equipment and information technology subject will be given due
consideration. In order to strengthen work experience, the passive
classroom teaching shall be reduced and more emphasis be given
to practical sessions, thereby increasing learning opportunities.

The third year of programme will be devoted for hands on training
in any one subject of professional learning in the field, factory,
business enterprises, engineering workshop ora model plant. Since
the final objective is to infuse creativity, confidence, competitiveness
and enterpreneurship spirit among graduating students, the training
must be most comprehensive covering each aspect of trade from
beginning (say cultivation) to end (say consumption).

The fourth year will cover learning in multidisciplinary
subjects through long interactive sessions involving students and
faculty. This is the period when teaching in subjects of business
management, marketing and international treaties and conventions
should be introduced. Since the learning sessions are for the
development of ideas and plans for working out solutions of a
problem, the format used shall be brain storming and based on
case studies.
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The post graduate level agricultural education should look for
development of professionals by building academic brilliance and
professiondl excellence for sustainable development. While
endeavoring that it will be necessary to enrich the course curriqula
bry balahcing employment generation and country's economic
g rowtl{ agai nst biodive rsity conseruation, val ue addition, mode rati n g
global warming and preserving quality of soil, water and vegetation.

The over eXploitation of natural resources, changing land use
," and manageFnent patterns forced by rising demand for food and

other goodS, globalization of trade, increasing use of bio-technology
and poliey issues emerging out from opening policy of economics
will call for inclusion of topics relating to the internal and external
pressures while planning teaching and research activities. The
goal oriented research shall be put on prime place and merry-go-
round research a back seat.
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Emerging Requirements and
Modeling of Higher Education For 

i$l.]

Self-Employment 
ffi

Tei Partap*, Pritam K. Sharma** and H. R. Sharma""* 
fl,{

This paper documents the objectivity and need for change in f*t
agricultural education system and modeling of higher education for $$
meeting the current challenges posed by the ongoing process of ifrl
economic change and to promote self-employment. Different 

F.j$

aspects covered include need for change in agri-education system, *
emerging requirements, the current status of Agri. education in 

i!i,!.

mountain perspective, existing problems besetting agri. education, li$
priority areas for future and, some suggestions for improving the 

;ii!1!

quality of agricultural teaching and research to promote avenues irlji

for self employment. 
-$,.*{

The Need for Change in Agricultural Educational System i.ffi
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There are number of factors that call for change the agricultural
education system to caterto the emerging needs and requirements.
The most important change in recent years has been the ongoing
process of liberalisation and privatization that has led to gradual
withdrawal of government grants and patronage in many economic
activities and services includi n g agricultural education. Further the
process of globalisation through international agreements likeWTO
which has thrown up both challenges and opportunities that can
be harnessed by bringing about required changes in the agricultural
education and research in the country.Yet another important factor
that requires change in agricultural research agenda is the climate
Change, especially for hill and mountain eco-systems, which are
much more vulnerable to these changes compared to other eco-
systems.The above-mentioned changes have serious implications



rr'iiii for higher education, especially in agriculture. For example, the R
t,iij & D institutions have now to compete with resource rich
;u;,,1 transnational and multinational corporations to justify their existence.

.$jfl Emerging Requirements: The Need for Change

$l]} As mentioned above, in today's context, when the multinational

$fu{ and private sector posing challenge to the public funded R & D

1ifi institutions, there is a dire need for ensuring exacting standards in

x1l education, research and extension. This could be done through a

lH number of ways. First, ensuring continuous revision and updating

#ni of course curricula incorporating latest developments in different

,ffii fields. Second, continuous training and updating of faculty's know-

iifi how through short term refresher courses.Third, there needs to be

$llf given more emphasis on the development of entrepreneurial

ijf* development and management capabilities. Fourth, providing

ItTj infrastructures and other facilities like computers, latest literature,

ifllH 
etc

#'$ The Current Status of Agricultural Education in Mountains

:ffij The current agricultural education and research system suffers
jfr' from some limitations, especially of those institutions that are located

liix in the hills and mountains that have unique features and are

it$i expected to cater to their needs and requirements. For example, it

ifi$ is insensitive and unsuitable to the ecologicaland socio-economic
j$!$ conditions in the mountains. Second, it is based on the monoculture

,$;jfr of individual crops whereas agriculture in the mountains is largely

lflt based on integrated crop-livestock-agro{orestry farming systems.

.il Third, inadequate emphasis on sustainable use of natural

ini$ resources, most of which are exploited beyond their carrying

ij$ii capacity. Fourth, weak linkages of educational institutions with

fi:]$ research institutes, extension organizations, and the public sector

Xi; development organization. Fifth, little inter-linkages of teaching

x,* institutions with farmer and therefore, resulting into mismatch

lX1} between the farmers' needs and requirements and the education

.l:;."''
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education is least preferred, particularly in the current
circumstances when the gap between available jobs and the number
of agricultural graduates being produced tend to widen every day.
Further, there is a preference for supporting urban based agriculture
rather than working in the rural areas The most important problem,
however, is that the course curricula tend to be uniform without
inadequate focus on regional specificities and that there is too much
compartmentalization in basic and applied education and research

The yet another important problem in agricultural education is
that the course curricula continues to be designed mainly for irrigated
areas and most favoured crops. There is very little scope for
incorporating regional/ mountain specificities. There is also an
inadequate emphasis on livestock, forestry, and range management
and these are important activities in the mountains.There is a lack
of expertise in agriculture at the senior management level. Further,
there is inadequate linkages with state agricultural departments,
which have the responsibility of agricultural development. Many of
the agricultural education institutions have no outreach programme
and the scientists-farmers'interaction is very low.

Priority Areas for Future
ln our wisdom, the above-mentioned weaknesses can be

overcome by undertaking suitable measures. Some of these are
listed below. First, overcoming past neglect of mountain agricultural
education and research. Second, redesigning agricultural education
and research for sustainable mountain agriculture. Third, ensuring
close cooperation between national and international agricultural
research centres. Fourth, integrating education-research and
extension programme. Fifth, more emphasis on entrepreneurship
development and market intelligence and management, especially
in today's economic context, need to be given. Sixth, introduction
of courses that have high employment potential and are demand
driven like agri-business management, biotechnology, post-harvest
technology, marketing should be introduced. Seventh, in the
changed context, the private sector participation in agricultural
education and research should be allowed to generate adequate
resources. Eighth, promoting better linkages with the industries to
make the education more relevant to needs of the industrial sector.
Ninth, instituting a suitable system of rewards and punishments for
encouraging excellence Tenth, incorporating management concerns, n+

j' 
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and entrepreneurial education into the course curricula. Eleventh.
f giving more emphasis on consolidation rather than proliferation of

agricultural educational institution

lmproving the Quality of Teaching: Some Suggestions
The following are some the suggestions to improve the quatity

of agricultural education to meet the current challenges.
o To impart pedagogical training of teachers

. Discouraginginbreeding

. Active involvement of faculty members in the developmenV
changing education system

. Effective tutorials and advisory system

r Judicious mix of external and internal system of evaluation
o Proper balance between basic and apptied knowledge
. Using modern multi-media and other modern teaching aides

for imparting effective education.

. Instituting short term training courses on different enterprises like
. bee-keeping, ddry mushroom, sericulture, rabbitary and so on
o Encouraging the agricultural graduates to enter into the

business of seed production, seed and agro-chemical supplies
and providing extension services, know-how about post harvest
technology, etc.

o Taking up marketing and export of agricultural produce
especially in the areas growing high value cash crops.

. Taking up small-scale agro.processing activities
o Fruit nurseries and vegetable growing
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ffi

ffi The spectacular agricultural growth since early sixties has mainly ffi
ffi been due to the development of skilled agricultural human resource 

'FA

ffi that were instrumental in generation- assessment and refinement of ffi
ffi technologies and their dissemination to the farming community. High ffi
ffi receptivity of the farming communities and helpful government policies ffi
ffi propelled the agriculturaltransformation. In a span of five decades, W
ffi food grain production increased from a mere 57 MT in 1g51 to 21 1 .O ffi
ffi MT in 2OO1-2OO2. This is a record which is envied by many nations ffi
ffi of the world. India also has become the second largest producer of W
ffi wheat and rice and third largest producer of sugarcane. In fruits & ffi
ffi vegetables production, India shares first position with China. Similarly, ffi
,ffi in animal husbandry & dairy sector the progress has been impressive ffi-

ffi & we are today largest producer of milk (8S MT). ffi
ffi Today, country is not only self-sufficient in meeting the food ffi
ffi needs of vastly increased population but also has built a buffer ffi
ffi stock of over 60 million tonnes of food grains to tide-over any ffi
ffi shortages which may arise because of bad weather conditions. ln ffi
ffi fact, despite worst drought last year, food prices have remained ffi
ffi more or less constant because of resilience and huge bufferstocks. ffi
ffi The success in agricultural production has been mainly on account ffi
ffi of development of skilled human resources through institutions built ffi
ffi over time. Establishment of Post-Graduate School in 1958 at lARl ffi
ffi and first agricultural university at Pantnagar heralded the growth of ffi
ffii agricultural education in the country with at least one SAU in each ffi
,ffi of the major states. 

ffi
ffi Present Status ffi
,ffi,." Today the SAU system comprises 34 SAUs including 5 .,W
liy'speciatized universities (4 in Veterinary and Animal Sciences and gg
f 1- I one in Horticulture). One CentralAgricultural University (CAU) for i 'f i
\r'if\. Natrbna t Directoti NAT? rcAR, New Dethi i.\#
i"-'\i - "+u.r\t
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(BHU, AMU, VB) have agriculture faculties and involved in teaching, '{
research & extension.

Today, the education is imparted through 217 colleges of SAUs
and 48 colleges of General Universities. The annual intake is about
14000 students at under graduate level, 6000 at M.Sc. level and
1800 at Ph.D level.

Emerging Concerns

Most of the SAUs at the beginning of their establishment
recruited faculty largely on the basis of national merit. This coupled
with extensive opportunities for overseas training because of
support from USAID and tie up with land-grant universities of USA,
helped development of faculty competence, this was the main
reason that SAUs performed well and developed human resources
which were instrumental in ushering green revolution. Over the
years, we have developed the strongest NARS System ever.

We are proud of establishment and growth of state agricultural
universities which have been instrumental in developing skilled
human resource. The human resource developed by SAUs have
so far delivered and have been instrumental in agricultural
transformation in the cottntry. However, in view of rapid
technological development taking place globally, our SAU system
needs to keep pace with changing development. While we could
be proud of the past achievements, there are concerns which if not

addressed, future opportunities will be lost and would leave us in
the back seat.

i) Financial un-sustainability of the System: During early phase

of SAUs establishment, both State Government and IGAR
provided adequate funds for academic excellence. That led to
the development of excellent infrastructure including laboratory
facilities, equipments, library etc. However, with passage of
time the support for SAUs declined by the State Government
& ICAR. During lV V &Vl Plan ICAR's 25-30 % budget used to
be allocated to SAUs for education. This declined to a mere

,l 9% during Vlll plan. At present, most of the SAUs are facing
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j'iiti' need to put moratorium on the opening of the new universities lrut'ii

iji,j or colleges unless adequate financial support is forthcoming !,i,,'i
i:ii A major poiicy decision needs to be taken in this regard. *
ffi; oecline in Faculty 

'$11}!iil,''.$ One of the fallout of financial crunch has also been the decline lti
ii$ in faculty strength. Ex-Cadre promotions in most universities have ilu

ilfi led to inverted pyramid. Institutions like lARl face serious crisis r.;
'fft with respect to faculty. Being a deemed university lARl played a ;:Tjl

+ii vital role in developing human resource for the country. Also being ltfr,

ilig a national institute it attracted bright faculty. This coupled with the i#
i.i$ cream of the country joining as students ensured leadership in tll.

I+j agricultural science in almost all disciplines. Sadly this cannot be lliit

iril said now. ln next 3-4 years many divisions in lARl will become $iit

f4+ non-descript with policy of 1 recruitment against 3 vacancies. With ii:iii

i;tf the present trend we are going to destroy the fabric of quality +$X

f,ffi education with devastating effect on agricultural growth. The decay iii,:i

L{..1i1 in academic institutions needs to be arrested immediately if country url

Iti has to acquire the status of developed nation in next 15-20 years. i*iiilt .:r:,:li

ij;' Need for Reorientation iil
ffi While we are proud of developing one of the most sound Human 

ftf$

iBtr Resource Development system which has delivered in the past, i#j

f.l$ yet in view of the future challenges, a revision and reorientation of il"
fiii; the present system of agricultural education is timely so that 

|Hi

iq graduates coming out are job providers rather than job seekers. Fj]{i

h$ ihi" n"."rsitatei the concepi of higher education of practical 
$$|

.#,ri nature which addresses the problems of the farming sector. The ijii

fr.flj institutions have to develop modern and precision farming 
$.$l

$Tf technology suited to smalland marginalfarmers and which lead to 
"4i$

tr|$ improvement in the quality of inputs and managerial practices. lt is f|i;

$..it well recognized that growth in agriculture propels higher industrial 
.Iil

$ii growth and brings economic up-liftment for vast segments of our *i1i

i$ population. The developments in science and technology which ii$i

ffi are revoh.rtionary need to be harnessed to bring economic benefits trij

Efi to our people. This is possible if necessary structural changes are 
i1$$

.$ji introduced which reflect modern realities, challenges and ,lfl

i.," ;, oppottunities. The institutional system must be relevant towards ,:' ,'i

.,rr-fi issues and concerns, reinvigorate its commitment to the linkages ;1,iri

l,{nN among teaching, research and public service, organize its,lii
ii./,rlprogrammes keeping with national requirements in agriculture. ..,{lt,,l'i
,],'"i,. r,.1.1;,,,, ,..-.....,.,., ' ' ::'::1

t+,,lii;l:1"":.;;,,, 
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During the early part of the establishment, the academic
programmes were structured to produce graduates who became
primarily technology agents. In the present era of specialization
and developments in modern sciences, it is necessary that we
restructure ouragricultural education in a mannerthatthe graduates
coming out are not only able to meet the challenges of the present
day but also propel Indian Agriculture with determination, zealand
commitment so that India becomes a developed nation in the next
20 years time frame. For this to happen, universities will have to
develop and strengthen both formal and non-formal degree
programmes, bring academic excellence and education relevant
to future needs.

Agricultural education system in India has to take note of vast
changes taking place rapidly in national and international
environment of agriculture and prepare its graduates to face this
new environment with confidence and faith in their ability to benefit
from new opportunities arising from these changes. The first and
foremost requirement forthe agriculture education system is to foster
a mindset among students which is analytical, technology oriented,
sensitive to the socialand economic issues of farming in India and
sees problems of Indian agriculture in the wider context of global
developments. Agriculture education has so far focused on crops,
dairy and livestock production in the context of food self-sufficiency.
A time has come to give it a broader orientation of international
competitiveness, trade and industry. The industrial growth is largely
dependent on agricultural growth. In orderto accelerate agricultural
growth, we have to remain in the forefront in developing advanced
technologies in areas of molecular biology and biotechnology. We
also need to market our University Education System overseas
so as to assist other developing countries and in the process, bring
credit to the system that we have developed.

I nternational leadership

While there may be some weaknesses in HRD programmes of
SAUs, there are strengths also which need to be harnessed for
providing training to scientists and students from many developing
countries specially Africa and the SAARC countries. India must
extend support in this endeavour to demonstrate its leadership li ,'i

- - -r '- .l t:f iiposition. This would not only bring visibility but also would lead to r i I'-'-"", '--- -- i li jj

r,resource generation in long term. DARE would need to provide-i'$'f

il ',,.:',::,,tti 
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, i reputed SAUs overseas based on need assessment. We need to 'ft J
& be oartner in establishino institutions overseas for human r€source J'.",rtbe partner in establishing institutions overseas for human resource 41

development.

Exchange of faculty and institution of adjunct professorship
At present there is no exchange of faculty from one university

to another. In X Plan support need to be built in for exchange of
faculty not only from one SAU to another but also from R&D
institutions to SAUs and vice-versa. This will promote inter-
disciplinary and inter-institutional teamwork, complementation of
expertise in NARS and also optimization of limited resources.
Universities also need to be encouraged to have scheme of Adjunct
Professorship by identifying persons with academic excellence from
outside the SAU system to be invited as Adjunct Professor. This
will considerably improve the quality of teaching with little
investment.

Linkages among institutions
Partnerships need to be developed between SAUs and ICAR

institutes and also the possibilities of linkages with international
organizations, CGIAR institutes and universities overseas should
be explored with lT coming to our aid, we should have inter-
connectivity with other institutions through modern technologies
such as videos, telecommunications and internet to allow broader
exposure to students and faculty to diverse ideas, perspectives,
values and cultures. Additionally there is a need to foster partnership
among faculty from different disciplines to build the knowledge for
sustainability of the farming systems. Discoveries in different
disciplines (Genetics, Plant Physiology, Crop Breeding,
Biotechnology, Animal Science etc.) realize their potential value
when related to one another and applied to real world needs through
integrative research. lt is therefore necessary that major support
is provided onlyto programmesthatare multi-disciplinary in nature.

Reorientation of academic programmes

Reorienting instruction

ff: There is need to broaden the curricula being followed so as to
Irli reflect a more comprehensively national and global vision of the

irr;i
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,11'1i remain relevant to production issues facing the farm producers. i"-r;"i

''t 
?, 
j ffrere is a scope to enhance the efficiency of instructional delivery I ,r! i

uiii systems by reducing unnecessary replication and allowing i',1,,.

$"i1" universities to develop more depth in specialized fields. This calls "'1!fi

fitr for right-sizing, down sizing or restructuring educational tii
itj programmes in SAUs. lt is not necessary that all SAUs should if
$il have post-graduate programmes in all fields or for that matter all "1,{,n

..,,5 colleges need not duplicate the efforts. The restructuring would 
-ff*

$i|i allow sharing and optimisation of limited financial resources. The ffi]

illX SAU need to focus on highest priority research and information ,ffi

itr needs of the region. The advances in science are leading to ffi
ttl restructuring of agricultural research, redefining educational needs 

$,

#l and technological opportunities and realigning roles for public and $;

ffii 
private research. "{#

,ffi curriculum 
,ffi

lffi The curriculum needs to undergo major reforms to meet the 
+\.$

$ffi expectations of the stakeholders. The rigid water tight compartment t#$,

ilE system needs to be done awaywith. We need to support integrated 
*}$

fril.1 courses, which give specialization in a subject of choice to enhance 
utr

iiji his/her job opportunities. After the Kothari Commission report, 
$ii;i

ig$ agriculture education underwent a change from 10+2 to 1O+2+4 jfl11

l"# programme. However, with addition of 2 years, the duration of the .ft
1ffi courses was brought at par with technical education. However, it 

$$

i.5i did not give the advantage to agricultural graduates. In general, H.

l.{i the courses offered earlier were spread to 4 years without much 
*$ii1

{'l-t] value addition. The re-structuring initiated during AHRD Phase-l W
!jl# need to be taken to logical conclusion. The degree programmet i
$$ must have 10+2+2+2 in which first 2 years programme consist of 

$]}

$jj general course work followed by 2 years of intensive training in the tifr

lS area of choice. This will allow skill and entrepreneurship 
*\i$

$. development and confidence in the skills acquired. In fact, Dr. M.S. 
$-.l,

ffi Swaminathan Committee recommended thatat undergraduate level 
#K

,ffi! there should be two streams which could bifurcate atter 2 years ffi
$tj programme at under graduate level. First stream to be academic +ii

ili stream which is for career in research and education and other tffi
p1$i stream could be for career in self-employment. Simultaneous to jin$

\:luj this change in curriculum we need to train faculties in new areas {";q'
f y ! as also develop strong infrastructure. Academic excellence holds l$ I
lii*.,|"U 

for development. Therefore, the support needs to be built 
'. i,,,r.: :
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i"t'i manner which ensures academic excellence. This would require iiliiii
ri.i.-i supporting concept of autonomous colleges, performance link i, ii

,f',+ support and reforms in university governance. ,j,.,0

'llfnj, i) Entrepreneurialorientation: Employment opportunities overthe ';iil

gf1.; years have changed considerably. previously, Government iiii;

fl{$ sector, public sysiem of agricurturar researchi universities & $t.#

f+.'{ banks provided jobs to most agriculture graduates and post- .tii

i$1; graduates. With the governments and SAUs facing resource trii

$i."n{ crunch, and tsanks also reaching saturation level in $.$

$.,,1I employment, this segment of the job-market has shrunk i'*l.j

i.ll significantly. This has ted to a high degree of unemployment ii.ff

# among agricultural graduates. Lacking entrepreneurialskills and +l+

fi+ practical orientation, graduates now are unabre to start any lif
#l enterprise of their own. There is a need to give them orientation ,.i;,#

iit* for starting and running an enterprise. with proper training they 
'j+j

iH could easily take up enterprises like soil testing, crop clinics, .],iti

ih*T warehousing, agro-service centres, farm-equipment service 
i111

i!.!i] renders, livestock rearing, dairying, agro-processing and other #
++! vocations. This would require skiil and confidence buitding ffr
Isji through practical knowledge and hands-on experience. The frfiji' new breed of graduates must be willing to fight on intellectual li#ii$ battle for self-confidence and self-assertion as equal players l'il

il.J$ in the emerging globalized world. 5
i}$j ii) Broad-basing agricutture education: course curricuta need to !ii$

1jji be extensively revised so as to be in tune with the fast changing *l...t

iil requirement of contemporary agriculture and client ,ri$

{.ii requirements. Greater emphasis need to be given to the i*r
itl internship at the graduate level so as to provide graduates with lliiii'r',r hands-on experience in agriculture. Exposure of students to +i.ii:

ir* various national programmes and opportunities in the 1!;1*{

ig agriculture sector woutO equip them with Lno*r"Jg" 
"nJ ifl perspective of nationalefforts & support. Similarly inclusion of tfi,.+i a management module at both the graduate and post-graduate ,i$

Ilti level would build the confidence & deverop anaryticar skiils for x1"t

lFi venturing for new enterprise. New & emerging areas such as itil
ilil.. environment protection, sustainability of farming systems, lpM, ..,i'i.$

:.a;l' lNM, biotechnology, biodiversity, lPR, lnternationalagricurture ii;o1li

f I i marketing, value addition, etc. should have adequate integrated liiil,i,,ii,, coverage. 
.,.,ii,i:"j,",",. .,r .,,r ji.i
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il'il'; iii) Total Quality Management: The concept of quality is also varied.

\l

i.,t,' As far as education institutions are concerned, the quality must
*n,ii refertoconfirmingtotheexpectationsofthestakeholderb. fte+i*- education must equip graduates to have skills which enable
ii'11 them.to not only earn livelihood but also to contribute to society
iiiifi development and environmental protection. The paradigm shift
;,Ifl in education is to teach students not just what is currenily
ii:i known.but_also to keep them abreast with new knowledge
i$i+ essential for meeting the chailenges of new economic
fii# environment and contributing to socio-economic development
fl$ and public good. Additionaily, they need to be equipped with
if{+ specialized skills as the specialists are in great demand in allgi{ sectors of economy. The total quality management ini+$ educational institutions would therefore require quality
llll assurance through involvement of all stakeholders as well ai
+ilii commitment of faculty and putting in place modern and efficient
i.qi university governance. The world economy is changing as a
ill1*s result.of technology revolutions including information
ilf technology, biotechnology, space technotogy elc. Technology
;di is driving much of the economic transformation with lr BT andili other innovations impacting the way people live and work. we
ii$ could take advantage of the liberalized economy and specially
i1,s the provisions of wro provided. our education-should lead to
+l+ development of analytical skills, exposure to international
11,$i marketing, international quality standards, comparative
${fi advantage, opportunities for exports, confidence in ensuring
$$ sustainability with high productivity and quatity of the produc6
g;i meeting international standards. post HarvestTechnology andt$ value addition also hold keyfor maximum benefits from eiports.

i'ji TheTotal Quality Management in agriculture education therefore
ilii need to focus on improving quality of courses, instructional
Llt processes, establishing continuous resources, human centred
i:f development, students support services, building strong work
i.i1 culture and.electronic communication sygtem. Ultimately, the quality
t+l and skills being imparted must meet expectations of difiereni
ifl5 stakeholders.

i1i,1fi 
Nonformaleducation

*



Modification of plans

lmplementation of
improved plans

Planning for
improvement Bench marking

of technological empowerment of practitioners of agriculture
including farmwomen.

Future education would demand innovative approaches
towards technology dissemination. In fact, there is need to have
total quality movement and educational empowerment. This will
ensure agriculture growth envisioned and will also be a maior
contributing factor for making India a developed nation, as it will
ensure contribution from each and every one. The Universities
need to supporVoffer need based training programmes meeting
different stakeholdersl. needs including NGOs, agri-business
establishments, farmwomen and ruralyouth. The programme could
be short-term training from a month to 6 months and certificate
courses of one year duration. However, these programmes will be
on need-assessed basis and be partially financed by the
participants. The Universities overtime could build on-line education
programmes.

Joint programmes with agri-business and Self Supporting
Programmes

ln order to meet new challenges and also find avenues of
agriculture employment, Universities could consider supporting ioint
formal or informal programmes with agri- business establishments
or other stakeholders. The main purport of such programme is to
develop human resources which meet the requirements of agri-
business. These courses need to be self-supporting and in-built, WLIOlll9OO. I llvgg vv9l999 llvvv rv vv vvrr vsl,lrvl

\employment opportunities in agri-business establishments. WeiS.iri
".tF 'tr' frti,"'lrl!'l*-:ou1u ."'-is..ll:,I#G:'"1 -F,

ldentifying gaps in existing system
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#L,,'.jo' "":iii
flli'+'need to compliment Maharana Pratap University of Agriculture anO 

'i's1

1f,j Technology for starting such programme with Morarka Foundation. 'iut J

il* The Universities would also have to offer self-supporting iu;
ffi courses in different disciplines. This will not only ensure quality but ='ffi

ffi also development of human resources based on market needs. |ffi

,ffi Some of the Universities have already started ventures of this kind. ffi
ffi ICAR should encourage development of such programmes with ifti

ffi one time infrastructure and training grant after which these ffi
ffi institutions need to be self-supporting. This is going to bring visibitity ffi
ffi for the strength that SAUs possesses ffi
ffi iv) Agri-business and marketing: Agriculture is acquiring an ffi
ffi interface with industry. Home-made products are now being ffi
ffi replaced with factory produced goods. Requirement of farm iH

ffi sector is impacting in a big way on industry and vice-versa. H
ffi There is a need to develop specialized courses on agri-business ffi
ffi by SAUs. These would be job-oriented courses. Such courses i{$

ffi could be both short -term and long- term and self-supporting. 
.ffi-ffiH

ffi v) Distance education: Agricultural education has to get out of its ffi
ffi mould of a rigid framework and has to take on the role of $$

ffi continuing education where the education process is adjusted ffi
ffi to the needs of illiterate, unskilled farmers and farm- ffi+ffi households. This would imply that the individual farmer should ffi
ffi have access to agricultural education facilities at different ffi
ffi stages of his/her life. lt would also mean that the educational ffi
ffi process has to be more directly related to localconditions and #
ffi should be made more socially relevant ffi
ffi Epilogue 

"ffi

ffi In view of globalization tremendous opportunity tay for ffi
ffi agricultural education in not only ensuring higheragricultural growth, ffi
ffi sustainability of farming system, reduction of poverty, ensuring frcod ffi
ffi & nutritional security, but also contributing its share for making India ffi
$ a developed nation by 2O2O. We need to seize the opportunities ffi
ffi provided and take steps to meet new challenges through #
ffi reorientation of our agricultural education. India occupied pre- ffi
ffi eminent position in education from time immemorial. In between N
l$l=. this leadership was lost. There is need for reengineering education 

"..SilJg for global leadership and bartishing poverty and ensuring food & ?,?{
I i nutritional security for all. i t \
,Ei
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University Autonomy- A Need

Dr. K.N. NAG*

According to the Webster Dictionary the world "Autonomy''
means self rule or self discipline. Autonomy also refers of
independent working of an organization.

The University system in India inherited the British system and
accordingly the autonomy of the Universities was in-built. Autonomy
was synonymous with the university system. Tfiere was no
pondering, at any stage about the university autonomy. As a matter
of fact universities were considered sacred institution of societies
and derived faith of people.

In the recent years, autonomy of universities has become a
matter of great concern and the imqge of universities has been
questioned from the situation of pride of university autonomy, now
for some reasons,. a picture of exploitation is painted. Certainly,
autonomy of the university iS being questioned because of some
obVious reasons for which the administrators' academician and
supporting staff are responsible along with politicians and
governmental departments and their officials.

University Conventional Autonomy

The conventional autonomy of a university or teaching, research
and extension institution can be grouped in the following categories:

1. Academic

2. Administrative

3. Financial, and

4. Others

Academic Autonomy
It deals with mainly the various aspects academic programmes

of teaching, research and extension. The following activities are
covered under:
-Ex-Vice-Chancellor, Rajasthan Agriculture University, Bikaner and Mohanlal Sukhadia
University, Udaipur
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fto'"*, " Introduction or adoption of teaching programmes of uG, PG fl',J-i

i',i# and Ph.D. degrees, diplomas and certificates "tiJ
/u',n'r", x Fraainn a{ aalraaa anat +ima *n *ima ya,,iaian a{ aa,,raaa *^ v^^^ f'"d'""'",t n Design of courses and time to time revision of courses to keep

abreast and ensure relevance

c. Preparation of teaching and examination schemes

d. Planning of Research and Extension Programmes

e. Arranging examinations and preparation of session papers for
teaching system external/internal and practicals; and emphasize
on the secrecy and integrity of examination system.

f. Conferring degrees, diplomas and certificates.

To maintain academic autonomy under the Act and Statues of
the university, statutory committees are provided.

Academic autonomy is threatened by restrictions and imposition
of bans internally by the university administration on the instigation
of government and its working policies and most bythe government
directives. Accordingly, adoption of new programmes intake and
design and development of syllabi are adversely atfected.

The Central/State Governments and agencies in recent years
are making financial cuts and obstructions in budgets of the
university resulting in day to day difficulties for conduction of
practicals, procurement of laboratory supplies and library reading
material, and other supplies and services.

Interference from the governments and other agencies in
recruitment of teachers and supporting and technical staff is putting
lot of stress on the academic heads and chief executives (VC's/
Deans, Directors). The ban imposed is now responsible not only
for stunted growth but causing a permanent check on future
programmes and lowering down the quality of the university
graduates.The system of guest faculty or contract teachers should
not be allowed to continue any more as it affects the quality of
teaching and there is no stake.The overall growth and development
of pupil is neglected. Similarly, the co-curriculum activities are either
neglected or if carried out then the job is done halfhearted and its
impact is not felt.

1 Administrative Autonomy

I The administrative autonomy is equally important to ensure il I

l,),.protection of the institutional system and carry out the different,,,$.
\ "1]d;1i.#q.**::r\ ,*:o1*."*'-;1,,:."'J't



Transparency is required in appointments, promotions and
removals. Undue interference from the members of decision-making
bodies of the university institution, politicians and governments
should not be allowed. Similarly, pressures from associations/
unions of students, teachers and non-teachers affect the
administrative autonomy. Apathy and indifference arnong
administrators and others in the university system is highly
undesirable.

Financial Autonomy
The financial autonomy has more relevance in present day

situation because of shrinking state resources and public funding.
At every level of financialtransaction transparency and integrity is
expected rules and regulations should adhered to sincerely and
emphasize on quality.

Decentralization of financial powers helps in many ways.
Through decentralization timely utilization of budgetary provisions
is ensured. lt also permits right choice of materials, supplies,
equipment and accessories. However, it calls for alertness at every
level of decision making. Today there is tendency of centralization
of financial powers. lt is not a healthy trend.

The state government and other grant making bodies/agencies
also impose cuts and bans. As a result of these cuts and bans day
to day working is adversely affected and quality of academic
performance and research is affected. Once for all the state
governments should review the requirements of the universities 

i

and commit for a minimum budgetary support under non plan.This
will relieve the vice-chancellors and in turn his administrative heads l

ffi of the financial stress and allow them to put their energies for 
i

academic programmes. Similarly, the state government should
provide adequate financial support for plan activities according to 

I

the needs of the state.The University should not be put to financial 
l

stress continuously. Similarly, once committed, the state grants



"x"

should be wellversed with financial rules and their interpretations.
A regular interval training in financial rules be organized, rutes of
purchase be reviewed from timetotime. Purchase committees be
functional and reviewed regularly.

The Controller of Finance/Comptroller should help and advice
at all levels rather than become a bottleneck. lt is his duty to get the
grants released from state government and otheragencies in time
regularly. In other words he should be Financial Advisor and
Manager.



Autonomy lssues for Sustainable
Quality ln Higher Education

VB. Singti
To prepare human individuals Capable for putting
things in right perspective,Make people sensible
to the nation, and Lead society to new values
and achievements.

Table : Dimensions of the System -

Year Universities Colleges Teachers Enrolment

1947 20 500 24000 2 lakhs

Current
(ln Aoriculture)

300 12000 4 lakhs 90 lakhs

Current 40

11 faculties)

200 UG PG Ph.D

10000 5000 1600

50

(Non SAU)

5400 950

Adjectives Often Used:

Adjectives often used for Indian Higher Education as
"Wooden, Obsolete, Static, Lifeless, Mechanical etc. may be true
for some in isolated cases and hence can not be generalized. The
reason is at no point of time, the educationists and the government
remained idle in the matter of improvement of education be it general,
professional or technical.

Features (General Education):

o The system is vibrant and is the second largest higher education
system after USA.

. Periodic initiatives at Govt. level to improve different facets of
higher education (appointment of commissions, councils,
committees, recruitment boards etc.)



Enrolment of students hardly touches 60/" ol the relevant age
group (18-23 years) as against 47o/" in developed and 7o/" in
developing countries.

Government spending is far below 6o/o of GNP (

recommendation of Education commission 1964)

Establishment of NAAC (1996), for quality assurance in higher
education.

(Agricultural Education)

NationalAgricultural Research System of ICAR is now one of
the largest systems in the world.

. The system has vast institutional and human resource base
available.

. The ICAR, Agril. Scientists and planners have always remain
alert and dedicated in tackling problems of Agril. Education
timely.

o There have been continuous improvements and development
ever since the recommendations of Dr. Radhakrishnan
Commission (1964-65).

Joint lndo American Team (1958); Dr. Cummings commission
(1966),

NCA (1976); ICAR review team (1978);

Dr. Lamba Committee (1991); lll Dean's Committee (1995);

Establishment of Accreditation Board (1996); Dr. Swaminathan
Committee (1997), Dr. Kirti Singh's Report (2000); NATP and
AHRD Project land ll etc. t

all have contributed and aim to improve the quality and
effectiveness of agricultural education in India and producing
scientists with latest knowledge and farmers with adequate
enlightenment.

Autonomy (Conceptual Understanding) :

Meaning+ight to setf GovernmentlGovernance
Autonomy of a university is meaningful only when the

university stands for the propagation of"yirtues which sustain the
society. Autonomy intents to create an atmosphere in which
professionals are able to contribute their best. Any obstacle in the
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fficreation of such atmosphere is termed as interference witn 
"'{'''i"i

i A f autonomv. The danoer to autonomv can be as oreat from within as i Ji ,l
iir-M

.{.j autonomy. The danger to autonomy can be as great from within as |llj
+qi from outside. In lndian Universities often autonomy has been used e'1.i3

as a shield by non-performance to flourish anti-education activities.
The vast majority of teachers have little or no voice in educational
institutions in matters of creating a conducive academic
environment.

Autonomy or educational freedom creates dissimilarities
and create variations and these are signs of life and evidence of
dynamic force. While functioning freely (enjoying autonomy) and
effecting changes without respect to needs, future, environment
and people bring mistakes but then one learns and refine own modus
operandito yield fault free and fruitful process. Hence, freedom to
functioning (autonomy) is a pivot and perquisite for reforms and
development.

Autonomy in Education - rights and privileges to function/exercise
in:
(a) Academic affairs: Own syllabi; own examination; set own

standards, award degree/diplomas in its own right. (Courses
will be according to the needs of the society in which an
institution is located).

(b) Financial affairs : Generate own resources, allocate funds at
own level, set own financial regulations for managing funds
and its spending.

(c) Administrative atfairs: Recruitments, promotions, creation of
cadres/posts, administrative rules, awards/rewards, penalty
for indiscipline, insubordination, omissions/commissions and
delinquency.

Foreign universities which have a dent internationally in higher
education and established their edge have enjoyed full autonomy
in letter and spirit. In lndia also initially autonomy existed to a large
extent in institutions of higher learning and was being honoured.
Over the years, due to introduction of various kinds of abuses and 

I

their perpetuation and proliferation, the autonomy shrinked due to
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Presently what is left in the name of the autonomy in higher
i education is microscopic.The erosion impact is severest in financial

sphere followed by in academic and administrative/management
spheres. To q uote Dr. Ven katasubraman ian (plann i ng com m ission)
the financial situation in higher education is grave and is becoming
a crises.

Lately, there have been several paradigm shifts in higher
education from national to Global, from state controlled to open
market economy, from general education to education driven by
market force, from one time education to lifelong education, from
teacher-centered to learner-centered education and so on. These
changes have created new demands and fresh challenges to our
established system and practices. Therefore, introspection and
reappraisal to our functioning in administrative academic, financial
and management spheres have become inevitable. Atthis juncture
the definition (understanding) of autonomyof highereducation need
to be recast. Infectwith globalization and market driven forces higher
education has to be got liberated from all sorts of impositions,
bondages/restrictions enabling it to play freely and compete globally
in kind and quality and meet the diversified needs of the productive
sector. Given this leverage sincere ones will glitter and rest will
collapse at their own.

lssues Gonfronted:
(i) Rapid rise in enrolment vis-d-vis pace of infra-structural

development.

(ii) Quality of the faculty.

(iii) Quality of University curricula/offerings vis-d-vis market
needs.

(iv) Quality of student, their aim and will
(v) Financial resource shrinkages- Donations, endowments,

investments, fee, grants from governments, diminishing
returns from farms of SAU's and cost escalations.

(vi) Rising indiscipline and absence of accountability ,1

(vii) llls in management - Constitution, purposeful, sena'ee oriented
and visionary.

(viii) Govt. (Political) indulgences and interferences in university life.

ix) Disproportionate teaching and non-teaching staff.



(ii)

(iii)

youth, Filter out non-performers at subsequent intervals. Channelize
the remaining and dropouts in vocational education.
Provide adequate funds for optimum infrastructure (classroom,
Labs, library and farms etc.)
Recruit faculty on merit and merit alone and keep them update
and attune by periodic refresher trainings at centres of
advanced studies.

(iv) Review and recast university curricula periodically to give
room for future needs and market demands.

(v) Lay emphasis on quality of student entering higher education

- Parameters of will, sensibility, logical thinking and positive
approach must be looked into and encouraged for further
improvement.

(vi) Set strict rules for indiscipline and keep transparency in
awarding penalties.

(vii) Set rules for administration and accountability - willful
delinquents must be dealt severely.

(viii) Provide purposeful management- Revise constitution, induct
seruice - oriented and visionaries.

(ix) Harmonize dis-proportionate cadre strength

(x) lntroduce periodic assessment of each programme/activity
to know the progress and pitfalls and take remedial steps in
between if necessary.

(xi) lntroduce an element of review and revision of University
ACT and statutes; to drop irrelevant provisions and introduce
progressive ones. Keep political provisions away from the
ACT and other university bodies/committees.

(xii) Encourage institutions to generate resources internally and
set them free to utilize funds according to their priority but in a
transparent manner.

(a) Realization of cost as fee from the students according
to the usefulness and market demand of the programme.
More fee for high employment potential programmes.

(b) Establish linkages with industry/business houses and

and impact studies, and accept donations and if',J
anAarrrman + 'tl:;tl-hi
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ii j cost basis/NRl

$+ (d) Generate funds from lending spaces and buildings for

ffi social and commercial purposes during vacations or
ffi when not in use.
H++

ffi (e) Develop a contractual system for maintenance of
RN buildings, premises, gardens, play grounds, sanitation,
,ffi power, transport etc. rather than employing own staff
lli* forthem.w
ffi (f) Amalgamate small departments/units/offices/hostels

ffi into larger ones to reduce managerialcost.
'ffi (g) Develop centralize office with computerization, centnal

ffi store and central purchasing

ffi (h) Encourage sharing physical facilities, resources and

ffi faculty at inter and intra-institutional level.

ffi (i) Services of hostel, messes water, electricity, sanitation should
ffi be self supporting and the cost be recovered in fullform the

ffi students. Introduce "learn while earn" schemes for deserving

W students to meet a part of the study cost.

ffi (xiii) Prevent rampant commercialization of Higher Education and

ffi encourage privatization cautiously by enacting suitable
ffi legislation to inhibit exploitation and ensure quality education

ffi at reasonable cost.

#S (xiv) The society need to recognize that efficient educational system

ffi is the work of qualified and dedicated man and women who in

ffi conditions of utmost freedom can aim to train young

ffi intellectuals, develop and refine their sensibilities, imparting

,W to them productive skills and make them truly nationalists.

ffi lt is heartening that quality agricultural education has always
ffi$ been in the active consideration of ICAR as evinced by various
ffi periodic interventions in the form of recommendations and in giving

ffi financial support for infrastructure development and updating the
ffi old/obsolete ones, providing forum and support for faculty
,ffi improvement and various other measures through introduction of

ffi AHRD-I and ll projects.

ffii, My all appreciations to the ICAR and its officials past and

ffi present for their righteous commitments.
i st
i x;
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Organization and Management of
Agricultural Education System in

lndia
G.S. Sharma'

Genesis of Agricultural Education in India
Enough evidences are available to prove that Agricultural

education existed in lndia during Medieval period. However, the
development of Agricultu ral Education i n I ndia. was initially targeted
to fulfill the interest of the'imperial Government. The demand for
establishing department of agriculture in lndia initially came from
the British Industrialists since the textile industry of Manchester
was facing acute crisis due to stoppage of supply of raw cotton
from the USA on account of the civil war during 1863-64. tn 1905
the lmperialAgricultural Research InStitute was established in Pusa.
At the beginning of 20th century, six agricultural colleges were
established at Kanpur, Loyalpur, Coimbatore and Nagpur in 1906,
Pune in 1907 and Sabour in 1908. At the time of independence
there were 17 Agricultural and Veterinary Colleges in the country,
which were part of the concerned state Department of Agriculture
and Animal Husbandry. In 1929 the lmperial Council of Agricultural
Research was set up.

In 1958, an education programme was started in lARl and a
two years later in 1960 the first state Agricultural University was
established at Pantnagar. The f ull f ledged Department of Agricultu ral
Research and Education was created underthe central Ministry of
Agriculture in 1973. Sixties, seventies and eighties witnessed
establishment of a number of State Agricultural Universities including
deemed universities under ICAR set up.

Institutional Set up for Agricultural Education
The Agricultural Education and Research system in India is

one of the largest in the world consisting of 34 State Agricultural

' Professor and Dean, Rajasthan College of Agriculture, lJdaipur



Universities (SAUs), 5 Deemed to be Universities (lncluding four
ICAR institutes and Allahabad Agricutlural Institute). Besides four
central universities having faculty of Agriculture, more than 50
private and public colleges also offer degree programmes in
Agriculture. Out of these 10 colleges are affiliated to Agricultural
Universities and one Central Agricultural University. The created
facilities are adequate to produce annually more then 10,000
graduates and 4000 post graduates in different disciplines of
agriculture.

Our past strategies for development of human resources and
appropriate technologies for enhanced production of agricultural
commodities have paid rewarding dividends. However, ensuing
challenges, on account of globalization and liberalization. Our
agricultural education system needs regular review and
reorientation for addressing the future challenge.

Faculty of Studies

Currently there are 11 separate faculty of studies catering to
the needs of agricultural education in agriculture and related fields.
These are:

(1) Agriculture

(2) Veterinary Science

(3) Agricultural Engineering

(4) Home Science

(5) Forestry

(6) Horticulture

(71 Dairy Technology

(8) Fisheries

(9) Sericulture

(10) Food Science & Technology

(11) Agricultural Marketing, Banking & Cooperation

Intake Gapacity

The details of annual intake capacity in the SAUs, ICAR system
of education and affiliated agricultural colleges outside SAU's at
various levels are as under:

tu
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Degree Programme Annual intake

SAU's & ICAR Colleqes outside SAU's

UG 9100 3500

Masters Deoree 4900 500

Ph.D. 1550
[itiil

tH Resetting the Goal
Eff The tremendous progress made in the agricultural education
n"i., and research through the network of the ICAR institutes and SAU's
yi during the planned era, particularly during the post-green revolution

#il period, is a matter of great satisfaction. However the emerging
ffi challenges in the field of agri. education. are a matter of grave

ffi concern for all those who are engaged in the stupendous task of

ffi setting direction for our agricultural education system. We have a
jH$ glorious history of building up strong and sound networks for
i$jil igricultural edlcation and research in this country. Unless we

fr$ respond to the ensuing challenges with vigour and wisdom, we
# may find ourselves out of the league of the best in the near future.
H# Though we inherited an agricultural system oriented to fulfill the
frtr vested interest of the west, it took us no time to realign our goal to

s$il make our agricultural education and research system vibrant and
iiillj vital to resolve the problems arising out of deficiency in food
iE production. Today, our National Agricultural Research System is
i#n not only one of the strongest in the world, but also has the potential

## to respond instantaneously to the challenges thrown on it from any
Hi corner. However, it is to be kept in mind that the network of
ir5 agricultural research and education institutions that we developed
l$iii was to focus on the goal of self-reliance in agricultural production
ffiii at a time when despite the vast; natural resources and human work

"{EJ 
force available with us;we were importing large quantities of food

I$ grains. As soon as we resolved the crucialtask of achieving self-
$li sufficiency, the new challenge of imparting globalcompetitiveness

+ili to the system of agriculture education has been thrown on us which

Fli makes it necessary to again realign our goal and tune our systems
$jl to face these challenges with full strength and confidence.
l:i:::l.iii

r,',i Reforms in Aqricultural Education in India
Nr.i.,n'oi The Education Commission appointed by Govt. of India in 1948
,,*$ under Chairmanship of Dr. S. Radhakrishnan recommended
i,,.,ill,,, tt"Otishment of rural universities to caterto the educational needs
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f #ot the country.The subsequent Indo-American study team headed jrlri
irirj by K.R. Damale (1955) and M.S. Randhawa (1959) recommendeO i jil
;i',.+ the establishment of Agricultural Universities on the Land-Grant .'",.,,j',

*-#r:i"' 
p"tt"tn of USA. The Agricultural University at Pantnagar was the ''lil

j'.'.{]{1 first to be established in the country on the land grant pattern. The 
,1.E

X+j Govt. of lndia subsequently appointed the Agricultural University 
,#ii

,tixi Committee in 1960 to prepare the blueprint and guideline for lrt

,',.{i.$ 
establishment of Agricultural Universities in various states. 

$il
Ii;i The efforts to improve curriculum started with the first major #
ili# exercise on improvement of curriculum and courses of agricultural il4

i-F,fi education'in late 50's undertaken by the erstwhile'lndian Council liri
ijfi of Agricultural Education'. As an output of this exercise a model ::j::j

ililfi curriculum was formulated. Subsequently, efforts were made 
fig1

ffi periodically by the ICAR through Dean's committees to improve EI;

*i quality in agriculturaleducationviz., ffi

ffi i. First Dean's Committee (1965) 
ffi

I+t. ii. Second Dean's Committee (1981) 
*...'.s

g,'1{ iii. Third Dean's Committee (1995) 
f.H

g;$ The Agricultural Universities Review Committee (1g77)headed fr$

Ii by Dr. M.S. Randhawa was yet another milestone in this direction. 
tfl

fi$ The First Dean's Committee gave detailed guideline for .jif

Hl:i undergraduate education in Agriculture, Veterinary Science, Animal 
iiili

$; Husbandry, Agricultural Engineering and Home Science. General i$l
It$ guidelines for postgraduate education were also given by this l*1

i,1$i committee.The Second Dean's Committee underthe Chairmanship i!$

iilit of Dr. N.K. Anant Rao was the follow up of Randhawa, Committee 
','tfi

fr}.t recommendations after the review of progress of Agricultural il$litl Universities including relevance of course curriculum in various i*l
,iii,i disciplines of Agricultural Education. The terms of reference of the ilri,

+l i Third Deans Committee (1995) underthe Chairmanship of Dr. Kirti -rg,{

l$ Singh Were quite comprehensive. These were: 
tH

iF (i) To redefine the objectives of undergraduate and post-graduate *$

$],1f prosrammes. +ii

fl$f (ii) To examine the course contents of the basic sciences at plus tj:ij:i

t:,,;j two level to account for restructuring the UG curriculum. i,,;oi
.r: .ri .ji .

i'iri (iii) To examine the existing curriculum and courses of variour iT\
ii:jr.' degree programmes of agriculture and allied sciences and ,,.i,i .ui

.il \:. :::i:! -

'.it:i:t:iiiiruiuutinit: Iiuluuui il



suggest a standard curriculum taking into account (i) subjectsl
already covered at the plus two stage (ii) ensure adequate
emphasis on practical content so as to develop adequate
confidence in the minds of the graduates for extension activities
and self-employment.

(iv) lic suggest guidelines for formulation of course contents of
postg rad uate piogram m es (core, su pplementary, research etc. )

(v) 'l,c suggest norms of workload for the teachers.

(vi) To suggest norms for contingencies for UG and PG studies
and

(vii) To recommend laboratory space, equipment facilities and
contingency requirements per student according to course
curriculum.

The committee did a marvelous job and a comprehensive report
was submitted.

Swaminathan Committee Report on Education for Agriculture
The Swaminathan Committee Report (1999) is yet another

important document leading to guidelines to structure agricultural
education as per needs of the time. In this report some of the
pertinent aspects considered include:

- Farm graduate for the New Millennium

- Women'sTechnologicalEmpowerment
- Endto-End Technology Mission Approach
- Global Competitiveness
- Harnessing Frontier Science.and Technology

- Strengthening Partnership with other Institutions

- Human Resource Development

- User Orientation to Agricultural Education

- Non-degree Training Programmes
- Computer-aided Extension and Instruction

- Manpower Planning

- Education for sustainable agriculture
- lmproving Education in Private Agriculture Colleges

- Distance Education and Harnessing the Tools of lnformation
Technology



- Enhancing'Social Relevance of Ag. Education
- Uniformity in Educational Standards
- Centres of Advanced Studies
- Achieving a Learning Revolution.

Some Limitatlons of Agricultural University System
Some of the emerging limitations of our agricultural education

system are as given below :

(i) Decline'in the state resource allocation for education
(ii) Large dependence on state exchequer and limited policy

backup.

(iii) Still dominated by the traditional set up of rules, regulations
and statutes that offer little scope for quick improvement in
its present work-system, the required level of autonomy and
flexibility.

(iv) The academic structure is rigid and the teaching and
evaluation methodologies are outdated. There is need of
academic reforms which will make the system flexible.

(v) The work culture of universities is static and rigid mode of
functioning leading to bureaucratic set ups.

(vi) The universities have little internal urge to accept a change
and evolve dynamic mechanism that is susceptibleto changes.

(vii) The leveland qualityof innovation and research has lowsocial
and educational relevance.

(viii) The growing number of institutions, unrestricted growth of
students, faculty and courses do not match with the required
qualitative improvement and knowledge advancement.

(ix) The absence of innovation and lack of willingness to
overcome rigidity.

Higher Education Under Gatts (WTO)

During the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on
Trade and Tariffs (GATT), in 1994, there was a consensus that trade
in services be also covered under a multilateral agreement in view
of the substantial growth of services and the shift in the composition
of GNP of most countries in favour of the service sector. Under
WTO two areas were clearly identified for multilateral agreement
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lrT'traOe in goods and merchandise (as in GATT) and trade in services f 
i

i i. j (covered by GATS).

It is a multilateral agreement based upon the premise that
progressive liberalization of trade in commercial services will
promote economic growth in trade in WTO member * countries. lt
provides legally enforceable right in all services and covers all
services except those provided entirely by government. The
agreement presently covers 12 specific services, including
educational services. The approach adopted is a progressive one
and covers all services through negotiated commitments and
progressive liberalization.

Trade in Educational Services
In the GATS guidelines Education Services are classified into

five categories and trade in these may be carried out under four
modes.The categories of education services may include :primary
education services; secondary education seruices; higher education
services; adult and continuing education services and other
education services.

WTO has recognized four modes of trade in education that
receive legal protection through GATS. These are :

. Cross - border supply; This is the supply of services across
national borders, from the territory of one country into the
territory of another. Distance education using print media or
any other kind of educational material that is sent across national
boarders, or online education via the internet, falls in this
category.

. Consumption abroad; This involves the movement of the
consumer of service to another country to get the required
service.

. Commercialpresence:This requires the actual presence of a
(foreign) service provider in another (host) country.In the case
of education this involves the setting up of programmes, course
or institutions, by a member country in another country.

. Movement of natural persons: This means the presence of an
individual from one country in anotherto provide service. In education *t.$
it means the presence of a foreign teacher in a host country. t"',f1

l$i
"1{.I
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trll"1i ModelAct
'#ij Government of India in 1960 appointed a committee under
X '.i Dr. Ralph Cummings to work out a legal base for establishment

ilt and functioning of an Agricultural University. The committee
fl}j submitted its report in the form of Model Act in 1962. Subsequently

flf1! ICAR developed Model Act for a State Agriculturat University to

f€.-{.!] 
assist in bringing uniformity in broad governance principles. The

;ll. Act was first revised in 1984 and again in view of the changing
fi# trend in organizational structures from mono campus to multi
*1$ campus and from one SAUs for each State to more than one in

'{$ some of the States, vital amendments to the Model Act were made

.ffi in 1ee4.
il:.lllilItli' The revised Model Act was thought to be a modern Governance
is tool for better and effective management of the universities. Ever
jig# since the Model Act came into being, the ICAR has been striving
x':ii hard to get the same adopted in SAU system by bringing need-

iji$ based amendments to the SAU Act. However, necessary changes

;.;j][i could not be brought about. Today not even a single SAU has

*.;$ adopted Model Act in toto. Even the universities created recenily

ffi do not adhere to the broad principles of Model Act.

ii;$ The ICAR has been keeping the Governance of Agricultural

iji,'.i.i Universities on the top of its agenda and is continuously attempting

f*.]j to ensure uniformity in the structure, organization and governance

iil$ of SAUs as well as provide sound base for development.The issue

iTlti of implementation of ModelAct in SAUs is being deliberated every

fi$ year in Vice-Chancellors Conference and every time need for

f.}i|i bringing desired changes in the University Act is repatriated, but
]f$i since SAUs come under the jurisdiction of State legislation, the
5$; States are not in favour of amending those clauses of the Act by

il:l which eitherthe representation of legislators on management bodies
iiiiii is affected or the role of State Government in managing the affairs

1;$ 
of the university is diminished.

frfi Emerging lssues for Management of Agricultural Education.

$ii UNESCO has adopted a declaration on higher education for
ffi the Twenty-first Century at the World Conference on Higher
tu,"1i Education held in Paris during 9-10 October 1998.This declaration
:1 a i recognizes that everywhere higher education is faced with great
i.;i",irchallenges and difficulties related to financing, equity of conditions



at access to and during the course of studies, im.proved staff
development, skill-based training, enhancement and preservation
of quality in teaching, research and services, relevance of
program mes, employabi I ity of g rad uates, establ ishment of eff icient
cooperation agreements and equitable access to the benefits of
i nternational cooperation.

Educational management is the most challenging area these
days. The following dimensions of educational management are
very relevant in this present context.

. Sources of power and authority

. From reactive managers to creative-proactive managers

o Decision making through democratic and participatory
approach

. System design considerations for educational management

o From classical process theory to behavioural theory to systems
theory

. Management through information system series

. Increased efficiency of iterations in the management

. From inequality to equity and equality

o Partial quality to total quality management

. From local perspective to global perspective.

Sources of Power and Authority:
Educational merit and educational management go together and

there is no place for extra academic considerations as far as
educational management is concerned. So there is a need to identify
valid authority and source for educational management. Educational
managers by virtue of their positions have to be reasonably versatile
& free frqm all prejudices and biases.

From Reactive to Creative Managers:

One of the identified weaknesses of our education system is the
absence of professionalism in the management of institutions. We
need to have proactive managers with appropriate skills and mindset
to lead the institutions forward.We need to have educational leaders
who have a vision of the future, project a-mission for the institute
and develop strategies, goals, action plans, and monitoring and

systems for fulfilling the mission of the institute.



When individuals working in an organization have permission,
protection and processes, they flourish, they can create and can
solve problems formerly believed to be insurmountable. Following
are the qualities of creative leaders.

. Has no ego-driven need to have allanswers.

. ls listen-oriented rather than tell-oriented.

. Empowers the people to make decisions rather than making
all decisions personally.

o Pulls the organization towards a vision rather than pushes the
organization for result.

. Listens to intuition rather than analyzes recursively-

o Generates lasting commitment rather than create sporadic
motivation.

. ls opert-minded ratherthan being opinionated

. Teaches importance of self-responsibility rather than teach the
subordinates to expect direction.

. Models self-responsibility ratherthan is in a self-protect mode.

. Knows that relaxing control yields results and is not afraid of
losing control.

. Focuses on building on strengths rather than finding faults &
weakness

o Sees mistakes as opportunities to learn rather than instances
to punish.

Decision-making through a Democratic and Participatory
Approach:

Now-a-days the decision-making in most of the educational
organizations is through a democratic and participatory approach.
Policies and theories of educational management should emerge
out of thorough debates and discussions involving various
stakeholders.

System Design Considerations:
Every educational manager faces system design

considerations such as whether to run the system manually or
through machines or a combination there of what degree of
decentralization to be built in to the system to institute a centralized
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I system or decentralized system? Whether to build a system or litliii
i buy a system? Whether to start with prototypes or a fully functional ', i'.,i

1 system. The emerging trends are from man to machine, from ii'ii.
centralized management to decentralized management, buying a ''..ft

ready made system rather than building a system.We are trying to :;it

fit into the ready-made systems at the cost of our philosophy and iti
culture. Aspiring for fully functional systems is a figment of i"tf
imagination 

1,:}]

From Classical Process Theory to Systems Theory and lil
Beyond Systems: x#

Traditionally education was managed more through classical I$
approach wherein there was formally centralized and 

iffii
compartmentalized distribution of work. Progressively it was realized ffi
that education is a human endeavour. The focus should be on the 

11$l!

quality of the output rather than the rigidity of the organization. Neither i[i|
the Classical Process Approach nor the Behaviorist Approach ni$|

worked comprehensively for educational management. The Fj-ll

educational managers finally coursed through the Systematic 
i1'{.$

Approach wherein the presumption is that the problem of any system 
*iX

is found in a multivariate setting, wherein the variable of the problems 
+j!,1'!

in education have been found to be rooted in education and the other 
i'i$i

systems, such as, political, social and economic systems. Actual 
}ji$

role of the educational managers is operational when the act, 
1*q$

ordinance and the rule of the educational organization are silent.There +*i

come the challenges of governing or managing the organization ji#

through self-evolved rules, which are error free. 
;in

Management through Information System Series: 
i+.1:;

Gone are the days of merely manual educational management. ..{.$i

Progressively the educational management is through information iiti
system series, such as, follows:

. Admission supported through automation

. Computer aided instruction

[tE
rliili

li:t

'ril

. Computer based time-space-personnel management system ii*l
i

iiltlt . Computer based laboratory management

i ; j . Computer based question banks and question papers

i.i,l''.....,$. 
Computer based secretarial practices

j{j{

,lt,:i

-"- _.' _', 
:,,,.,...

ii

r Computer based learning resources management system i$
'i: a



.'i I Networking of libraries

. Electronicconferencing.

Increased Efficiency of lterations in Management:

With the availability of the Management lnformation Systems
the efficiency of iterations and changes in planning, organizing,
staffing, directing, coordinating, reporting and budgeting has
increased tremendously. There is public assessment and
accreditation for due appreciation. In the work culture administrators,
managers and co-workers cannot be discriminated.The educational
institutions are full of co-operation and teamwork rather than
competition. Even the criteria for placement and promotion are being
revised.

From Inequality to Equity and Equality:
The concept of boss and sub-ordinates do not exist in education.

Education system by its nature is different from other systems.

From Partial toTotal Quality Management:

Each element of education needs to be fully attended to for
realization of total quality. Quality management strives to strike a
balance among the input, process, output and the environment.

The standard of our education system aan be raised through
the following principles of TQM:

(i) To create an organization whereby everyone
towards making their organization the best

is working
(Quality of

operation).

(ii) Continuous and relentless cost reduction on one hand and
quality improvement on the other hand (Quality management)

(iii) Continuous improvement of the system which must meet
needs and expectations of the society (Quality output).

From Localto Global Perspective:

Science and technology have facilitated globalization. Our
ffi educational management should be aligned with the global
p*fi perspective. We have not yet been in a position to cater to the
I tr' ] ^-r,.^^+i^^^r ^^^-r^ ^{ ^tt i^ r^r:^ :-^^:r^ ^r -n rL^ ^rr^-r- n - --ii i ; educational needs of all in India inspite of all the efforts. Our j j, i
|i,:rl,ieducation should cater to the global needs, cultures and valuesSltd
-{*.Hst 
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while sustaining ourown identities. Forthatthere is a need to involve
all in education - public sector, private sector, NGOs, inside
agencies and outside agencies.There is a need to move from local
classroom to global classroom, from local curricula to global
curricula, from LAN toWAN and internet to internet.There is a need
to have educational and cultural exchange programmes.

. Globalization and modernization should go hand in hand.
Our edueational management should be such so as to promote
physical mobility, logical mobil ity, spatial mobility, economic mobility,
social mobility and mobility in allthe desirable areas.

There a.re many challenges for the educational managers.

. How to realize the objective of compatible education for all.

. Education by virtue of its nature is public good. How to save it
from the monopoly of the private.

. How to establish a global knowledge base and global outlook

. Knowledge economy and knowledge power are greater value
than the material power. How to realize it.



7
University Autonomy and Quality

lmprovement of Higher Education

S.S. Baghel'

Mr Jackquees Delors, Chairman of the International
Commission for the Twenty first Century in 1996 UNESCO report,
"Learning the treasure within" had observed, 'the Commission
does not see education as a miracle cure or a magic formula
gpening the doorto a world in which all ideals will be attained, but
aS one of the principal means available to foster a deeper and
more hormonius form of human development and thereby, reduce
poverty, exclusion, ignorance, oppression and wai'.

Effective dissemination of adequate and technology information
through education plays a positive, interventionist role in
accelerating the process of technology transfer. In a world of
technology, it is education that determines the levels of well being
& prosperity of the people.

The formal agricultural education in India began in the first
decade of 20th Century, when first agriculture college was
established in 1905. Subsequently, based on the recommendation
of 1"t Education Commission and several Committees, the need
was felt to establish agricultural universities based on the Land
Grant Pattern of USA integrating the teaching, research and
eXension education functions. The first Agricultural University, U. P
Agricultural University (now known as G.B. Pant University of
Agriculture and Technology), at Pantnagar came into existence in
1960. Today there are 30 State Agricultural Universities, 4 State
Veterinaryand Fisheries Universities,5 Deemed to be Universities
(including 4 ICAR institutes and one Allahabad Agricultural Institute)
and one Central Agricultural University. Thus, the.re are 40
University level institutions imparting education in agricultural and
allied disciplines. Besides, there are 3 Central Universities under
UGC/ HRD having a reasonably strong Agriculturalfaculties.These
* Vice-chancellor, CAU, lmphal (MP)
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,'i*ffir" B.H.U., A.M.U. and Vishwa Bharati. In addition, there are a targe'1;id

\ !'' 
j number of private agricultural colleges affiliated to traditional i,i' j

;."i1, Universities imparting agriculturaleducation, leading to the award yi'\

$5i" " 
B.Sc, M.Sc and in some cases even Ph.D. 

il1!$
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of B.Sc, M.Sc and in some cases even Ph.D. ";1H

These institutions played a pivotal role in transforming the food ifi
deficit India not only into a self sufficiency, but also into a vibrant #
agricultural economy. This year riding on a healthy growth in [$
agriculture, the Nationaleconomy is expected to achieve a growth 

{!i,
rate of 8%. Most of the increases in agricultural production came ii:ji

through the improvement in productivity resulting from adoption and 
$i$

usage of appropriate technology developed by agricultural ffi
institutions, use of agro-inputs backed up with appropriate ffi
Government policies, market support and above all, the hard work ffi
of our millions of farmers. I*

Whilewe mayderivethe legitimate pridefrom ourachievements'iti
of the past, there are serious concerns afflicting the national 

FiE

agricultural scene today. ln the beginning agricultural Universities rl;
enjoyed full, financial, academic and administrative autonomy.The iN
Universities grew and contributed to the growth in agriculture and ffi
national economy, since they were adequately funded and were ffi
free to recruit faculty purely on merit without any considerations to 

H-$

region, caste or sex. ffi
However, inspite of the fact that although the Model Act ffi

formulated by ICAR in sixties and subsequently amended in 80's ffi
provided for full autonomy of SAU's, the adoption of this act is still iS
not complete. lt varies from state to state, resulting into serious i$:

erosion in the autonomy of functioning of agricultural universities' ffi
In theabsence of clearcutoutlaysforSAU's, the Vice-Chancellors ffi
are required to run around, in many cases, on monthly basis to get 

+S;

release of funds {or payment of even salaries. This has greatly ,,jifi

eroded the autonomous functioning and creativity in universities. ffi
Sooner this malady is removed, better it will be for the smooth i#
functioning and maintenance of discipline ffi

There is a growing tendency to proliferate the number of ':i*

institutions. Agriculture is a composite profession involving crop 
1ffn

husbandry, dairy and other professions. The establishment of ,11;$

Agricultural Universities in the Country was based on the premise j'in'i

that the problems of the farming will be addressed in a holistic i ; it/i:i:i

,/$
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manner. integrating various disciplines. The emergence of
based Universities is fraught with the risk of negating
objective of setting up of these Universities. Sim
are a very large number of private agricultural
the SAU (now in some states even within SAU
sufficient to grossly insufficient infrastructure
Iarge number of ill-equipped agricultural g
graduates. The improvement in agricultural
achieved by ignoring these institutions. The ICAR had

comm ittee to look into functioning of these colleges
hai rmanship of Dr. Kirti Singh, (ex) Chairman

Com mittee had submitted its report. lt observed that
few colleges, which if properly . could come
minimum standards , while majority of these are not su
recog nized as Agricultural Colleges, and
conversion into KVK's, polyclinics etc. However, due to
being a state subject, these colleges nction
product is flooding the job market. I think the time has
some hard decisions have to be
of successive Vice-C hancellor
seminars etc. could not stop the proliferation of

the findings of the ICAR red study under
manpower need assessment, the ICAR may
the Central Government either to bring out a suitable
legislation to ban the f proliferation or to arrive at
consensus on this

The quality of education even in Agricultural Universities is also
a cause of concern.There is a generalfeeling that there is a general
decline in the quality of agricultural educations. Among the

versities there are broadly two categories viz.:

Those

Those

established in sixties and seventies and

established thereafter.

The first category of Universities received adeq
support and created adequate infrastructure in terms
equi
also
basi

pments and other physical infrastructure. Most
got good exposure under USAID arrangemel
s between an Indian Agricultural University

America n University. However, due to inadeq



from State Governments, this infrastructure is in poor condition
and equipments & machinery are obsolete. Most of the earlier staff
is either retired or is going to retire soon.To some extent, the catch
up grant by the ICAR has helped to improve the situation, however,
it is still far from satisfactory.
' The second Category of Universities are most unfortunate.

These had been established not out of genuine developmental
requirements but on extra academic considerations. Also their
establishment coincided with acule financial crisis and therefore,
lack even in basic facilities.

Faculty is the backbone of any academic institution.
Unfortunately, in most of the Universities there is a blanket ban on
recruitment. This is creating a serious distortion. The Career
Advancement and other Personal Promotion Schemes have
resulted in in-situ up-gradation of faculty mernbers and in most of
the Universities the pyramid is reversed. There are mostly
Professors, a few Associate Professors and hardly an Assistant
Professor, setting in an ageing syndrome.

One of the fall out of these schemes has been the lack of
motivation to excel and move from one institution to another, resulting
into inbreeding, even in the institution, where there are open
selections. Many of us feel that Personal Promotion Schemes
require re-look at least in Agriculture sector.

While there are many more factors, responsible for decline in
academic standards, and these will be discussed during next two
days in the seminar, let me conclude by stating that we have an
advantage of having welldefined agrileducation system underthe
guidance and support of ICAR, second largest trained manpower
in the world and relatively cheap education, the Country will not be
able to derive the full advantaEe of opening of higher education
under W.T.O. regirne, if immediate corrective measurers are not
taken to address some of these concerns. The Universities will
also have to realize that abrupt increase in the Government funding
support is unlikely, and therefore, the available resources and
inanpower will have to be redeployed in-emerging frontier areas,
by right sizing and appropriate training/ exposure of redeployed
staff in these areas where there is an increasing demand of
graduates.



Curricula Relevance of Higher
Education in Agricultural Sciences

in the New Millennium
D.P. Singh'

Preamble
Indian agriculture has been able to march towards self-

sufficiency in food production by approaching grain revolution and
also it is second to none in fruits, vegetables, milk and egg
production. The country supports 't 8 per cent of human and 15 per
cent of global population of livestock with 2.4 per cent world's
agricultural area. Ecologically country is extremely heterogeneous
with enormous potentials of natural resources.To ensure food/feed
and nutritionalsecurityto growing human and cattle population, the
agricultural education for human resource development in new
millennium must be ensured. Keeping in viewthe changing scenario
and globalization: All this, however, requires qualitative improvement
in teaching skills, curricula relevance, strengthening of
infrastructure facilities with modem equipments and training on new
emerging areas to produce agricultural graduates who can take
the country into the 21th Century with an eco-friendly, cost effective
and remunerative agricultu ral prod uction technology.

It is high time to develop a very strong globally competitive
education system to face the challenges with a mission to achieVe
environmentally sustainable agriculture. The system of agricultural
education and the process of teaching learning need reorientation.
Traditional methods of teaching has to be replaced with advance
education technologies embedded with modern and innovative more
practical skill based methods, such as group discussion, pQect
work, faculty seminar, video conferencing and modem electronic
instructional aids.

* Vice Chancellor, JNKW Jabalpur, MP



Present day agriculture is a very complex activity in which

[,i' ag ricultu ral ed ucation ; research and extension are com plementary
to each other. By the turn of this decade, India will need about 240
million tonnes of food, 17.2 million tonnes of vegetable oil and 64.4
million cubic meter industrial woods for 1000 million people.Towards
the middle of the 21S'century, the human population is expected to
stabilize around 1500 million in the country. The food and feed
requirements will be doubleJ of the estimate of 2000 AD.
Considering increasing demand forfood, fibre, fuel, fodderand other
agricultural enterprises for biotic population on one hand and
deterioration in the environmentdueto indiscriminate use of available
resources on the other hand, concern is often expressed about
oursustained, cost effective and eco-friendly progress in agriculture.

We have the responsibility not only to provide nutritional food
security economically to the living population of the country, but
also export surplus to earn more foreign exchange, generate more
job opportunity as well as self employment in this sector to gain
higher income on long term basis for the farming community. In
future, the new approaches of alternate farming, bio fertilizers,
pressure irrigation, integrated water management, integrated
nutrient management, integrated pest management, crop modeling,
resource optimization, post harvest technology and value added -
products should get increased emphasis to achieve desired results
from agriculture sector. Now, the farmers are looking at Agricultural
scientists very eagerly to suggest cost effective, employment
generating and eco-friendly packages to adopt these technologies
for global competition. The global warming phenomenon and
environmentalpollution are now recognized world over.The science
of biotechnology is sure to create much bigger revolution in 21"t
Century. These and some other pertinent issues relating to world
trade organization should thoroughly be answered and reflected in
the subject matter of our revised course curricula of agriculture so
as to serve the society and the nation in a better way in 21.t Century.

Need of the Hour



self sufficiency for food, clothing and shelter, there is a need to lg

critically examine and evaluate certain issues related to agricultural I
productivity based HRD. In the planning and implementation of
agriculturalcourse curriculum it is needed to considerthe problems
of farmers views of research organizations and industries so as to
make HRD programmes more need based, meaningful and
effective. Therefore, in view of the rapidly changing scenario and
latest development in Agriculture and allied field in India, it is
suggested to make the HRD programme more need based,
meaningful and effective.

There is a need for expansion of higher education in following
frontier areas:

. Agribusiness

o Hybrid technology - for still higher yields

o Agro ecology and environmental sciences

. Biotechnology and genetic engineering

. Integrated water and nutrient management

e Integrated pest management (lPM) and organic farming

. Farm mechanization Technologies

. Animal Disease Forecasting, Diagnostic and Disease Control
Technologies

. Poultry - High Productivity Backyard and Commercial Strains
of Layers and Broilers

. DairyTechnology - Value addition and product diversification

o Post Harvest technologies including Value Addition -

Manufacture of various agri-products

o Biodiversity and I PR

o WTO and its related issues

Need of Competitive Agricultural Graduates

Agricultural education, research and extension played an
important'role in ushering green, blue, white, yellow and now the
"rainbow" revolution to provide food, nutrition and environmental
security to our ever increasing population. In culmination of 20th t
century ourachievements in agriculturalsector have been splendid.
This necessitates development of new breed of agriculture



scientists and educated agriculturist fully equipped to meel the
challenges of the 21't Century.We have developed one of the best
and largest National Agriculture Research System, therefore, we
are uniquely placed in reaping the benefits of technology revolution.
lndian agriculture is on the move and in future, specialized
knowledge will make us globally competitive. Good quality of
graduates of today are good teachers, researchers, scientists and
extension workers of tomorrow. Highereducation should effectively
be a market of "Seller and Buye/'. Hence, the characteristics
desired agriculture graduates to compete in 21't century must
posses following qualities:

. Self motivation

. Excellent communication skills

. Good professionalqualities, attitude, technical & business skills

. Computer literacy

. Quantitative and management skills

Weakness of SAUs

During past one decade, the general deterioration in agricultural
graduates has been observed. This is primarily due to following
reasons:

. Academic inbreeding in admissions of students, which leads
to perpetuate parochialism

. Poorly equipped university libraries

o Poor physical/infrastructure teaching facilities in class room

. Deteriorating hostel, recreationaland medicalfacilitiesincollege
premises, inadequate financial support both from central and
state level

. Heavy course load mostly confined to four walls

o Missing of links between theory course work and practical,
mainly tied down to the text books and examination systems
which cuts them otf from national and social environments.

. Little incentives to encourage meritorious and talented students
by award of scholarships.

. Lack of computer telecommunication facilities resulting into
access to global information networks.



t-;

{o lmbalance between intake and human resource needs.
Yr Lack of strong placement cell/counseling /effective advisory

system.

. Lack of adequate staff in new emerging areas and desired
expertise in teaching.

. Lack of strong monitoring and evaluation cell

Most of the SAUs are facing financial crunch and not receiving
sufficient financial support for operational costs, new requirements
and developing required infrastructure facilities from their State
Governments especially for agricultural education component,
hence it is in irippled position. However, the rusty wheels of
agriculture education machinery in SAUs are being oiled to some
extent by ICAR catch up grant and also partlyfuelled by enhancing
reasonable amount in fee structure.Yet, there is a long uphillclimb
to face the challenges in 21"tcentury.

Meeting the Challenges
The 21"tCentury will be technology driven and there will be a

profuse information explosion, only the specialized knowledge will
make us powerfuLTherefore, reorientation of agricultural education
is of paramount importance.We shall have to be in the forefront of
developing new technology to den benefits under post GATT
scenario, IPR regime, NRM/bio-diversity conservation and many
more key emerging areas. Our education should be need based,
generate employment and be directly beneficial to the common man.

. In the process of reorientation and planning following steps
are important:

. Integration of work and knowledge

. Addressing local, regional, national and global problems and
needs

. Application of latest scientific and technological ideas

. Inculcation of scientific attitudes and appropriate skills, and

o Periodical revision of course curriculum which influences the
overall agricultural development

In order to improve skills and relevance of education, there is
an urgent need to restructure curricula at U G/PG levels. The
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lif \t" 
r"uir"O curricula should include new courses in areas like bio- ''f'"i*..1

\;!;J diversity, sustainability, lPM, lNM, Environmental Science, Agri-'ij1j
u,'*':i,, business management, Bio-technology, agri-meteorology, agro- ,.r"'.,,i.

$$o ecology, trade and export, GIS application, Computer Science, 
--5$,

ffi Precision Farming, Post HarvestTechnologies, Value Addition and 
11,$

_ffi core subjects of electives covering the alternate farming issues for #
ffi self employmenVemployment, etc. ,{,!f

ffi Significance of Curriculum Development ffi

#H Curriculum is a detailed programme of study leading to a degree. ffi
ffi The quality of education in a particular discipline depends on the 

f1$

Ilf development and implementation of comprehensive curriculum. $$

ffi- Cunicula therefore, needs to be continuously or periodically examined trA

ffi to eliminate outdated or irrelevant materialand to make room for newer ffi
ffi development.The curriculum development involves proper planning, ffi
tI,E implementation and modifications at regular intervals to cater to trffi

ffi multifarious needs of the society/state/nation. The studies of }jI
# Manpower Need Assessment by A. F. Ferguson indicated that +H

.ffi Government departments (50%) have been the largest employers ,#

fIX of agriculture professionals. Now there is a drop in the number of -q$

$H additional positions in the government sector. Every year, around uie

ffi 7000 agriculture and 1200 veterinary professionals are passing out i-$n

$ru of the agriculture universities and ICAR institutions" Significant $$

]lfl proportion of non-agriculture manpower is now competing for i,iiii

ffi agricultural jobs. The course curriculum therefore, needs to be job ffi
illi oriented specially with respect to private sector requirement, fi
ii+ ideological shift towards free markets and sustained productivity in ffi

$$ farming system based agriculture warrants up-gradation of course f;fr

_ffi 
curriculum from time to time to fulfill such requirements. 

,ffi

$'$ The course curricula development till now has in general served iij
ffi the required purpose of building up trained manpower to cater to ilil

{4i the needs of agricultural education, research and extension in our ii11

$[{ country. lt, however, now requires more integration of knowledge 
$-$

t1,$ and technology not only from its sub-disciplines, but also from several ffi
$'B other diverse fields of basic and social sciences to deliver cost- $t\

!ffi effective and eco-friendly technological packages and to meet the ffi
'.i,;,i'.,,, 

growing need of internationaltrade and high tech agriculture. ,,..'l\i,ii.,i' - - \J.\i.

lo,''-. Proposed Scheme at UG level r,",,ii
f:iii iii.'At In majority of the agricultural universities, the students are ii,i#
l],,,{.ti::,",.*-- * .",'....,.....-.."-*r:.1.,,1.1.."'..,,,}ii
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J',i'H'admitted after r}+2,who complete their 4-yeardegree progru**""'1,u,,1.1
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1,1t 
pr, ,.rrr"iter. ftrere fras been a feeling that these students do n"r;:d ijf$

{ the required practical knowledge and skills for performing the job as ffi
I professionals in agricultural departments, and other organizations ii#

I etrectivelyandefficiently.Theexistingcousecurriculaalsodonotprovide,ffi

i them the desired opportunities for self employment in agro-based ,ffi

i industries and on their own farms. Thus, there is a need to strengthen ffi, and modernize the U.G programme by incorporating sufficient number 
"ffii of practical and aero-indusffv based oro$arnmes as well as a comnulsorv Wof practical and agro-industy based programmes as well as a compulsory H

course in Computer Science. Apart from a general degree in agriculture, gffi

reorientation is needed to provide specialized degrees with emphasis on 
ft.

Plant hotection, Horticulture, Seed Technology, EnvironmentallPollution ffi
Science, Natural Resource Management, Retailing and Consumer ffi
Services, Agri-business Management, High tech-water Management, 'ffi
AgriculturalEconomics andRuralDevelopment, etc. ffi

In view of the unemployment problem a self sustained two way N
agricultural education stream is suggested to develop the HRD in ffi
agriculture. The four years B.Sc (Agri.) degree programme can be $H

restructured in two tier system. In first two years, common courses i#
of agriculture and basic sciences can be taught, after that, for tx1l

remaining two years, following two divergent lines can be followed ffi
based on the liking and need of the graduate: 

ffi
;iii$1. B.Sc (Ag) with specialized degree in any one discipline like $i$

Natural Resource Management, Crop lmprovement, Crop 
*11$

Diversification, Integrated Pest Management, Economics and flil
Social Sciences, etc. In remaining two years, suppose, the #$
student opt for B.Sc (Ag NRM), then he/she should be taught tii$
only the courses related to NRM like Agronomy, Soil Science, ffi
Agro-forestry, Water Management etc. 

#i2. B.Sc (Ag- General) as prevalent today.This degree programme 
,.f}

also needs fine tuning by incorporating courses by developing N
viable units of alternate enterprises of integrated farming ffi
system, project formulation skill, development, exposure to ,,..iii.t
agro-based industries and industrial parks and more Intensive l;ig
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f.dT These degree programmes should include following location gng'',,

\ii specific need based packages for confidence building and la j
inculcating professionalism among the graduates:

(a) Elective subjects

Keeping in view the modernization of agriculture and open
market economy in future, there is an urgent need to introduce/
strengthen various groups of elective subjects consisting of 15-16
credits each during the first semester of third year of U.G program.
These electives should cover a wide spectrum of agricultural
activities such as food processing technologies, agricultural
business management, seed technology, high tech-wat€r
management, agro-forestry, sericu ltu re, f lower gardening, tu rf grass
management, animal sciences, bio-science, tissue culture,
biotechnology, bio-energy, agro-horticulture and vegetables, plant
protection, diversification in crop production, rural development and
communicatio.n, WTO/IPR issues, agribusiness management,
environmental sciences, farm power machinery and alternate
sources of energy, clothing, textile design and production etc.
Through these electives, it is envisaged to meet out the specific
requirements of two streams of graduates - one for those who will
be pursuing higher studies in a particular discipline, and the other
for self- employmenVemployment.

(b) Earn while learn

This practicalcrop production program has been introduced in
several SAUs by allocating about one acre of land to a batch of 4-
6 students of pre{inal year of UG program. The students own this
land for one academic year in which all operations starting from
field preparations through harvesting and marketing are performed
by the students themselves, but under the expert guidance of the
teachers. The net profit earned at the end of the year after following
particular sequence of crop rotation is distributed among students.
It may provide them an opportunity to put scientific principles into
practice and conduct farming as a business as well as to understand
and find the solution of problems faced during actual farming
conditions. ln this program, so far major emphasis has been given
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1[TsVs191s. Therefore, in this program it is envisaged to build up TTilii I r{-ii. r confidence and increase the profit while adopting the alternate 
1,,{*ul

farming approaches in agriculture. This programme should be
introduced durihg 6th and 7.h semester of degree programme.

(c) Internship / RAWE programme

All the SAUs have introduced RAWE to provide adequate
exposure of rural experience to the U.G students under actual
farming situations during the last semester of their degreg. program.
However, it needs fine tuning and should consist of three
components, i.e.shortterm orientation of interns in important areas
of agricultu ral' activities, exposu re to agro-based industries and ru ral
institutions, and village experience. Forvillage experience, a batch
ol4:9 sJlrdgntg should be allocated to a village under the guidance
of KGI(KVl(Regignal Research Station.

Each intern:should be,attaghed to a progressive farmer for'3-4
months duration.The pregramme should be,coordinated by bt least
one sincere teacher:from each discipline through regular v_isits. lt
may help the interns..to gain knowledge and experience on the
operational aspects of agricultural technology, particularly about
the constraints in the adoption of latest farm technology. lt will also
acquaintthe interns with the functioning of various organizations
involved in agricultural development, marketing and extension in
ruralareas.

(d) Plant Clinic/Agri. Clinic
Over the years,iit has been experienced that for scientific crop

production and management, it is absolutely necessary that
agricultural graduates be trained to diagnose most plant disorders
which are caused by various biotic (diseases, pests, nematodes,
weeds) and abiotic stresses (nutritional deficiencies, soil water and
other environmental toxicities, phytoxicities due to pesticides and.
fertilizers). The ICAR has already introduced a course on Plant
Clinic with the prir,nary objective of imparting thorough training to all
the students admitted to U.G programme covering these aspects I
of plant ailments. This inter-disciplinary course should draw I

ffi resources from Department of Plant Pathology, Entomology,
furul Nematology, Soil Science, Agronomy and Plant Physiology.

1 However, there is still need to strengthen the infrastructure facilities
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adequately for better exposure and confidence building among the
agricultural graduates.

Need of Vocational Education

India's population has already crossed 100 crore mark at the
beginning of the 21't century.To achieve the target of full employment
during the next 10-12 years, additional employment opportunities
have to be created every year for at east 2 crore new job seekers
as well as for the existing backlog of unemployed or under-
employed populations, particularly in rural areas. The significance
of self-employment in rural areas, where about 70% of Indian
population lives, may be seen in the context of steady migration of
rural population to the cities in search of jobs. This trend of migration
has created multifarious problems in mega-cities of the country.
This means a large number of appropriate job or self-employment
opportunities through vocational education need to be created in
the rural areas. Students unable to pursue higher education, college
drop outs, women in agriculture who have no facilities of higher
education and unemployed youths, etc. can easily be oriented
towards agricultural vocations as per their traditional occupations.
There is a goodrscope for vocations in crop diversification,
watershed management, integrated farming, animal husbandry and
dairying, fisheries, horticulture, floriculture, medicinal and aromatic
plants, food preservation and processing, sericulture, agri-
business, farm machines, home science, etc.

The vocational education should also focus on development of
skills like project formulation, record keeping, procurement,
marketing, finance, etc. in addition to imparting knowledge and skills
in particular area.The duration these programs can vary from one
week to few months depending upon the objective and requirements
of the proposed programme. For this purpose, the faculty has to be

ifi carefully chosen both from practitioners (successful entrepreneurs,
executives, bankers, etc.) and academicians from different
disciplines.

Small-scale rural entrepreneurs have contributed significantly
to economic growth of developed as well as developing nations.

tiil ;;;;";.i.g 
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,i{1,\ devetoped agri-business with strong linkages among agri-inputs, ffi
1, Traditional agriculture in lndia is gradually evolving into well- ,t;,'i"fl
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;ll!wholesale and retail trade. There is an urgent need to develop1,fiu
!;,1 adequate infrastructural facilities at various focal points (SAUs, 1;ij
,,1{ KVKs, Research Centres, etc.) to impart knowledge and training ,;'i,t
1;ri on these important subjects to rural folk so as to enable them in "'f#

fi* setting up a1d successfully running their own ventures. The n,E

tr$$ Government, both at the State and National level should encourage di;

i'Ej the entrepreneurs for setting up marketing associations at their level +1ti

;;i$ and provide the necessary support by way of procurement, 
h$i

1ipj processing and marketing of their products. Mass media may be lli
lil used to promote the products of these new entrepreneurs. Each {ffl:

irirt sAU should also establish separate Vocational Education cell and ii$
1,f{ develop Agro-industrial Parks to facititate devetopment, testi;g ;;; liii

11 
popularisation of future viable commercial products. 

fl$

fii'* EDUCATION AT PG LEVEL lllj+;;l tili:

i$i Emphasis on quality 1i

*i Structured around a u)re curriculum of post-graduate students, Ull

.1$$ the programmes should train students with optional courses from friiii

ii,i$ related disciplines. There should be series of problem oriented ii+

i+. seminars focussed on lire most pressing policy issues of the day. #
,lrl]ri In addition, the universities should undertake exchange agreements jilii

liii* with other universities world wide. New developments in science Il*

1|lii and technology, having significance in higheragriculturaleducation, lfiil

i.$i relate to the fields of biotechnology including tissue culture, micro- jflt

ifg propagation technology and cloning technotogy, genetic 
iilrir

iit+i engineering, bioctimatology, agro-meteorology, remote sensing, gl
111 information technology and computerization and new agricultural iE
t+i. management systems with increased stress on complex inter- iiilii

'uli related areas (e.9. sustainable development and natural resources 
$.$

IiiI management, post harvest technology, farming systems fH
I,t development and integrated pest management) demand completely iifiii different approaches to curriculum design, teaching/learning and ;:itl

f+ resource use. Teaching programme have to be geared to the need fli.Ji

]1ig of agricultural and rural development by adopting system research $$

fiE approach. Although a series of ditferent disciplines are involved, ,iij
j:iiijl these must be seen as elements which compliment each other lj:*
:1. .; and form a sound holistic base using systems approach. The inter- ,'',l.i

,.;,'1ri disciplinary characteristics of agriculture and systems approach llrtli

!ii..l"* 
to be fully reflected in agricultural curricula developme.t =*",,,,'ii
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agriculturalgraduate should be able to comprehend agriculture as iii4 
i1

an organic system comprising of technical, economic, social and r.ri i
cultural elements.

Further improve and sustain the quality of agricultural education,
the lndian Council of Agricultural Research has set up an
Accreditation Board. One of the important aims of this board is to
periodically assess curricula of various programmes and suggest
the required modif ications.

Relevance to changing needs

The PG programme both at M.Sc and Ph.D level, besides
teaching, also includes the research component in most of the
SAUs. After admission of the student in a particular discipline, he
is required to offer some core courses from his own discipline and
minor and supporting courses from other disciplines keeping in

view his research project as suggested by the advisory committee.
The PG students should be encouraged to offer their major, minor
and supporting courses in those areas which require a greater
attention for reshaping our futuristic requirements of trained
manpower covering different aspects of sustainable agriculture.The
issues which need specialattention while framing the new course
curricula at PG level keeping in view the challenges of tomorrow
are briefly discussed here. lt is needless to mention that most of
these issues are complex in nature and would require a multi-
disciplinary (cross listed courses between disciplines) core group
of courses in key areas of agricultural activities for reshaping
tomorrow's agricu ltu re.

(i) Soil health
The maintenance of good soil health is dependent on the socio-

economic aspects and awareness about other alternatives in

developing a sound economic base. Shrinking land area, decreasing
efficiency of various inputs, increasing danger of residual ill effects
of chemicals, imbalanced use of fertilizers, deterioration in the
physical properties and soil biology in the rhizosphere, and several
other aspects of soil degradation are going to be more serious in
future, than ever before. lt is, therefore necessary to expose our
graduates by strengthening the existing PG courses in soil science
and or framing a few inter-disciplinary courses to maintain good
soil health. The major aspects which need special attention for
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\qourse curricula development in this vital field are:
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. Integrated Nutrient Management system

o Balance sheet of nutrients under different production systems
r Crop root systems in relation to soil environment

. Organic manures and bio-fertilizers

o GIS application in soil and water resources mapping

. Precision farming for high input use efficiency
(ii) Water Management

lndiscriminate use of this scarce resource has resulted in soil
degradation, hydrological imbalances, low efficiency and several
other socio-econom ic and environ mental problems. To opti mize crop
production under limited supply of water, the plant breeding and
management strategies should be aimed at maximizing water use
efficiency. ln addition to crop transpiration, water may be lost from
the system in conveyance, application, surface evaporation,
transpiration by competing weeds and through run-off and deep
percolation below root zone. Thus, an efficient utilization of water
warrants adoption of better conveyance and application systems,
selection of crops/their cultivars and management practices directed
to increase water use efficiency and productivity/production on
sustainable basis.Though most of the agricultural universities have
adequate numberof courses to covervarious aspects of agricultural
water management, the following areas however need special
attention in terms of course curricula development at PG level:

. Socio-economic aspects of water management

. Water production functions in relation to availability of water
and other inputs

. Soil- plant- atmospheric water relations and irrig.ation
management

o Crop co-efficient and pressure systems of irrigation

o Rain-watershedmanagement

o Water management in problematic soils and water conditions
(iii) Pest Management

Use of pesticides has become an integral part of modern
agriculture. However, intensive and indiscriminate pesticide use,
resistance build up in certain species to pesticides and increasing
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public concern about their entry in food chain and their adverse i;o'il'l
i! ti

effects on environment and human health have led to a wide spread Iir ;r

appreciation of the integrated pest management (lPM). Developmeot i,\
of suitable cropping systems based on IMP/IWM strategies, and
transplanting them into action, selecting proper bio-control agents
that have enhanced parasitic and suwival ability and establishment
of plant clinics in the rural areas through suitably trained graduates

are some other potential areas needing further intensified efforts.
The field of biotechnology and genetic engineering offer a great

scope for development of bio-pesticides as well as resistant crop
plants to selected herbicides. The course curricula which need

attention in the areaol IPM and IWM at PG levelshould include:

Integrated pest management including pesticide resistance

Integrated Weed management including herbicide resistance

Degradation and residue management of pesticides in soil, plant

and atmospheric systems

Biotechnology in relation to pest management

Plant clinics, application efficiency and quality control of
pesticides

(iv) Integrated Farming SYstem

Considering the requirements of ever increasing population and

technological development, agricultural scientists should suggest

suitable packages to the farmers under varied farming situations.
In such new agro-technological packages, not only the crop
production should be kept in mind, but holistic approaches of

integrated farming systems, having the components of dairy, poultry,

fisheries, bee-keeping, floriculture, mushroom culture, agro-
horticulture, silvi-pasture, agro-forestry, etc', should be added to
generate more employment and income of farming community on

long term basis. There is also a great scope to augment farmers'

income by suggesting suitable crop diversification like growing of

export oriented crop commodities (Basmati rice, durum wheat),

flowers, fruits, medicinal plants and hybrid seed production. Allthese
agro{echnological changes will demand intensive cropping, greater

, use of inputs and proper care of soil health and environment. lt will

also require a thorough knowledge of the whole system, marketing
, forces and socio-economic returns.

a

a
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,i'tT Major emphasis in course curricula development, therefor", 
ti,'?ni

iii.i shoulO be given to strengthen this important area in which crop f ,i;'
,:'" commodity-based education and research system should take the *,ri.,,'i

It'r' shape of cropping and integrated farming systems approach. This '":-tl}

$j will need the incorporation of the followihg aspects in the course +il

l'f*t curricula of agronomy and allied disciplines. .|fl

$il o Composting and re-cycling of organic farm waster iff

5* r Ecology of cropping system 
.ffi

#**' o Integrated farming system ffiiirEr ,. iiit
i'ii o Resource optimization 

'$$
Hi; 

(v) Production physiology 
ii$

.ffif There have been concerted etforts in the discipline of plant \Fl

l"fi physiology to study the effects of different biotic and abiotic factors 6i
jl+l on plant functions and crop productivity. In such studies, generally, ffi
fffi green house grown plants in pot are utilized without realization of iltg

$.$ real field situation. lt is a known fact that in naturally lit screen ffi
$l$j houses, there is about 30-40/" reduction in incident radiation, high ir#

$jl humidity and limited soilvolume in pots, and thus, the potted plants i#

i+ii are relatively weak as compared to field grown plants. Reports in $iilH literature indicate substantial differences in crop responses to i-1ii

if+ drought and salinity stresses between pot grown and field grown *t
ttil plants. With limited soil volume and high root density in pots, there #}l

*i,$ is rapid development of plant water deficit and plants have very IF,

+iiii little time of adapting under such rapid drying conditions. lt also ffi
Sjl generally happens that the plants with strong root system, which $jii

$1$ have a greater chance of survival and yield better under field ffiii

t1r conditions, are usually poor performer under pot conditions. Similarly, #,$

s* the pattern of salt distribution in soil under pot and field conditions Hi

++i 
could be different simply because of differences in the frequency 

.*q

ft$ and quantity of watering under two situations. 
il$

IIt Similarly, one should be very cautious while interpreting the Njgi response of transpiration (T) or photosynthesis (PN) to ffi
tr1$ environmental factors recorded on individual leaf and whole crop 

ffin

# canopy under field conditions depending upon variations in water i:r6

iii',-', use efficiency and harvest index. Thus, we have to reorient our ,,''tii

in.l research and education programme in the discipline of plant *;1,

{ i i ply:i"9s_y,l? T l"_ll ry?g:,?l' -":, !l {:i : 9gv ?1 1 ! ":,*:x, ?1"?. i,,1 i
li.!.t.'1.,,1,voutO 

require strengthening/farming of new courses at PG level. ,l.'ffi

ii.ttt]:;:,,t#',:;*i'a.r.ii.iiiiii!ir,i*:::r*!#irinir*;niiiiiii:irrsr*\$.rs{ii!ii$.i'i
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i'''.i!1"o Crop physiology T 
..;'i

iti iiial

:i1,," 
. lnternal plant water status and crop productivity 

i+;
fli*i . Crop modeling "',g..q

i o Root morphology and physiology in relation to input use 
#1i

!li,:i efficiency in field crops 
+ji

$,.{1; r ldentification of potential stress tolerance traits in crop cultivars 
$t

liii (vi) Yield potentiat and its stabilitv ifi
#ili ln the past century the pace of varietal development in different lffi

Fi crops has been quite encouraging. The new vistas in Indian #
iH agriculture were added in the form of Green Revolution by the 

,qSj;:ii introduction and development of high yielding dwarf varieties of ffi
iff$ wheat and rice, and development of a few hybrids of other crops, ff,{

6iii but now yietd ptateau has been observed in major food grains like 
I.ii,#r

,.S wheat and rice even under high input system of agriculture. Thus, liii
;;+f breakthrough in crop improvement programme may come by ,;,,,

''i+ 
improving the partitioning of biomass towards useful components ii?

ifi from whole plant (root and shoot) rather than shoot alone. 
ffi

$,H Heterosis or hybrid vigour has been exploited in several crops tiT

,ffij and a considerable scope exists to increase the productivity of 
il$

#jj! crops through heterosis exploitation 
lt'i

ijiit The important constraints facing the lndian agriculture ull

i1i$ production system indicates that sustainability under rain-fed itt,

ffil conditions is perhaps the key issue for India. ln recent past, there 
ii11g

Eil has been a modest progress to incorporate the traits for biotic 
$ii}

$. resistance into suitable agronomic background. However, only very iil
$$ little efforts are made to identify and incorporate the potentialtraits llji

$j.. for different abiotic stresses into high yielding varieties of field crops. lf
itii With the fast technological developments, the progress in [4
$$$ system physiology has opened new possibilities in identifying +ii;

Xf,$ potential traits to various environmental stresses and their 
Fiii

+ffi measurements by relatively simple and impressive means' Recent 
i1titf* time has also witnessed an exponential increase in understanding 
[1,1

fiiiii the molecular biology of stress tolerance in plants.The knowledge i1ii

11i1., gathered in the field of stress physiology and biotechnology could -"1'#

i,;''.,r psrmit us to incorporate desired traits through improved breeding 
"o"r','l'i technologies to achieve a second green revolution in the coUntry. 1 il i

: ill :,lii
ii,,i\ ,,',1i:
i :,,'"'..''r,, . ,"..,.' .ir,i
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,i1I lf l I nere lS now an emerglng consensus regarolng Ine oeslraolllry i ii i
liil of the farmers participation in the development and release of i,,iil
,,1r:.,.,,\ variety, particularly for the unfavourable environments. The ri"4
i'.i# Nrtiiriit'iJ rvri"r of ptant breeding and seed productLns nave '''g$

ffii been benefited enormously from the genetic diversity of the difficult 
ilti

lj;$i regions. Now it is time that plant breeding strategies are {f$

;l'i broadened, recognizing comparative advantage of farmers and ii1$

il$ plant breeders, to reconcile often conflicting objectives of equity, ilifi

}f$ sustainability and efficiency. lt is recognized that 2O-25% yield $l;

#if advantage may be achieved only through the use of good quality 
.H;

if1i seed. In this endeavour, the SAUs, ICAR institutions and other i$i

f,H organization have geared up its breeder, foundation and certified iffi
gfi seed production programmes to enhance the availability of good 

1i+

Hljj quality seeds to the farmers. These and several other above fiif

F,# mentioned issues need special consideration while strengthening/ 
.{.ffi

lfi framing of new courses at PG level in the discipline of genetics $j;

iEiI and plant breeding.The areas which need strengthening the teaching lir

''.'{,$ 
programme in the discipline of crop improvement should include: 

u,$

$l o Biotechnology and genetic engineering 
Iil

lf$ r Farmers participatory plant breeding t$

fiil o Breeding for biotic and abiotic stresses 
*..f1

ffij o Management and conservation of plant genetic resources 
ffi

$,$ r seed technolosy 
$'$

#i r Intellectual property, breeders'and farmers' right in patenting 
ffiffii of seeds, other life forms and bio-based produits i:iii$i:ilir 

,n.r," ""rir;;;", i$
1$$ 

(vii) Atmospheric environment 
ti,iiiji$.$ Modern agriculture requires precise information on various agro- til

$l* climatic parameters for harnessing maximum benefits from ffi

$$ atmospnerL factors by suggesting suitable agro technology and 
iffiX

j+L corrective measures against aberrant weather conditions for i5i

iH sustained development of agriculture.This would require delineation ffi
!{$ of agro climatic zones by proper inventory of edaphic and weather i;Xfj

$fS parameters, availability of other resources and prevailing cropping 
'$.|.!

.j$iii systems. lt will help not only to intensify the execution of the concept FA

1,.'.; of efficient crop zoning by producing a particular crop commodity 1,,,7

,i'',,,'',. in the ecologically optimum zone but also timely warning systems iil\
! ,1,,,i, 

for tat<ing necessary corrective measures against aberrant weather i,.'1ij
j: .,',, ', ,,' ."'',,,,"rj1.it,i;,".j;;;1*'"**,,,",, ..,-,.*:l:$$ii'"i
t:*:lfl;::llill:ft$.tii.r.i$iiiiji-*.rili-i.{iliiiiiiini'il'#iiii$il::iiiili?rtiri,lljt$iiiu
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i"f Y'conditions, pest and diseases. The use of remote sensing lr.ti'i

'+rr1i techniques in resource monitoring and crop-weather modeling for \r{j
tii* r:rgu.fce optimization should.be advocated to. modernize the {'}

discipline of agricultural meteorology.These areas should find proper
place in PG course'curricula to train our graduates in this important
discipline. The course which need strengthening/inclusion in this
field include:

. Crop weather forecasting

. Agro-climaticzonation

. Crop weather modeling

. Application of remote sensing techniques in agriculture

. Climatic change, green house effects and Indian agriculture
(viii) Post harvest technology and value added products

There is great scope to augment farmers' income and avenues
for employment by proper allocation of resources to an array ot
options, i.e. proper packing and grading of fruits, vegetables,
spices, and cut flowers and preparation/manufacturing of several
value added products through post harvest technology for their
proper marketing within and outside the country. The subject is
particularly important to the disciplines of horticulture, vegetables,
agro forestry and other allied branches. The PG course curricula
which need strengthening should include the following areas:

. Post harvest physiology of fruits and vegetables

. Storage, packaging and marketing of seedlings and cut flowers

. Post harvest technology and value added products of field-
tree and vegetable crops

o Spices, condiments and medicinal plants

(ix) Agribusiness Management

The spectacular success achieved by our neighbouring Asian
countries such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia
and China in the field of agro-industries and agro-business has
positively inspired our planners and also the corporate sector to
view agriculture in an entirely new light.The current levelof export

' is very meager, but the speed at which the exports are growing is ",{\
satisfactory. There can be no doubt about the immense and yet lY tr
r tnianncd nrosnActs and nnteniials tn rriaw and conrrerl lndia ac an .A #, iuntapped prospects and potentials to view and convert India as an $ui1,

#-H:I$i1$ll::l:
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f ?jY'agricultural power. There are positive indications in the direction. i

\,i,i FooO gropl: plantation glop:, poultry, dairy,. sugar, cotton,,and I

tll,iil oilseed are the areas in which India has made its mark. Sericulture, ,

{!.j.i" marine and inland fisheries are other areas in which considerable

F.{ifr progress has been made. Only a few countries grow such a wide

##i range of fruits, vegetables and flowers and rich variety of medicinal

lffj'f plants and herbs as India. lndia can also attain a commanding

H'l{ position in developing and extending world wide benefits of biological

ff,$ software comprising of highly promising and relatively inexpensive

ii#' vermiculture, bio-fertilizers, bio-pesticides, tissue culture propagated
'+ti 

materials, nitrogen fixing shrubs and trees. India is the leading

fi# producer of tea, coffee, cashew nuts, spices and jute fibre. With

lltfi proper planning and production of greater exportable quality

fff surplus, India can certainly emerge as a modest player in the global

iH' market of agricultural products. However, this will require proper

iFA linkages between agriculture and industry through strengthening

i,tffi the agricultural business management education in lndia. A few
jffi SAUs have taken a lead in identifying this need and decided to

iflf extend their education services to prepare competent personnel

+i$i for careers in teaching, research and consultancy in agri-business

,1,i', oriented enterprises. A proper education and training to the farmers

.$j* 
is also required in the changing scenario.

ii+# A few State Governments and Chamber of Commerce in

,ffi collaboration with SAUs are eager to set up marketing intelligence

Ll system for providing information on national and international
lffi marketing trends and systems about agro-based produce/products

il+ for the benefit of the farmers. There should be a great deal of
iiiili involvement of several rural development and financial agencies

il;i to help the agro-industries and farmers in this endeavour.

il$ii Keeping in view the above problems and objectives in view,

iiXl there is an urgent need to strengthen the existing/framing new

iiiii courses in SAUs at PG level in the following areas to make the

ffit agriculture as business oriented enterprise.

i$$ o Management of Agro-industrial projects



lack of adequate support from mass media like radio, television
and electronic technology.The recent developments in electronics
have opened up the new vistas of merger and convergence of mass
media, computers and televisions for developing expert system of
data base to achieve yet another revolution in the field of agricultural
communication.This new technological development will go a long
way in improving, monitoring and evaluation of extension seruice
deliveries, their adoption and proper feed back regarding problems
faced by extension advisory agencies and farming community for
reshaping the lndian agriculture.

Knowledge is growing atthe rate of 3000 words per minute and
the gap between the developed and developing countries is
widening simultaneously. Information is knowledge and knowledge
leads to power and wealth. Our graduates, scientists, planners and
farmers have to keep pace with newer developments. This is only
possible if our institutions are connected to international networking
with an access to international database and information on
emerging technologies.

The following areas need special emphasis to modernize
agricultural

extension education:

. Instructionaltechnology managementand multi-medianetwork

. Entrepreneurialskilldevelopment

. Participatory rural development approaches and strategies

. Expert data base for rural communication and service delivery
systems

. Multi disciplinary interactions and linkages among teaching,
research, extension clientele

Conclusion and future action

In the light of all facts said above, the ICAR and IAUA may
consider to develop AHRD aiming at enriching the quality of
agricultural education based on new and modern trends which are



(Ag- Rural Development) and B.Sc Ag (Ent. Development) to cope
with the under-employment problems of agricultural graduates. In

addition, the curricula development would require fine tuning and a
lot of flexibility in education system, welltrained faculty, adequate
modern infrastructure, laboratory and field facilities and concerted
efforts for the betterment of our whole education system to face
the challenges of tomorrow.

Further, there is a need to provide proper linkages between
SAUs, ICAR institutions and agro-based institutions, establishing/
strengthening of accreditation and studen(s counseling and ,

placement cells. New emerging bnd frontier areas to create much
bigger revolution in new millennium including socio-economic and
environmental issubs as well as intellectual property rights need to
be given top priority as these issues will dominate the next century'
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{f{
Gurricular Relevance of Higher

Education in Agriculture
Engineering Science in the new

Millennium
A.N. Mathur'

lntroduction
Agricultural engineering education in lndia commenced in

1942 with starting of the course at Allahabad Agricultural Institute,
Naini (now a Deemed University). The post agriculture two years
undergraduate programme has made steady progress with the
time. At present there are 26 institutions offering education in
agricultural engineering with intake of about 800, 300 and 80
students and out turn of about 550, 150 and 25 degree holder at
Bachelor, Masters and Doctoral level annually (Maurya, 2001).
There is a feeling that higher education in agricultural sciences,
which has tremendous growth and development, both quantitatively
and qualitatively during 1960s-1970s, has shown a declining trend
in its quality and agricultural engineering is no exception to it. As a
matter of fact, the agricultural engineering education, which was
attracting fairly good talent in agricultural education system earlier,
is going down in student's preference now.

An analysis has been made for the penetration directly
influencing the relevance and quality of agricultural engineering
education in India.These factors might have caused the decline in
the AE education in recent times. There is a urgent need for
reorientation of agricultural engineering education to meet the
challenges the country is facing such as global market, job creator
in place of job seeker, changing nationaland international scenario
in the areas of food processing and marketing.



REORIENTATION OF AGRICULTURAL
EDUCATION:

Though, the choice of the agricultural engineering as an area of
education is next to any general engineering but in recent years it
is loosing attraction and not many bright students are opting for
these courses as their first preference for career. The condition of
the graduates in the field is not relevant to the level of the choice,
as AE graduates have done excellent work in many areas of
development.The ICAR and Agricultural Universities are aware of
the problem and have initiated many steps to remedy the situation.
The serious thoughts through the third Dean's Committees and
adopting a basic frame for the syllabus have shown its impact.

Redefining Obiectives of Agricultural Engineering Education:

The sectional committee of Accreditation Board has proposed

following objectives for, Masters and Doctoral programme in

agricultural sciences.

Goals and Objectives of Agricultural Engineering Colleges:

An objective is a generic term to cover goals, purpose, output,
aims etc. and goal in higher under objective that a given projecV

institution combined with others will achieve.

Goals:

1. Have an outstanding undergraduate programme in Agricultural
Engineering.

2. Develop excellent and need based post graduate and research
programmes in different branches of agricultural engineering.

3. Provides extension education services appropriate to the needs

of the region with special emphasis on agricultural engineering.

4. Strive to achieve a national and international status as an

institution of higher education in the field of Agricultural
Engineering.

Objectives:
1. To organize and conduct undergraduate and postgraduate

programmes in agricultural engineering leading to Bachelor's,
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i,f!"'--;ag ricu ltu ral en gi neerin g coveri ng production, p rotection, val ue
addition, marketing and management.

3. To develop technologies suitable for the region in the field of
agricultural engineering.

4. To organize short term specialize training programme and
vocational courses in the specialized area of agricultural
engineering.

5. To organize programme related to transfer of technologies for
agriculture and rural development.

6. To collaborate with other agencies involved in teaching,
research and developmental activities in the field of agricultural
engineering.

7. To provide consultancy services to farmers and other engaged
in agricultural activities and rural development.

Under graduate Programme:

The third Dean's Committee in 1 995 recommended restructuring
of the courses and redistribution of areas. Some of the subjects of
agriculture sciences have also been included. With the global
opportunities in the marketing and mechanization it is necessary
to review existing courses and include more courses on Computer,
hi- tech agriculture, food processing and marketing, including export
and management. The credit requirement for the degree can be
increased to 180 credit to keep in line with the recommendations of
AICTE. Many of the graduates of this discipline are getting good
opportunity in management & marketing, social programmes
through NGOs such as IFFCO, GVT etc.

Master Degree Programmes:
To inspire and impact instruction in a set of specialized topics
based on broad based undergraduate degree programme.

To adopt interdisciplinary approach by integrating related
disciplines, for solving problems.

To introduce research methodologies for taking up research
work including doctoral programmes.

(i)

(ii)

(i ii)
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(ii) To take up basic/applied research in strategic areas.

PG Curriculum in the New Millennium
/ The accreditation board through its sectional Committee on

Curricula and Equivalence tooka massive exercise of restructuring
PG programme, numbering more than 90 at present. The board
constituted 16 Broad subject matter Area Committees (BJMACS)
including one for agricultural engineering. One of the major tasks
assigned to these committees was to restructure master degree
curricula. The PG academic regulations were developed with the
inputfrom these committees and finalized in the meeting of Deans
of PG studies. The academic regulations prescribe credit
requirement (50 for master degree and 70 for Ph.D. degree). The
system of evaluation has internal cum external examination system.
The credits for research and thesis are graded as satisfactory or
unsatisfactory. The 10 point grading system with grade point
requirement for a degree of 6.0/10 to pass in a course and 6.50/10
to obtain a degree. The regulations also make it compulsory for
Ph.D. students to write and submit two research papers in reputed
journals based on their research work, before they submit the thesis.

The recommendations are as follows:

(i) Nomenclature of the degree:

The masterdegree will be awarded in agriculturalengineering
with specialization and specialization will be mentioned in the
certificate. For example- M.Tech. (Agricultural Engineering),
Specialization -Soil and Water Engineering

(ii) Major areas:

Master degree to be offered is in the following three major areas,
with as many sub specialization as can be justified by the
universities:

i. Farm Power and Machinery

ii. SoilandWaterEngineering

iii. Agricultural Process and Food Engineering

However, there is necessity of including some of the new emerging
areas such as Renewable Energy, Post Harvest Engineering
and Technology, lrrigation and Water Management etc also as !i

l'I.tr
,r'9!



Core courses:
Against the recommendation of 9-12 credit compulsory courses
in major area, a list of 7 courses with 19 credits have been
identified, out of which a student can choose course up to 10
credits as per his req ui rement. These incl ude cou rses i n Computer,
Mathematics & Statistics. Instrumentation & Control etc.

(iv) Seminar:

A student is required to take one credit seminar course
compulsorily, though it is not part of core courses.The topic of
seminar shall have a relevance to his major area of
specialization.

(v) Optional courses
In each major area 18-23 courses have been proposed, out of
which a student can choose 14 courses

(vi) Supporting courses:
Under supporting courses, which have to be out side major
area, 5 cQurses with 13 credits have been listed, out of which
student can choose 10 credits.The students can also choose
supporting courses from any other department, including the
departments in agricultural engineering faculty as
recommended by the advisory committees.

Doctoral Degree Programme:
The Ph.D programme in AE is based on the general

recommendation of ICAR and has all the features of the ME. The
student has some flexibility, which he can avail on the
recommendation of the Major Advisor. There is a shift in major
institutions in the country from Ph.D by Course Work to Ph.D by
thesis.This allows a student to concentrate on the research instead
of devoting more time on course work.

Accreditation and Approval:
The ICAR has started the system of Accreditation and it has to

get momentum. Similarly, AICTE (NBA) and UGC (NAAC) also
accredit and approve the AE degree and the institutions offering
such programmes.The AICTE approval has enabled CTAE Udaipur
to get support to the tune of more than Rs 150 lakh during last four

liir 1., !Y

'i# years in the areas such as lrrigation Management, Soil & Water
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high initial fee, as such ICAR should support the institutions to get
them accredited by as much agencies as possible.

Conclusion
It can be concluded that agricultural engineering education,

which was attracting the good talent under agricultural education
system earlier, is loosing its place now. Among engineering
disciplines also, agriculture engineering has not been able to
achieve a place of pride.The reasons for this decline may be many
including non-availability of suitable employment opportunities. A
recenttrend, which has been spread in allbranches in engineering
including agricultural engineering, is the shift to Computer &
lnformation Technology. The remedy may lie in reorienting
agricultural engineering education and improving curricula and their
delivery system in view of global market opportunities, so as to
produce graduates who are job creators rather than job seekers.
There is a need to add more areas in the list of specialization, such
as Renewable Energy. lrrigation Water Management etc. The
concept of Ph.D by course work needs to be reoriented to give
student more stress orr research than studying a course. The
institutions offering AE degrees should be supported to get
approvalfrom AICTE and UGC.
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Curricular Relevance of Higher
Education in Home Science in the

new Millennium
Pushpa Gupta.

The essence of education is to appreciate the transformation
from raw to refined, from being primitive to being cultured and from
being ignorant to being knowledgeable.

Every field of education is facing the challenges of the new
millennium and they can best be met by reviewing and analyzing
the milestones already crossed. Planning for future should consider
the experiences of past, hence a glimpse of history of Home
Science education is given here.

The history of Home Science Education in India can be traced
back to nineteen twenties when it was introduced in some schools
as Domestic Science/ House Cratl/Domestic Economy.The major
thrust was on teaching home making skills to the girls. Home
Science education was first inducted in higher education as diploma
in domestic science at Lady lrwin College, Delhi in the year 1932.
In the same decade in 1938, Madras University started a degree
programme in Home Science.Thereafter, many other Universities
I n th e sam e d 
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programme in Home Science.Thereafter, many other Universities 
$"il

introduced degree programme in Home Science in rapid ffi
succession. The first faculty of Home Science was established in 

T.,E

1950 at Baroda under M.S. University. 
|j#

Another land mark was made in the history of Home #$
Science higher education when it was included as one major 

T,#

discipline in the Agricultural Universities in India.The first College f;fi
of Home Science was established in 1961 at Andhra Pradesh ffi
Agricultural University, Hyderabad ffi

'' Dual Dimensions of Home Science Education ,-ry"$

i {,,\;tit.t. 1 i;1r.i

,F;;{, The journey of more than half century has still not culminated fl,iu
i $ ; in reaching the goal of conceptualizing Home Science to its optimum i I I
Jij-1,,' prof"ssor and Dean, Cottege of Home science, MPUAT lJdaipur, 
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;/"
potentialities. Home Science education has a two pronged approach !'
which has ample scope for practical family applications and
professional possibilities. Need of the hour is to recognize and
reorganize the curriculum in a manner that the students can have
the option to choose theireducation programme as pertheiraptitude
and ambition in life. Home Science programme caniocus on basic
practical applications in family life for those who do not have
professional dreams and have specialized approach for budding
professionals.The following table will illustrates the 2 tier focussed
approach in which the home science education can be modulated
for better results.

Table : Dual Dimensions of Home Science education

Specialization areas Family Applications Professional Possibilities

Human developmenl
& Family Studies

Infant, children &
maternal health,
provision of
simulative
environment for
development,
parenting for
wholesome
personality and
performance, human
resource
development, care of
persons with special
needs, home care for
the aged.

Guidance and counseling,
creche and early childhood
education centres, family
parenting education, family
welfare support and social
service agencies, marriage
and family counseling,
research, production of toyg
and information material, "' '
creativity and recreatidfir';: i:rli':

camps for childrert l%'6ff liS"':' ;

and the aged, support for
chronically ill, consultancy &
teachirlg.

" 
''i i

Foods and Nutrition

r :ir?
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Nutrition, health-
dietary practices,
food selectiol,r*l;:,1; I
p reparatio;r, .ggr,vjge,, i
and oresi!ruatidn.:'
oiet ino:FoJnri';';'' i 

"i 
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Clinic$ nt"rtrition, dietetics,
nutritiohal counSeling, food
Swlce{f narrgg.-E1'rrgFkltqqd
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Specialization areas Family Applications Professional Possibilities

Family Resource
Management

Family finance, and
savings, work
efficiency, time
management, energy
conservation, care of
home and
environment, wasle
disposal, housing
and interior design
and decoration, home
equipment use &
care.

Consumer education,
guidance and protection,
ergonomics, environmental
agencies and utility
companies, hospitality
management, interior
design, research and quality
control entrepreneurship

Textile and Apparel
Designing

Wise choice, use
and care of clothing
for the family, quality
and value concern
of textile product,
clothing for special
needs- children
disabled, elderly.

Fashion & textile design,
pattern dratting, garment
industry, apparel and textile
testing, product
development and
manufacturing, quality
control, research,
occupational apparel
design, entrepreneurship.

{xtension &

$ommunication
rhanaoernent
i .i:!ub

! r,.rl lt:i:r.
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To extend the
knowledge required
for day tc day living
in each areas (as
discussed above) to
the family deprived
of such vital
"information

rsiitili.' ,

Extension education in
rural and urban areas,
social service, consultancy,
distance education, media
planning & production,
rural development
programmes of GOs and
NGOs extension training,
entrepreneurship.l .nltri,;*,=t*ii,', ir;;ii"ri.uit
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in SAUs, was of 3 years duration after 10+2 schooling but from
1998-99, one year has been added making it 4 year H.Sc. honours
degree programme (3+1 year pattern) as per recommendation of
3d Deans'Committee of ICAR and a thorough deliberations in Home
Science Deans meeting held at Udaipur in June 1997. A second
revision was made and a 2+2 degree programme emerged where
one year was added to the professional courses. Some of the
colleges have started2+2 pattern of degree programme lrom2O02-
03. Whereas some colleges could not start the new programme
because of inadequate facilities.

Table : Existing 4year degree programme (ICAR)

3 + 1 pattern

" Credits in parenthesis for course on dietetics
Status of Home Science today has widened. lt has burst its

bounds and has increased in scope. lt is not confined to
strengthening home and family life only but it is an education having
major role for community and national building specifically to
empowerment of women.

Consequently, the major thrust of existing 4 year degree
programme is on skill development and internship for self
employment opportunities and intensive ruralwork experience to
prepare them to work for rural development.

2

First 3 years (6 semesters) Credits 4h year (2 semesters) Credits
6astc uctences & Humanrlres
Aqriculture & environmental

't6
13

Prolessronat etecnves
RAWE

18
21

3Crences
uomputer scrence 6 lmplant trarning

Home Science courses 86 Total 39

Iotal 121

+
First 2 years (4 semesters) Credits Last two years

(4 semesters)
Credits

Courses Professional electives 50 (40)'

Basic Sciences & Humanities 17 lmolant trainino 10 (20)'

Asriculture Sciences 3 RAWE 10

Core courses of home science 60 Supportino courses 10

Total 80 Total 80
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,i ''1.'i.l i
f The eligibility requirement for admission and mode of admission jt'ii'i
j is 1O+2 schooling with PCB/PCM/Home Science Group/ l;iri
ir Agriculture. Admissions are done through entrance test in some n"i-

colleges wherein 15 per cent seats are filled through national level "'

entrance test organised by ICAR.

The evaluation is done by Internal and External examination.
Proportion and modalities are decided by the respective
Universities.

The discipline of Home Science had struggled a lot for existence
but it is heartening to note that it is now an established and well
recognized discipline in higher education both by UGC and ICAR.
Relevance of Home Science Education today specially in SAUs is
a vital issue to be critically reviewed, thoroughly examined and re-
casted in the light of contemporary challenges in the society and
the world scenario as well as changing role of women in and outside
the home and family.

Need to re-organize Home Science education

1. Home Science as a discipline in higher education is still not
well recognised in the society. People have limited and narrow
perception of Home Science. lt is considered an education
imparting home making skills and is considered suitable only
for girls. Even the present nomenclature does not reflect the
subject properly undermining its scope and perspective.

2. The undergraduate programme of Home Science of 3+1 pattern

does not prepare students adequately for different careers and
self employment. Attitude of girls for Home Science education
has also undergone a change. Earlier many of the parents
and girls wanted to pursue Home Science graduation to excel
in scientific and successful home making while presently they
want job oriented degrees. But the course curriculum is not in
line with the requirements of the industries and other prospective

employment organisations. Hence, job opportunities for home
science graduates are very few. Further there is an increasing
number of alternative job/skill oriented courses available such
as computer education, computer aided textile designing,
garment designi ng, beauticu ltu re, dietetics, i nterior desi gning, i,.,

costume and fashion designing, journalism, business 
'

management, bakery etc. These courses are attracting more ji
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W and more girls as they can acquire jobs immediately after $fi
LAj completing these courses while there is decline in enrolment i"4 i

,;l+ in Home Science degree programme all over. In fact there is 4.1.:,

ffi" increasing preference for Agriculture, Dairy Science and

ffi Veterinary education over Home Science education by girls in

lg SAUs.

ffi 3. Under graduate degree programme of Home Science in SAUs'{;!i is of 4 years duration while it still continues to be of 3 year

ffi duration in traditional Universities. lf 4 year programme is not

#i very sound and saleable, enrolments will decline. Hence, it is

ffi the most appropriate time to critically review and assess the

ii+ recently introduced reorganized programme of 4 years, so that
t-tl it can be made most relevant and career oriented. Rural Home

#, Work Experience and tnternship/ln-plant training also need to

ffi be planned well for effective implementation and outcome.

ffi 4. Home Science in SAUs is being criticised as urban oriented

$$ education lacking rural orientation and sensitivity to the rural

ffi problems and needs.

ffi Thus there is a need of critical assessment of present home

ffi+ science programme in SAUs and re-organising it to make it most

ffi suitable and befitting to meetthe challenges of todayand making it

iffi more relevant to keeping pace with fast changing society and rapid

Xiff advancements in science and technology. There is also need to
analyse and review the career development opportunities and
research possibilities relevant to the local situations.

There is growing concern to make home science education
more professional, career oriented and gender neutral.

Proposed action plan to be deliberated for implementation

t+

In this era of globalization, there is a dire need to chalk out
action plan which after deliberation at various professional forums
can be implemented to save the falling grace of a dignified discipline
of Home Science. I put forth three major action plans to make Home
Science curriculum more relevant to the global demands of the
new millennium.

l}

l'1 Re-baptizing the field by the change in nomenclature

Home Science is a science which deals with human beings as

l'li..-i 
=liiti.rhit.ir,trar,q". 
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ffi designing, capacity building and empowerment.
J'\l"\ D^^^^+t., rl.rara l^^^ l-.^n^ la+ a{ '.1^lih

ffi development, resource management, textiles and

Recently there has been lot of deliberations on the
appropriateness.of the nomenclature of the discipline. There is a
divided opinion on this issue. According to one opinion, Home
Science is very appropriate nomenclature and should not be
changed as now it has got a recognition in the society. Changing
its nomenclature nowwould mean beginning to struggle once again
for new recognition. The second opinion is that the present
nomenclature does not reflect the professionalism and the career
orientation of the discipline and hence is conceived as an education
of home making skills. lt is also gender bias and attracts only girls.

Since human resource development is the major thrust of home
science discipline, the proposed name should reflect the
perspective of the discipline rightly. lt should also sound gender
neutral which will attract boys also. By changing the name, the
discipline can be made more professional with wider recognition
and betier job opportunities.

The various alternative nomenclatures suggested like Human
Ecology, Human Science, Family and Community Science, Family
and Consumer Science, etc. also do not sound very appropriate.There
is need to change the name of the discipline but the word "technology''
could be added which is an important component of different courses.
Thus the new nomenclature of Home Science may be -

Family Science and Technology

Realistic re-casting of Home Science programme

There are two types of degree programme in Home Science
operating in the country i.e. 3 year and 4 year programmes. The
B.Sc. Home Science programme in 19 colleges of SAUs is of 4
year duration (3+1 pattern and 2+2 pattern). Three year degree
programme is offered in more than 200 colleges across the country
which are governed by UGC. So far the 3 year programme was of
general nature but recently the programme has been re-organized
by UGC adding specialization with focus on entrepreneurship
development and job oriented courses making it 1+2 pattern.

jtfi lt is evident that a large number of colleges, universities offer 3 ;uri\

i i i year programme while very few colleges of ICAR offer 4 year degree f f, i

)i,:l'lptogtamme. This means a large number of graduates come ouLj;,,
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ffi troma 3 yeardegree programme. Addition of one yearto the degree iir,."i

'i;rj programme in Home Science colleges under SAUs has resulted in 1,i, rl

Ai{t. decrease in enrollment in maioritv of the colleoes. Followino ooints ,'1lAF3 decrease in enrollment in majority of the colleges. Following points 
i{.,,

have emerged in informaldiscussion with the parents, the students
themselves, teachers and other educationists.

1. The 4 year duration of B.Sc degree programme is considered
long when 3 year degree programme is available in all the states.
Parents prefer 3 year degree programme for their daughters i
and do not want to waste their one year.There are many other
alternative professionalcourses available which are of 2-3year
leading to diploma or degree programmes like BBM, Fashion
Designing, BCA, Information Technology, Mass
Communication, Journalism etc. which are also professional
and have contemporary relevance.

2. The students graduating from 3 or 4 year degree programme
are treated at par for job selections, competitive examinations
and admission for post graduation.

The teachers and students have suggested that vocational
thrust to the programme with entrepreneurship development can
also be provided within 3 year programme on UGC'pattern.

I would take this opportunity to present some curriculum models
before this august body.

Table : Proposed Models of UG Programme

Model Programmes Elioibilitv for admission

1. General B.Sc. Home Science Programme 10+2 Sc., H.Sc., Ag., Arts, Com.

2. B.Sc. (Home) Textile and Apparel Designing 10+2 Science (PCB, PCM, H.Sc.)

3. B.Sc. (Home) Fashion Designing 10+2 Sc., H.Sc., Ag., Arts, Com.

4. B.Sc. (Home) Foods and Nutrition 10+2 Science (PCB, PCM, H.Sc.)

5. B.Sc. (Home) Clinical Nutrition & Dietetics 10+2 Science (PCB, PCM, H.Sc.)

6. B.Sc. (Home) Family resource Managemenl 10+2 Sc., H.Sc., Ag., Arts, Com.

7. B.Sc. (Home) in Interior Designing 10+2 Sc., H.Sc., Ag., Arts, Com.

8. B.Sc. (Home)
Human Development & Family Studies

10+2 Sc., H.Sc., Ag., Arts, Com.

9. B.Sc. (Home) Home Science Extension
& Communication Management

10+2 Sc., H.Sc., Ag., Arts, Com



'[s year will be common for all the programmes. Tirtal credit
load of each programme will be 120

Table :General B.Sc. H.Sc. Programme

ll and lllYear (4 semesters)

Year (2 semesters

Courses Cr. Hrs.

1. Comouter Education - I & ll 4

2. Aqriculture Sciences 4

3. Rural Socioloov 2

4. Home Science core courses 25

6. Animal Sciences 2

7. Environmental studies 3

Total 40

3. Maior courses of Home Science

12 cr. of each

6. NSS / NSO / NCC

7. Rural work experience in Home Science

8. Electives

e Guidance and counseling

r Milk product preparation

o Value addition to food products

o Floriculture

r Weaving and Hosiery

o Anv other such courses



{;i}P*'r+:'":.il'u! toj\i',i Table : B.Sc. (Home) Textile and Apparel Designing
I!;
ffi ll and lllYear (4 semesters)

:'

Table : B.Sc. (Home) Fashion Designing

ll and lllYear (4 semesters)

Table : B.Sc. (Home) Foods and Nutrition

ll and lllYear (4 semester)

Gourses ur. Hrs.
1 Biochemistru ancl nhvsioloov and mierohioloov I
2. Food orocessino oreservation and storaoe I
3. Nutrition education 8
4. Human nutrition 12
5 Nrfrition meneoement in healfh and disease I
6. Food sciences 12
7. lnstitutional food science manaoement 9

8. Supporting courses from other departments
(one course from each deoartment)

12

Total 80

Course comoonents Cr. Hr.s.

1. Designing and construction of clothing

for family, commercial clothing,
merchandizino and marketinq

26

2. Textile science 15

3. Costumes. historical textiles and embroiderv 10

4. Care, maintenance and storaqe 12

5. Supporting courses from other departments
(one course from each department of H.Sc.)

12

Total 80

Courses Cr. Hrs.

1. Skilloriented courses related to fashion desiqninq 63

2. On the iob traininq 5

3. Supporting courses from other departments
(one course from each department)

12

Total 80

,ffi;**.,;*,+ggw+wnrii,$ffiil*i+mg;nlwr;#$*\Rs*Ei,jj'ff$.l+# fl l*.#l;il1-iliti;



Table :B.Sc. (Home) Clinical Nutrition and Dietetics

ll and lllYear (4 semesters)

Table :B.Sc. (Home) Family Resource Management

ll and lllYear (4 semesters)

Table :B.Sc. (Home) ln Interior Designing

ll and lllYear (4 semesters)

UOUTSES ur. Hrs.

1. Courses related to clinical nutrition and dietetics 48

2. On the iob traininq (one semester) 20

3. Supporting courses from other departments
(one course from each department)

12

Total 80

Course components L;r. Hrs.

1. Consumer science I
2. Basis of resource manaqement 12

3. Householdequipments I
4. Interior desiqning and furnishing 12

5. Familv finance 9

6. Housinq. space and environment manaoement I
7. Erqonomics 8

8. Supporting courses from other departments
(one course from each department)

12

Total 80

Courses Cr. Hrs.

1. Skill oriented courses related to interior designing 48

2. On the iob traininq (one semester) 20

3. Supporting courses from other departments
(one course from each deoartment)

12

Total 80



Table : B.Sc. (Home) Human Development and Family Studies
ll and lllYear (4 semesters)

Table : B.Sc. Four Degree Programme

. 1+3 pattern

. lstYear common for all degree programmes

ll, lll and lV

Table: Revised M.Sc. Programme (ICAR)
Duration - 2 years

Courses Cr. Hrs.

1. Human development 15

2. Marriage and family life I
3. Family and child welfare I
4. Early childhood education 15

5. Children with special needs I
6. Parent and community education 6

7. On the job training 5

8. Supporting courses from other departments
(one course from each department)

12

Total 80

o ll,

Components Credits
Specialization 70
Supporting courses 20
Project work & 10

In-plant training 20
Total 120

r Community Nutrition
d Food Science &

Human Nutrition /
Food technology and
Human Nutrition

Food Science and
Nutrition

Core course
Optional/
specialization
Seminar



Discipline Area of specialization Course
programme

Cr. Hrs.

o Food Service
Management and
Dietetics

Research /
dissertation

15

Textiles and
apparel
designing

o Apparel Designing &
Manufacturing

o Textile Designing

Supporting
courses from
other
departments

14

Human
Development &
Family Resource
Management

r Child Development
o Family Studies
o Consumer

ergonomics
r Entrepreneurship

management

Extension &
Communication
Management

o Distance Education

o Development
programme
Management

. Extension training
Managemqnt

. Home and farm
Journalism

Total 50

Table : Revised M.Sc. Programme in Home Science (UGC)

(Family and Community Sciences) Duration-2 years

r Dietetics
o Community Nutrition
o Institutional Food

o Bakery and
Confectionary

o Garment Design
o Textile Design

o Early Childhood Care
& Development

r Education of the Child



Discipline Area of specialization Course
programme

Cr. Hrs.

o Family & Child
Welfare

Resource
Management

o Interior Design
r Management of

Family and
Organizations

r Consumer Studies

Extension &
Communication

o Development Project
Management

o Media Development

Table : Proposed M.Sc. Programme in Home Science

Duration - 2 years

Discipline Area of specialization

Foods'& Nutrition 1. Foods & Nutrition

2. Community Nutrition

3. Food Science technology
& Human Nutrition

4. Food Service Management & Dietetics

5. Nutrition and Dietetics

Textiles & apparel deigning

Human Development

& Family Studies

1. Textiles & apparel deigning

2. Apparel Designing and Manufacturing

3. Textile Design

1. Human development and Family Studies

2. Dynamics of Human Development

3. Early Childhood Care & Development

4. Family Dynamics

Resource Management

& Consumer Sciences

1. Consumer Ergonomics

2. Consumer Sciences

Home Science Extension &

Communication Management

1. H.Sc. Ext. Extension & Communication

Management

2. Communication & lnstructional
Technology

3. Training for Human resource
Development

4. Home and Farm Journalism
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liliiiTable :Course Distribution Y't,.}
l iii l,'i;
+ ,r r,. ,+

do"j, lCorecourses I I |i,"".;'i

#li$ lOptionat/specialization I 21 | '##N $$

'NffiWii, lSupportinqcourses | | i"Hl

F{.fi | 1. R"""ar"h and Statistics courses .l u I ffi
Hjji sd

W | 2. Courses from other departments | 6 | #fi
{:lr

ffi.# lComprehensive | 2 I"EJI
riii$

#$ | Dissertation | 15 I r#ffi$ ffi*
BH $i+

ffi ShortTerm Certificate and Diploma Courses Wi
IlS HH

ffi One of the mandates of Home Science education in SAUs is to iffi

ffi caterto the needs of ruralfamilies.The formal education programme ffi
ffi of Home Science should reach the rural girls and women. Due to ffi
il,;j many constraints the rural girls do not seek admission in the Home 

X#

it$ Science Colleges. lt is proposed that short term certificate and ffi
$$ diploma courses should be offered through KVKs and also the 

ffii
Vji college. Following courses are proposed. i#

ffi 1. High school diploma of one year for rural girls and boys after 
flH

flf loth pass 
Hjl$ 2. 3 to 6 months certificate courses for girls and women. Minimum ffi,# 8/10 class schooling. 
,ffi

ffi 3. UG diploma of one year for rural girls and boys after 10+2 ti+t

ffi schoolinq. '||fi
iFil "#ft

ii$ 4. PG diploma of one year for rural girls and boys after degree. 
+,g

iill+ These diploma should be offered in the college as they require #
i$ high professionaland technical input. Ifi
|$ff Courses could be in food processing and preservation, li#'f* homestead technologies, garment production, toy making agro- ffi
i-i$ based enterprise managementfloriculture, textile designing, dyeing fii
ffi and printing, weaving and hosiery, mushroom cultivation and #
iffi processing, fruit and vegetable production, health and nutrition, 

.-ffi

{;.,i organization and management of early childhood education centres, i'u,li

,;,',0,{i reproductive health education, food forfamily, clothing construction, iiri-',1

iii agriculture technology, dairy product technology, etc. More need i g.i

;i..i iibased courses can be added. .'+4
,i,t"ti.-'r"l' .,:,,,.,*,..*. _.,,,o ,*,,,r::.-*-*-|lr""o"'1i,
i.':,,,j'iil'j::,-:;:ii:"r*iiwilw**+xlls+{##f#r*HffiHfi##1fl#j#f+w#ilffi,jiit:ii+#.#d,Sillli;.:,*t5,.,,'-1"';

Courses Cr. Hrs.

Core courses I
Ootional / soecialization 21

Seminar 1

Suoportino courses

1. Research and Statistics courses 6

2. Courses from other deoaftments 6

Comprehensive 2

Dissertation 15

Total 60



:
+
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j'g'.t- suggestions:
"ri,,i The action plans suggested however could only be effectively

ffi i implemented under competent personnel and conducive
W infrastructural climate. Following suggestions are worth

ffi contemplating upon for practical execution of future plans.

,ffi a) Adequate financialsupport should be provided to hire competent

ffi guest faculty from industry/organization for teaching
ffi professional electives. In many Home Science Colleges, the

ffi strength of faculty and technical supporting staff is not adequate

ffi torun 2+21 1+Zdegreeprogramme.Thus,thefinancialsupport

ffi to create new positions in Home Science Colleges must be

+ffi provided. Every department should have 1 Professor, 1

ffi Associate Professor, 5 Assistant Professors, and 2 STAs to

ffi run UG and PG programmes. Vacant positions needs to be

ffi filled immediately for which ICAR should communicate with

$ffi the state governments

ffi b) Staff needs to be given vigorous training in all the professional

ffi courses. ICAR should provide financial support for HRD.
,ffi

ffi c) Contingency amount should be increased in order to meet

,ffi additional requirement of laboratory and field practical in the

ffi professional electives. Student contingency should be Rs.

ffi 2000/student at UG level and Rs. 3OOOistudent at PG level,

ffi for RAWE/In-plant training1OOO/student should be provided.

-ffi d) ICAR should provide support for strengthening laboratories

,#i as per the requirements of professional electives. Each
,ffi department should be provided at-least 5 computers with

ffi accessories because majority of these professional electives

ffi are based on computer applications.

ffi e) Each KVK should run 2-3 short term diploma i certificate

ffi.$ courses for women empowerment for which adequate support

ffit in terms of man power, equipment, space, books etc. should

ffi be provided. Home Science colleges can serve as technical

ffi resource centre for these programmes.

ffi | conclude by reaffirming that Home Science is a unique

ffir discipline which educates and trains individuals to face the
f1r\ challenges for self and family, has application of knowledge for

Ij i better family life at the same time has tremendous professional
F^ 

"*r 
'l+.

{..{ \'"_
$;*;$*slfl ,.errems*mr,r,immifr +ffi .trfr Hiriiirjiiiiss*iffi ffi #ffi il\r



possibilities where it prepares individuals for various jobs or self -
employment.Thus the mission of H.Sc. in the new millennium should
be empowerment of students for family life and also empowerment {'
for career life and self employment. lt is time to synchronize these
two fold objectives of Home Science and develop linkages with
other departments, State institution, NGOs, corporate sectors for
creating more job opportunities for the Home Science graduates.

While contihuing to address the basic thrust, the new millennium
agenda for Home Scientists should be enhancing and widening
the professional dimensions of the field.The growth of food industry
and the technological advancements there in, growing importance
of textile and fashion designing, increasing professionalism in space
and interior designing, the upsurge of satellite telecommunication
and internet, the growth of agro-based industries, scientific design
of ergonomically sound work stations, laboursaving equipments,
professional approach to management issues have all necessitatdd
professional focus and thrust on home science education.
Developing entrepreneurial skills and initiative should become major
concern of Home Science in order to facilitate employability of
graduates who will increasingly be called upon not only'lob seekers"
but also'Job creators". Besides thiough KVKs and other outreach
programmes, Home Science Education should reach the rural girls

and women for thei r better family living and economic empowerment'
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Curricula Relevance of Higher
Education in Horticulture & Forestry

Sciences in New Millennium
S. S. fVegi* and Jagmohan Singh**

After attaining independence in 1947. primary emphasis in
agriculture in India \\as placed on achieving self sufficiency in food
grains. Development of high yielding varieties and matching
production technologies and their adoption in areas of assured
inputs such as water ilnd fertilizers resulted in food self sufficiency,
ushering in green revolution during the sixties. lt was precisely
during this period that state agricultural universities were established
to give a fillip to overall glroMh of agriculture.

During its first phase, horticulture education remained a low
key issue as horticulture received very little attention till the third
five year plan inspite of the fact that India has a wide variety of
climate and soils on which a large range of horticultural crops can
easily be raised. lt was then realized that horticulture as a
component of agricultural system deserue more attention than it
was receiving. Due to suitable topography and agro climatic
conditions of the country, horticulture has enormous potential for
achieving sustainability of small land holdings, increasing
employment. improving environment and providing nutritional
security. Horticulture is also a favoured occupation for export
oriented production. This realization culminated in due emphasis
on horticultural education in the National Agricultural Research
System.

Forestry education though more than 100 years old was a
preserve of the federal and state forest services of the country till
1971 when compulsory forestry courses were started for,B.Sc
(Agri) students. Subsequently, forestry education because an
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ffi int"gral part of agricultural education when B.Sc Forestry degree ffi
i,$uf programmes were started in State Agricultural Universities in 1985. f.nj
{,;!;r rcaaV, it has developed into a multi- disciplinary faculty integrating ffi

various disciplines of physical, biological and social sciences.

At present, the horticultural and forestry educatiron in India is

being carried out by the SAUs. ICAR and ICFRE inbtitutes mostly
as part of agricultural education.There are some few SAUs which
have separate Colleges of Horticulture and Forestry to cater to the
special needs of horticulture and forestry education in the country.
New imperatives During the last one decade, several changes took
place which necessitated complete overhauling of course curricula
in agricultural education which became applicable to horticulture
also. Some of the changes are listed below:

o Shift from public sector jobs to private sector employment.

. Shift from quantity to quality produce.

. Shift from high yields to sustainable yields.

. Shift from local market focus to global markets.

. Shift from high inputs to cost effectiveness.

. Shift from exploitative to environmentalfriendly technologies.

. Shift from theoretical to application oriented education.

. Shift from fixed education for degree generation to variable
education for job generation.

. Shift from traditional to upcoming and frontier areas and
subjects.

This paradigm shift necessitated concomitant changes in the
development of suitable curricula in horticulture so as to meet the
aspirations of the students as well as the stakeholders. In orderto
meet the changed situations, efforts were made independently
by State Agricultural Universities and ICAR to revise the course
curricula to make it more relevant.

Course Curricula
With food self sufficiency, focus during mid 80's shifted to

multifaceted development of farming systems. lt was realized that

k"t:r specialized courses in various faculties should supplement to the "iff

f f ? more traditional agricultural colleges. lt was during this period that i i i
trpi. colleges of Horticulture and Forestry disciplines were established jtt,i
i"t'\,'.,," ,,,rr.' jii:i

"er*rqi;;mi- rr+*ffiig.#iflsq#ffillk#;Jss.ftit",gffii4gr+"Rtrttsffi-sffi--xt 'llffLtli:;."i:
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l*,T at several SAU campuses. As of today there are 13 Colleges of
'r,.# Horticulture and 8 Colleges of Forestry in the country. Horticulture !
L'1...} 

courses were further divided into more specialized subjects such ,.r'

;;l' ". 
porofogy, fruit breeding, horticultural technology, vegetable

ilil crops, floriculture, landscaping etc. This updated course curricula
i;l; proved fairly relevant to the national needs and generated need
+.i] based hurnan resource. However, the legal socio-economic and

$'4 environmental changes proved to be too fast and drastic for the
ii'. horticultural system to sustain for long. The need was felt to re-
'{Ai schedule the course contents and this time the ICAR introduced

t+ its own course curricula for B.Sc (Hort.) with emphasis shifting
,*8 from zonelstate to the whole country.ICAR, New Delhiconstituted
ff the Third Deans Committee in 1995 to look into all the relevant
gif issues and formulate a uniform syllabus at LJG level.This exercise

it culminated in the development of the course package which has
1ii1g now been adopted by all the universities offering horticulture
$li degrees. This new package, besides rationalizing the relative

'{1il weightage given to different aspects is also aimed at reducing the
$,td variation in competence level of horticulture and forestry graduates
',1fi passing out from different Universities. The newly introduced

liri system has several advantages over the traditional system, vet

#f due to rapid changes even this system is proving inadequate in
l:ii terms of the relevance of course contents to the emerging
ffi demands of the stakeholders.There is therefore a need for making
iiji modifications in the existing horticulturaleducation system to make

,t{# course curricula more relevant to education, research and

$l,,$ 
extension.

*ii$ The current PG syllabus, more or less is merely an extension
!..l$i of UG topics in a slightly more detailed manner with little scope for

-$|' inducing scientific understanding of the issues involved. Horticulture

ffi and Forestry education worldwide has undergone a sea change.

-g.*.$ 
Emphasis needs to be shifted to new approaches like molecular

$i'{ biology genetic engineering, precision experimentation, computer
$ilii aided modeling and forecasts. GIS and remote sensing. Without
+ij exposure to latest trends, the PG students coming out of Agricultural
iiiiji. Universities Find it difficult to gainfully employ themselves.The Post
'i;,,1- graduate programme (M.Sc and Ph.D) being run at present in the

ili! country suffer from obsolete syllabi wide variation in course
:.:,;.]ii.i'l contents and different evaluation procedures. Thus, there is an
jirr,ri1olr,. r: ji. i.'i



urgent need to revise and update the courses curriculum at higher
level with some inbuilt flexibility to address the emerging issues in
horticulture and forestry sectors. Such syllabus, apart from
bestowing uniformity, should also introduce topics relevant to the
regional, national and global needs.This may be done by deleting
obsolete topics, modifying contents and formulating more optional
courses.

New Courses needed

The following approaches through the introduction oJ vocational
courses should supplement the present day horticulture and
forestry courses to increase their relevance:

o Mushroom production.

o Production of quality planting material (nursery production).

. Large scale production of biofertilizers and bio pesticides.

. Development and use of plant disease diagnostic kits.

. Bee keeping technology.

. Organic farming.

. Short rotation forestry.

These courses need to be introduced and fine tuned so that
the students find them as useful for building of self-confidence and
for self employment. These courses can remain relevant only if
constant feedback is received from the passed out students who
have taken these courses for their self employment'

Rural Horticultural/Forestry Work Experience

Basically this is a concept of "learning by observing, doing
and analysing". This was one of the novel concepts introduced
bytheThird Deans Committee.This is a rare opportunityto imbibe
the true spirit of farmers indigenous knowledge in the perspective

of modem science. Although one semester has been dedicated
for this purpose, yet a large number of modalities need fine tuning.
For example, the accompanying staff can not be spared for whole
of the semester to stay in villages with the students. Many
students, mainlythose coming through ICAR nominations do not
understand local languages and dialects and thus can not make
full use of the training.
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i Many points need to be properly considered and worked out as

ii o Earmarking of the staff for RHWE/RFWE.The teachers should
.i be well versed with local language and customs to properly

communicate with farmers and students.

. Proper and safe stay of the students in the villages.

r Exposure of the students to peak periods of horticultural
operations.

o In-built mechanism of students participation in farmers
field operations and forest management.

Horticultural Industrial tie up programmes
With shrinking job opportunities in the public sector, horti-

industrial tie ups are needed for increasing the prospects of the
students for self employment as well as their employment in the
horticulture based industry. This expose equips the students not
only to learn the scaling up processes involved in horti-industry but
also to learn legal and codal formalities involved in setting up
horticulture based industrial units. Whereas the students need to
be taken periodically to horti-industry, emphasis should also be
placed to introduce such relevant courses which provide theoretical
knowledge about broad industrial policies. Also industry should be
involved for framing course curricula to make it user friendly.

Courses on Intellectual Property Rights and patenting
With the provisions of WTO as would be applicable to our

country also. there is now an urgent need to include courses on
lPR. provisions of the Convention on Bio-diversity. and similar
otherinternational commitments, germplasm cataloguing.
molecular taxonomy, etc.

Although, there is now a lot of emphasis on patenting of original
research carried out by the students as well as by the faculty, yet.
there is only inadequate awareness regarding the codaland legal
formalities to be followed. lt is now necessary to introduce a course
on patenting covering various aspects. This not only will he a
step fonruard for confidence building but will also keep the students
abreast with the most modern trends in horticulture.

Eco-tourism

Eco-tourism is a novel concept in tourism which is intimately r i

i i'i, r.
:ir :. a ..-,.r.
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Assured provisions for University fundingI^---'--rl Most of the Universities are confronted with the problem of i,,,'

l financial deficits which affect not only the much needed ,..j,iit-+
infrastructure development but also day to day functioning. lt iiit
eventually limits the development and implementation of the 

}}'$
education system in its true meaning and spirit. Usually, l'f.fi

compromises have to be made for restricting expensive practicals. 
i,"ffi

field visits, students exposure lo horticultural industries etc. fi!;
During earlier years, it was mandatory for students to undertake lii+
comprehensive tours of the country to gain knowledge about 

}1i1J

existing horticultural models. Due to shrinking finances, however, !{ii
the tours have been minimized depriving the students of 'their 

"Fi#

legitimate right to gain knowledge by seeing and interacting with 5i$g

people in other parts of the country. Most of the grants made ffi
available by the state governments are used for payment of iil
salaries and only little funds are left for properly implementing 

i.qii

course curricula. jlil
Presently funds available for libraries are inadequate to tlu

subscribe to need based journals and CDs. For assuring relevance ;it
of course curricula, it is essential that the faculty and the students ffi
keep themselves abreast with current trends of technological il1
advances in theirfields of specialization. Also. libraries essentially 

iji+l

need to be equipped with internet facilities, etc. ;ji$

Conclusions 
;g

The course contents have to be constantly upgraded with $iiii

change in socio-economic conditions of the stakeholders and more ii$
access to improved technologies. During the past. horticulture and fi$
forestry education has played a significant role in producing human $,$$

resource and infrastructure and developing productjon. prlotection ifi
and processing technologies which resulted in quantum Jumps in ji$]

the ever changing social-economic and environmental conditions. iii,
The relevance of the course curricula followed hither to is well ,t+t

established. During the recent past. however, the pace of change 
.i1!*i

has gained momentum which has necessitated the development of iliff
an inbuilt mechanism for coping up with the multifaceted changes in i'lnt

the overall structure of horticultural and forestry education. .i|,,Ij

;' In my opinion, due emphasis on the following points should ,:','iiili help in maintaining the curricula relevance of higher education in ,!',',!i'\

.i'ii
:j,l.itii J

...,i,,4",,,+

:i..1-r..j-.y-.iriii::i::'ur-.1j ,,,,,,.,,,.,,' ""'.]l: 'ri,:"]' 
;,,,' 't'"', ""';j

horticulture and forestry.



i;.' Z. ldentification of core faculty for teaching which should be
competent, sincere and committed forthe cause of horticulturar
education, this faculty should be nominated in preference to
others for relevant trainings so that their knowledge and skil
are updated for the benefit of the students.

tt 3 Availability of adequate funds for ensuring overall
development of the universities so that not only the classroom
education is improved but also the exposure of the faculty
and students to places of educational interest is ensured.

Due to lack of adequate funds, several compromises have to
;:i+ be made even if the course contents are very relevant. lt is
+fr. therefore important that curricula relevance of higher education in

fijij horticulture is not to be viewed in terms of course contents only

itiii but in a rather more holistic model. A mechanism may help to
iirr

'.11.i'ig 

keep on changing so that it does not lose relevance.

$ii The stakeholders are constantly exposed to the ever-changing
i::ll.+'

[i|$i imperatives. lf a proper feedback is received by the F.TDC.

tji4 requisite modifications can be made in the curricula. Obsolete
+# courses can be modified or dropped, need based new coursesjllii vvureve vsrr vv r rrvvv
:ill:lllljll can be introduced and commensurate trainings can be impartedili

ijtli to the core teaching faculty. This mechanism,lf followed properly

$lit should ensure a long term curricula relevance of higher education
iii::.:,'j in harlinr rlfi rral aaiannacl*$ in horticultural sciences.
l:#

Iil+ While dealing with higher education in horticulture, it has

xiii*i generally been appreciated that usually course contents and
,fli: written academic regulations to implement them are fairly adequate.

lj;j, In spite of this several glaring deficiencies are noticed at execution
$i*fj level. Proper implementation of current system of education is near

"{i.$ 
adequate and is quite relevant with its inbuilt mechanism for

lni effecting modifications. Courses have been thoroughly overhauled

iilx and streamlined by third Deans' Committee of ICAR, New Delhi

i{|i which now need further refinements. lt is a time when
iilli implementation pail should be improved which can be ensured
illi$ with proper co-ordination of the ICAR, State Governments,

$liir." 
Universities and the clientele. Overall progress in horticulture

i:r:';,,r during the recent past has proved the curricula relevance of higher

i'ii "Oyg.."tion 
and. wil,l co.ntinue to.,do so. with timely.and properi'ti education and will continue to do so with timely and proper i'ii'i

I,lii rectification of the deficiencies in the system as and when noticed. ;, ,:, i'

,i ii
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f+
ffi Demand driven avenues of Higher
ffi education in the context of
ffiffi Globalization
W
ffi s. S. Baghel"
Hffi

# Globalization and Education

ffi Globalization of the world trade has affected every sphere

ffi of life including highereducation.TheWTO covers two multilateral

,ffi clear-cut areas of agreemenls viz., trade in goods and merchandise

ffi (GATT) and trade in services (GATS). Higher Education is also

ffi covered under the GATS. ln India, in recent years, unsuitable/

ffi adverse decisions on educational philosophy and policy had taken

iffi place. After the establishment of the WTO in 1995, lndia had to go

ffi against the advices of a good number of its previous Education

ffi Commission Reports which were based on Indian soil. In other

ffi words, after globalization, India has to shift her own suitable social

ffi sectors to ones without seeing their suitability to our population.

ffi Education from the basic right has become a source of income for

ffi the rich and foreign investors, which is more clear in Higher

ffi Education. The economic value of higher education also has

ffi considerably jumped up.

ffi Even the Academics, worldwide are not happy to the GATS.

ffi A joint declaration on Higher Education and GATS initially signed

ffi by four key organizations of developed countries vrz., the

ffi Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, the American

ffii Council of Education, the European University Association and

ffi"i the Councilfor Higher Education.Accreditation in Septembet 2001

ffi states that Higher education exists to serve the community and is

.W notacommodity, afactwhichWTO Memberstates have recognized

Fffi through UNESCO and other internationaland multinational bodies,

Fq convention and declaration(after Parhar,2002). Thus, the
l{}i Academics and Academic Administrators of these countries

-J,#
*#'i#i

CAU, lmphal



Table : Growth of enrolment in Education

Year Number of students (in million)

1950-51 0.26

1960-61 0.65

1970-71 1.95

1980-81 2.75

1990-91 4.73

1999-2000 7.73



Universities. Some areas like Biotechnology became highly
demanded.

2) Quality of product :

The produce of Indian Universities, though, considered of
reasonably good quality , many students are being attracted
by foreign countries like USA and other European countries.
In Institutes like llT's the demand, on the other-hand, are
enormous, showing the need for quatity assurance to draw a
good demand.

3) Fee Structures :

Indian market has a good advantage of having low fee structure
as compared to other countries. lt is still affordable by many
middle class groups.

GAfS's Higher Education services :

Under the Gat's Higher Education Services provisions two
types of activities are covered :

Flrstly - Teaching of practical skill fTraining) in post
secondary but sub-degree, technical and vocational
training institutions and

Secondly - Education provided by the Universities, the colleges
affiliated to them , and the specialized
professional institutions recognized to be
university level institutions.

Higher education service is different from other service sectors
in that, there is a public - private mix in the form of a high degree of
public involvement co-existing with private funding and commercial
activities. Academics and academic administrators are concerned
about the impact of GATS on higher education in key areas of access
and equity, funding, quality and even intellectual property rights.

Status.lndian of Higher Education (after Parhar, M. UN-40(27)

The lndian Higher education eonsists of first degree and two
years post graduate education.The age groups for higher education
is 17-23 years. Students enrolment in higher education increased
significantly in the last five decades. lt increased to 0.26 million in
50-51 to7.73 million in 1999-2000 - almost 30 times in the last 50
years (Table 1).
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t"U I' There has been extensive diversification of courses al'u"{{'",x

I fi j undergraduate and post graduate levels. Many new disciplines have i"n;
been introduced at both the levels. There has been a positive shift
towards jobs oriented vocational cou rses at the u nderg rad uates level.

ln India, the main development in higher education during last
50 years was a quantitative expansion.The US estimates that the
students enrolled in post-secondary instituted in 1998 were 14.6
million students and projected to 17.5 million by2010 (NCES 2000).
Similarly, other countries like Japan, France, U.K. etc. has carried
out similar projections and planning to cope with it.

Demand Projection
Looking into the enrolment between the period 1980-81 to 1999-

2000, the demand in higher educated is projected in table 2. (atler
Parhar, 2002). During 1980-81 to 1990-91 the number of students
in higher education increased trom 2.75 million to 4.93, million to
4.93 million. In the following decade- 1991-92 to 1999-2000 was
enrolment increased from 5-30 to 7.73, million. Thus, there is an
overall increase of more than decade. lf the rate continue, in 2006,
201 1 and 2016 the enrolment in higher education will be 9.53 million,
10.91 , million and 12.29 million respectively.

lnternational Student's demand in Higher Education
The overall trend of students in Indian University during the

last decade (Table 3) shows that there has been decline in the
international demand for higher education. lt might be due to several
factors of which quality could play a major role. After 1997-98
onwards however, a steady increase.

Table: Enrolment projection in Higher Education

(after Parhar,20O2 UN 40(27)

Year No. of students.

1980-81 27.52.437
1990-91 46 24 P,68-

1 999-20001 77.33.612
2006 * 95.25.770
2nj11 * 1.09.05.806

2016 * 1,22,95,842
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Conclusion

;$ Whether India can continue to have a policy which will be
.ilfr truly Indian, beneficial to our citizens, facing the strong influence

}|$ of globalization.

it$ The discussion paper on government subsidies in Indian
flin prepared by the GOI in 1997 considers higher education as a non

Iiii1 merit good and suggests a drastic cut in government subsidies
+i+ from 95 to 25 per cent over a period of five years. The report on a
lilll policy framewcrk for reforms in education submitted to the Prime

lll Minister also endorses reductions in public appending ignoring the
llitil suggestions of Kothari Commission. These reports push toward
iit the general international trend of profiteering in higher education
ilfil and taking all the money earning opportunities to private parties
$,.i1f sidetracking the primary and conventional courses to the public
t{lil funding.
;.iriiiii

fliiij The government run or aided public institutes are
iidnr, surfounded by problems like lack of infra-structure, rack of suitabre
l!;ti people or faculty etc. ln short, India would be heading for an
i i i intellectual slavery or a subtle neocolonization by the developed

,;,','lr world'
i,' 

" "':.,.' 
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Region 92-93 93-94 94-95 9s-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 00-01 2-Jan
East Asia 108 lt4 t82 168 208 202 153 t47 202 248

Westem Asia t7.47 1380 t22s 646 363 676 385 s79 948

South & C.Asia 2392 2658 2070 2850 I 838 2261 t74I 2207 2243 2519
South East Asia 836 1703 1531 I 168 370 480 468 563 642 597

Ausfalia 28 36 49 40 28 35 3l 44 45

Northern Africa 1698 l34r 103 l 471 388 367 254 305 398 309

Westem Africa t17 98 52 28 38 34 44 59 5l
Eastem Africa 5 143 5572 4674 3496 2238 2204 r724 2165 2484 1967

Middle Africa JI l0 l4 3 l5 7' l0 5 7

Southem Africa 35 87 59 59 lt 20 l8 3l 35

Northem Europe )l 66 50 60 30 39 36 43 6l 103

Westem Europe 60 66 30 28 22 27 29 38 53 93

East Europe 24 t2 21 20 29 60 26 34 43

Southem Europe l8 20 l6 l8 6 l1 5 22 z0
North America 134 247 4t8 299 r66 t32 It7 270 3t7 4ll

Central America 12 8 3 9 4 ) 6 7

South America 5 5 5 5 0 I 14

Miscellaneous 5ZO 254 430 699 IM 234 238 512 405

Total 12765 13707 11888 10087 5841 6701 5323 6988 7791 8145
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To compete with the developed world, lndia needs a
sizeable investment. Though higher education is unavoidable for

us, in this unequal competition, protection of the interest of our
youths - both students and employees will be a tough job'

The impact of globalization has greatly influenced Indian
policies on higher education. Since a majority of our villages and

urban youths are going to be left out from getting higher education
provided by the quality education providers, educated youths are
going to be under paid and exploited by the private institutions.
This would hasten the growth of frustrated and exploited youths

day by day. lt would be necessary to ensure that equal
opportunities are available to our citizens and they are not
exploited.

Original signing of International treaties under pressure or
following the west blindly may not be in the interest of our people.

It is necessary to make sure that equal opportunities are available
to our citizens and they are not exploited.

To have a good demand, we should make our institutions/

answerable to the following questions : (after Stella'A.2000)
uN-38(45)

o Are we performing better than earlier ?

. ls our organ/institute performing better than other units in the

organization ?

. I s there any other organization from whom we can learn ?

. I s there any practice that will improve our performance ?



Indian Higher Educational Services
Under WTO Regime

P,K.Jain'

Introduction
Concerns have been voiced about the role of W.T.O. into Social

Seruice Sectors such as education, health and environment under
the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). However,
most of these concerns stem from misunderstandings and lack of
information about the liberalisation process under the GATS. The
central idea of GATS is that progressive liberalisation of trade in
commercial services like higher education and health will promote
economic growth in WTO member countries.The Doha declaration
of Nov. 14,2001 mandates member countries to submit initial
request for specific commitments in these services and then
expected to make initial offers by the end of 2003. This paper is
an attempt to raise trade related issues in education services
that India needs to address and suggest policy options for
strategic management of trade in highereducational services.

Assessment of Potentials :

ls there a potentialfor growth of trade in educationalservices,
especially when significant contribution to this sector comes from
the government? ls trade in educationalservices compatible with
WTO norms? As per article 1.3 of GATS, government services
remain outside the purview of GATS, provided they are not meant
for commercial purpose and do not have any competition from
private service suppliers. Hence, as per this article, education
does come under the purview of GATS trade liberalisation, since
there are already many institutes, colleges, high schools, and
coaching classes operating in the private sector in India. These
private service providers are in direct competition with government-

ffi
ri.l
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were funded primarily by foreign funds. Shrinking budgetary 1

resources for education are in no way helping the cause of i
promoting knowledge in India. The per capita total government r'

expenditure on education for 1995 was less than $10 per year in
lndia as against $1,+00 in US [UNESCO 1998]. Moreover, the
share of highereducation in total planned resources has decreased
steadily, from 1 .24per cent in the fourth Five-Year Plan to 0.35 per
cent in the Eighth Five-Year Plan [Joshi 1998]. As a result, the
state of affairs in government educational institutions is pathetic.
Even if the government substantially increases its educational
spending via deficit financing, it amounts to an inflation tax. Hence,
private sector participation and trade in educational services
seems imperative.

The paucity of funds highlights the fact that capital is a scarce
factor and human resource an abundant factor in India. According
to the celebrated Heckscher Ohlin (1933) theory of trade, products/
services that use the abundant factor more intensively get exported
and abundant factor gains from such trade. With abundant qualified
human resource, India must export educational products that use
our human resources intensively. To achieve this, as we discuss
a little later, India needs to create favourable circumstances do-
mestically and negotiate effectively at theWTO forum. An argument
is always made that India is experiencing a brain drain, that is,

although the ownership of the knowledge inputs (read human
resource) is lndian, ownership of the generated knowledge is with
the west (Khadria, 1999).

Classification of Trade in Educational Services :

lnvestment in education and knowledge is being considered
as an integral factor of growth. In the past decade, awareness of
knowledge as an engine of growth has gained ground and
education is now looked upon as a tradable service. Developed
countries are also keen to use this opportunity to avoid under-
utilisation of infrastructure that exists in their educational institutions.

Empirical studies show that the contribution of total factor
productivity (TFP) to GDP growth is quite significant in an open
economy. This happens because of competition, and, as the r

endogenous growth theorist would argue, due to improvement in
physical and human capital, and access to knowledge. Table 1 ,
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;i i:',rj shows that in the post-liberalisation period, India's GDp growtn- "tiitti
:,,.i.,i rate is relatively high, and almost half of this growth-rate is accounteo i ;i j
;;;,{: for by increase in total factor productivity. Trade in educational ,,.ii.
xi* services will further contribute to the total factor productivity leading itJ
.lli+ to a higher growth-rate in GDp ii{.ii
iiil::l ::l.ii

Iri The efforts of wro to inctude education in the GATS agreement f.:llj

,,r.r should be seen in the above-discussed context. Therefore, India li.i.ij

i1'1 has to pay serious attention to the GATS agreement as applicable i},.ii$fll to educational services, identify opportunities and competitiveness fi$

l*r in various subsectors; and negotiate wro commitments *t18

ilj accordingly. These issues are discussed below. 
$..$

i+ There is a two-way crassification of trade in educationar $,ir$

ii- services. First, the wro classification List (w120) describes jxil

rili five categories, namely, primary education, secondary education, iilli

lin higher education, adult education, and other education. lt must be lE

.iil understood that GATS do not make it mandatory for member .lri

lilrt countries to open up all the educational categories. In fact, one lli
tui can reject opening up of all the categories. Based on a country's liii
ilil assessment of prospective gains, specific categories can be +ii'I

li+ opened up. For example, countries that are substantially dependent +lr

itii on trade have already opened up all categories. These include +li

lll* some of the East European countries and New Zealand. rt must iil
$l11 also be noted that at the Doha meeting, formal communications ili$
+iiii. for trade in educational services were put foruvard by the Engrish- xl;

Ii+ :p:?lig countries, namely.; Nqyl"^{ql9.t!.S and Ausrratia. New 
*#ft$ zealand, in its communication (s/cssM/93), seemeo to exptore ilt.il

ili$ opportunities in adult and/or other education services such as ii+.

fl, driver education. The us, in its communication (s/cssM/23), fijl

-ij has so far proposed that countries commit to opening up of adult lrili

riilfl education and other education services such as educational testing ilil
ii$ services and training. Australia, in its communication (s/cSSlw x$

-iiiu I 10), is suggesting opening up of secondary education. And there lil
ifti are many other countries including India which have not made t+it

t.* any commitments yet. 
l1li

iffii;

liiiii The second classification is based on the nature of trade in .iii,' (educational) services. Article 1.2 of GATS classifies trade into ",$
the following four modes.

iT\
.,',''.'.,,...'V
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i) Gross-border supply : lt includes courses through distance
education, online courses through the Internet, educational
testing services, and educational materials that are provided

overseas. lt will also include sale of paperback editions of
books and sale of educational CDs.

ii) Gonsumption abroad : This refers to import of educational
services through movement of the consumers/students to
other country for pursuing education. A clear example is that
of Indian students studying abroad and spending on educa-
tional fees and all related expenses of their stay.

iii) Commercial presence : lt means actual presence of an

educational service provider of a country in another country.

For example, a foreign university may start a school of
journalism in India, giving a foreign degree to the students.

iv) Movement of natural persons : As the title suggests, it
involves people moving between countries to provide
educational services. Indian teachers going abroad to teach
in high schools in the US is one such example

TheTable 2 provides a complete listing and possible examples
of category-cum-modes of each type. As the table indicates, there
are 2O types (5 x 4) of trade in educational services.' India will

have to make, in its communication, specific requests to other
countries, propose changes, and indicate its readiness to commit
in select types of trade. While doing this, India must ensure that
the safeguard instruments available in the GATS document are

credible and enforceable.

Competitiveness of Indian Educational Services :

For the negotiations on trade in services, Indian authorities
not only need to respond to the proposals and commitments made

by others, but put forward lndia's own proposal and select
commitments that are in the best interests of the country. A
prerequisite for that is to generate adequate data on the status of

educational service providers and users and its aspects related
to trade. Based on that, the authorities will be fully able to
comprehend lndia's competitiveness in various sub-sectors of edu-

cational services. However, based on the information available at
this time, critical observations on lndia's competitiveness can

certainly be made.

'",,li j

iil
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ii 1 Educational testing services :

1,,i',;' The US hopes educational testing services (and training) to be
1,;i included in the country commitments. This is not surprising as the

US already has well-established educational testing service
providers and it would like to utilise the potential outside the country.
lndia too has a long experience of providing educational testing
services. The quality of testing services is well demonstrated by
all-lndia qualifying tests such, as the Common Admissions Test
(CAT) of the llMs, Joint Entrance Examination (JEE) of llTs, NET
examination of CSIR-UGC and Graduate Aptitude Test in
Engineering (GATE). lf the experience of these services is adapted
for various fields and, if such services can be offered on a round
the-year basis with sufficient computerisation and use of Internet
facilities, India stands to gain from liberalisation of such services.
However, markets for such services will have to be actively sought.
Hence, India may commit to liberalise these services, but an
adjustment period of at least six years is necessary for upgradation
and, marketing of these services to potential clients. Moreover,
the willingness of stockholders to conduct this activity in the private
sector needs to be assessed. Only then can lndia become
competitive both in the foreign and domestic markets.

Students on foreign campuses:
ln 1995-96, 31 ,743Indian students had enrolled for courses in

the US [UNESCO 1998]. Currently, however, the number must
have already exceeded 40,000. Moreover, there are a few
thousand more Indian students studying in Europe. However, one
may not worry too much about such imports of services. A
significant proportion of these students would be (post) graduate
students on teaching/research assistantships and fee waivers (see
'Teachers and Researchers Working Abroad'). Moreovel value
must be attached to foreign educational experience, which certainly
widens the horizons of young minds.

F$ As far as export of such service by lndia is concerned, that is,

ii$ foreign students coming to India for study, the current prospects

iltrt are not too bright. India already gets some 5,455 international
ii'.,i:: students from neighbouring developing countries [NIEPA 2001].
+'i However, getting students from developed countries, even from

ii :ll -l
li!'I
ii ;i .i



campus facilities are in general poor. However, there is scope for
developing high-value niche, markets for some of the programmes
that India may offer. Marketing of programmes-on education in

arts and culture, Sanskrit and other languages and literature, and
traditional medicinal sciences like ayurveda could be effectively
done by upgrading the campus facilities for some of the specialised
institutions in lndia. A glaring example of this is the programme
offered in ayurveda by the department of -ayurveda at the
University of Pune. lt has twinning agreements with universities in

Italy, Germany and other countries to send their students here for
part of the study.

Moreover, there may be niche markets for management
education as well. India has one of the best management schools
in the Asia-Pacific region. The Indian Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad, although itdoes not have anyforeign students enrolled
in its two-year programme, has a successful exchange programme
for students.: More than 45 students , go abroad for a term for
which they do not have to pay fees. One must also remember that
fees in western countries are much higher than those in India.
Promoting such exchange programmes on a reciprocalfee-waiver
basis will certainly be useful to lndia both in terms of not losing
foreign exchange and providing Indian students an opportunity to
broaden their world view. In doing so, Indian institutes will move
towards upgradation of their facilities and infrastructure in the near
future. The institutes then can also attract foreign students for their
regular postgraduate programmes in the long run.

Establishing schools abroad :

At present, many countries including the US are only looking
inwards as far as secondary education is concerned. However,
an Indian proposal should include scope for commercial presence
of institutions in secondary education. India's CBSE system of
secondary education is quite robust compared with the state-board
systems. In fact, there are more than 100 (lndian) CBSE schools
abroad. With Indian diaspora spreading rapidly all over the globe,
there would be great demand for CBSE-like schools in the UK,
US, Fiji and other parts of the world. Of course, some initial ground- ,
work will have to be done by identifying and bringing together private
providers and the prominent figures from the non-resident Indian :
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i llli community. In the long run, the school system could be expanded
,,;ij away from the ethnic Indian focus that will be required in the short-
'."l term. On the import side, India need not worry much as the system

of secondary education is both cost and quality competitive. As
far as establishing institutions of higher education abroad is
concerned, lndia's competitiveness is in doubt as it needs to
address the core issues of capital expenditure requirements.
lnstead, domestic higher education problems be addressed first
to stay import competitive. However, one exception must be
brought to our notice. The Central lnstitute of English and Foreign
Languages (CIEFL), Hyderabad has successfully launched an
English language teaching (ELT) programme in Kyrgyzstan. The
institute won the contract although t here was strong competition
from other countries [Kolhatkar, 1999]. lndia must capitalize on
such experiences and duplicate the efforts elsewhere.

As far as the presence of foreign higher education institutions
in India is concerned, India should allow it; however, the process
of liberalisation must be gradual so that domestic educational
institutions are capable of effectively competing with the foreign
institutions. India will need a transition period of at least six years
to upgrade campus facilities. Upgrading facilities in all institutions
wi | | be difficult; however, select import-competing institutions must
be able to upgrade their facilities. Among other things, these
facilities will include: availability of course schedules on the Internet,
telephone registration system for courses, option of payment of
fee through credit cards, well-equipped dormitories, classrooms,
libraries and sports facilities of international standards, and
facilitating growth of off-campus housing infrastructure in the private
sector for faculty, staff and students. Moreover, accreditation
system forforeign educational institutions will have to be developed.
Indian authorities may need to study how developed country
governments manage the accreditation system in their own
countries.

Teachers and researchers working abroad :

Although the annex to GATS mentions that movement of natural iJii

persons is excluded from GATS, it clearly provides scope for ,,,,:,'itii
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and higher education level. Already, about 10,000 secondary schoolTlli
teachers are working outside the country for some time now, and i,,ii.;i

increasingly there is a growing demand for lndian teachers, iii,.;
especially in mathematics, sciences, and English. The trend will ioffi

continue given the scarcity of teachers in the developed world and iffi
the sufficient supply of qualified teachers in India. Nevertheless, ffi
there is a need for making projections of export of this educational ,i+

service. The export of teachers need not be construed to imagine f#
that Indian schools will be deprived of their valuable asset. ln fact, ',,illi

a healthy market for teachers will encourage many more to join the Hi
profession domestically as well. '|#,

Moreover, it must be remembered that manyof the lndian (post) ,,!,ii

graduate students who go abroad for higher studies receive lffi
teaching and/or research assistantships and tuition waivers. This fr'il

is a form of export of educational service in the form of movement ffi
of natural persons. The fact that western countries need foreign ffi
(post) graduate students to teach independent courses in their ,Wi

universities shows the need for qualified university-level teachers 9$abroad. 
ffi

Strategies for Proposals, Commitments and Domestic ,ffi
Reforms : 

ffi
lndia must therefore act in self-interest. The country must i,#

manage to send a, proposal and commit to areas where there are ffi
strategic opportunities to be exploited through trade. lt also entails 

1*fi

radical reforms in the domestic educational infrastructure. ln this H
context I suggest the following: 

W*

India should endorse the US view of including educational ffi
testing services to be included in the country commitments. How- ffil
ever, India should ask for phased liberalisation. A lead{ime of at S.\
least six years is necessary to upgrade lndia's reputed testing *.\j

services to compete effectively with foreign suppliers in the *'f
domestic market, and gather market intelligence to focus on 1;$

adaptation of services for the export market. 
iffi

lndia may commit to all modes of trade in higher education as 
i#$

well. However, it must be borne in mind that India will have to actively ffi
seek niche markets for India specific knowledge programmes,'i;."".u,I'

Moreover, infrastructure upgradation of our premier and import f T1l

competing institutions must be done on a, priority basis so that t:$
\..,. ,1",r*'r,'1
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f# tn"y can effectively compete with foreign institutions based in India. lig"i
't Again, for this purpose, India' must propose gradual liberalization. t',,.tlrJ

six years is needed to bring our priority institutions on par with the 'H
foreign ones in terms of infrastructure and facilities. 'ffi"

The country may make a specific proposal to other countries $r$

to commit themselves to commercial presence in secondary t;n

education. This is in view of the prospect that accredited private f'
high schools of CBSE standard stand a good chance of being ffi
exported. More than 100 already existing other counties. Similar #
US schools exist in lndia and elsewhere that are primarily meant iiH
for non-resident US citizens. 

IH
India may propose a specific commitment on inclusion of ffi

teachers and researchers both at the secondary and higher edu- ffi
cation level under the trade mode, 'movement of natural persons'. 

rfti
With increasing demand forteachers in developed countries India ffi
may want to ensure opportunities for its human capital. The commit- .#
ments will also apply to (post) graduate students who go abroad |fri|

and earn teaching/ research assistantships and tuition waivers. o$
In this respect, lndia may seek equal pay for these persons, no #
deduction of social security tax, and no mandatory deduction for ffi
teachers/individual retirement accounts. Even if social security i..$

tax is deducted, it should be recoverable when a person returns to i,ffi
his/her home country. Moreover, there need not be penalty for 

fri{
withdrawing money from the teachers' retirement account when 

$i.
one returns to hisiher home country. 

ffi
Australia, in its'communication, has expressed its desire to. ffi

screen people desiring temporary immigration. However, it {l$
considers restrictions by other countries on foreign equity Fi
participation in educational institutions as a deterrent. These 

$;1l

expressions are quite asymmetric in nature. lf countries wish to ##
have unhindered entry of their capital into other countries, they ffi
must also allow; legitimate entry of human capital into their own iH
country. Screening of lndian educationists desiring to temporarily fiit
immigrate to countries such as Australia is indicative of iiiit

protectionist trade policy. Such propositions must be opposed ,,'$
during the negotiations. 
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Indian authorities must request for assistance from UNESCO
and/or other world bodies for improving educational infrastructure
in the country.This has been done in otherWTO agreements such
as Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary measures (SPS)
and Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT). Moreover,
such assistance must be provided in a structured, time-bound
fashion.The motivation for such request is that developing countries
such as India will find it extremely difficult to cope up with issues
that will suddenly arise if commitments were to be adhered to
immediately after an agreement is reached.

To compete effectively with developed nations, to upgrade
facilities and infrastructural needs, developing countries must have
a transition period of at least six years, after which complete
implementation of the agreement can be undertaken.

For a smooth transition to the new liberalised environment,
encourage WTO member countries to have more student exchange
programmes so that exchange students could become the young
ambassadors, messengers and promoters of India's educational
services in their respective countries.

Strategies for domestic reform :

Authorities must develop a database on all categories of
education regarding number of educational institutions, their
enrolment (domestic and foreign), faculty strength, financial
sources, and quality and accreditations. Further, market
intelligence regarding the situation in other countries be sought
through diplomatic attached in the Indian embassies abroad.

Existing reputed educational testing services will have to be
modemised. To compete with testing service such as say, GRE,
GMAT and TOEFL, our reputed testing services such as CAI
GATE, JEE, NET and others must be'upgraded and modemised.
A committee can be constituted to suggest up-gradations and
implementation of the suggested upgradation.The upgradation will
be in terms of year-round availability of the testing service,
computerised and Internet-based testing, and universal
acceptability of the tests by various academic institutions, including
foreign institutions. Moreover, assessment will have to be done on
whether or not private providers can take on the mantle of running
such services for its efficient functioning
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lmprovement in the educational infrastructure musttake priority. ii'iirr

The following items need to be addressed if the infrastructure of i.{,fThe following items need to be addressed if the infrastructure of |JLi
import-competing institutions has to be of international standard: {\
University course schedules must be available on the internet; W
Automated telephone course registration for every term must be ffi;

available to students; Payment of fees by credit card should be a iffi
standard option; Classrooms, libraries, dormitories and sports 

H;l;

facilities should be of international standards; 'pij

Off-campus housing arrangements must befacilitated through ffi
the private sector for faculty, staff and students. 

,ffi

The authorities must study the system of regulation and 'ffi
accreditation of educational institutions in foreign countries. Indian ffi
accreditation system and laws for foreign institutions must be ffi
developed taking into account the treatment given to them in their 

"ffi
respective countries. ,N

To sum up, the WTO framework and structure need not be i#i
construed as the Lakshya-Gruha, where Pandavas would heave ffi
been reduced to ashes by the Kaurawas. Instead, it should be ,.ffi

considered as the Mayasabha of the Pandavas. Once one manages ui+

to figure out where the water is and where the floor, one can i.fr;*

certainly enjoy and benefit from the stay. ffi
Table - 1 : Contribution to GDP by TFP in a Liberalised Trade .n{ITable - 1 : Contribution to GDP by TFP in a Liberalised Trade iit

Environment ljti

i+i*

I l_ tper centl | ffi
I I 1e6o-85 19Bs-00 1e60-85 1e8s-00 | ,iltii

liioE

I GDP Growth rate I S.O0 5.95 1.00 1.00 | irit$

I contribution bv | | ffi
I Labour I l.az 1.77 o.44 o.3o I ir..il

I rano I o.oe o.o4 o.oz o.o1 I Eii

lCapitat I t.tz 1.2e 0.32 0.22 | frii

Source Absolutioncontribution Relativecontribution
(per cent)

1960-85 1985-00 1960-85 1985-00

GDP Growth, rate 3.66 5.95 1.00 1.00

Contribution bv

Labour 1.62 1.77 o.44 0.30

Land 0.08 0.04 o.02 0.01

Capital 1.17 1.29 0.32 0.22

TFP 0.79 2.85 o.22 0.48
I vqpfrqf I r.rt t.Lr v.v4 | ':iri

I rrp I o.zs z.es o.zz o.+e | $\\\s,\!

Source : Economic and Political Weekly, May 1 1,2002. ffi
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Trade mode
Category of Education

Primary Secondary Hioher AdulUother

Cross
border
supply

Consumption
abroad

Toddler
books,
cassettes,
CDs

Educational
CDs, stud!
guides e-
gurukul
services

Distance
learning,
educational
CDs, study
guides,
textbooks, e-
ourukul

Similar
items on
self-help,
sports
dieting, etc.
and
periodicals

uommerctal
presence

x x Pupils
studying
abroad,
twinning
programmes

Participants
going
abroad for
training
courses

Movement
of natural
persons

x

X

lndian
schools
abroad, US
schools in
India

lndian matM
science
teachers
working in
schools
abroad

University
presence in
foreign land

Professors
teaching
abroad and
vice versa

Training,
MDPs
facilities
offered in
host
countries

Trainers
working
abroad and
vice versa

.r+{

Table - 2 :Two-way Classification of Trade in Educational Services
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THREATS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF
HIGHER EDUCATION IN

AGRICULTURE IN THE CONTEXT OF
GATS

R.P. Singh* and K.A,Varghese**

Historical perspective of Agricultural Education

Agriculture was started as one of the 18 arts in Nalanda
and Takshila Universities. Agriculture as a Science started in 1905
at lARl, Pusa and in the same year Agriculture colleges at Kanpur,
Nagpur, Coimbtore and Lyalpur were started. In 1907 College at
Pune and in 1908 College at Sabour were also started. In the year
1929 Indian Council of Agriculture Research (ICAR) was launched.
At the time of independence there were only 17 Colleges of
Agriculture, allattached to General Universities. During this period
the responsibilities of agricultural research and extension were with
State Departments.

The high priority for self-reliance in food production and the
need to interface agricultural education, research and extension
paved the way to establish separate Agricultural Universities on
the Land-Grant pattern of USA. The G.B.Pant University of
Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar was the first Agricultural
University established in 1960.

Institutional Net work for Agricultural Education in India

The formation of the Division of Agricultural Education in

ICAR in 1966 was a good beginning to formulate agricultural
education in a systematic manner in the country. Today there are
34 State Agricultural Universities (SAUs) which include four SAUs
on Animal, Veterinary and Fisheries and one on Horticulture and
Forestry.There are four Deemed Universities (DU) underthe direct

. Vice-Chancellor, MPUAI Udaipur
** OSD & Technical Advisor to Vice-Chancellot MPUAT, Udaipur
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control of lcAR and also Allahabad Agriculture lnstitute as a
Deemed University. Besides, one central Agricultural University
(cAU) at lmphal, three central Universities (cU) having faculties
in Agriculture also add to the institutional net work for agricultural
education.

In the institutional set up, there are 200 colleges under State
Agriculture Universities, 6 colleges under central Agricultural
University, 10 Colleges under Deemed University,3 Colleges under
central Universities, Faculty of Agriculture in llr, Kanpur and about
41 colleges affiliated to General Universities all over the country.
lntake Capacity

The present intake capacity for agricultural education is
about '13500 students at under-Graduate level in 11 separate
faculties (including about 3000 in private colleges). lt includes 9600
in agriculture, 2000 in Veterinary,TSO in Ag. Engineering and 750
in Home science. The 11 faculties in agriculture and allied
Sciences include (i) Agriculture (ii) Veterinary Science (iii)
Agricultural Engineering (iv) Home Science (v) Forestry (vi)
Horticulture (vii) Dairy Technology (viii) Fisheries (ix) Sericulture
(x) Food Science Technology (xi) Agricultural Marketing/Banking
and Cooperation The intake is about 6000 students at pG (M.Sc.)
leveland 1550 students at Ph.D level.

Challenges of Agricultural Education
Down sizing the scale of employment in public sector

(Government Departments, Universities, Banks, etc.) and large
number of vacancies in educational institutions form a major
challenge. Increasing rate of unemployment of graduates and post-
graduates adds to the gravity of the problem. About 43 per cent of
graduates and 23 per cent of post graduates are unemployed as
per a recent study by Applied Manpower Research Institute. Low
level of entrepreneurship development due to present curricula is
yet another issue.There is great need to modify/redesign curricula
to meet the private sector requirements for graduates with creativity,
business management orientation and also to develop
entrepreneurship in them. Lack of financial resources to develop
infrastructural requirements to train resource persons as per needs i,,

of the time so as to train agricultural graduates to meet market

,demand is a major challenge. General complacency in food.,r',ii:i



production and falling investment in agricuiture on account of
present comfortable situation makes the situation more crucial.
Slow picking up of agri-advisory services and other self
employment opportunities needs immediate attention so as to gear
up the situation. Developing knowledge base in frontier areas
and experience in real life situation in students also seek proper

attention to minimize the mismatch in supply and demand of
manpower in agriculture. Only 2 out of 60 graduates take up agri-
business/agri-clinic scheme.

Opportunities for Higher Education in Agriculture

The General Agreement for Trade is Services (GATS) under
WTO have opened up avenues fortalented scholars with creativity
and business orientation for service in other countries. Export
avenues for agricultural goods of comparative advantage will
increase employment opportunities for domestic production and
processing and also for export related activities.

Strategies needed

The strategies to overcome the challenges in higher education
may include steps like linkages and intensive tie-ups of SAUs
with development departments, industries, NGOs etc., facility and
faculty upgradation, development of faculty competence and
capability in emerging areas of Science andTechnology, vocational
courses for skill development, realistic assessment of the nature
and type of manpower needs, curriculum planning and reorientation
to meet manpower needs and distribution of Four year graduate
programme for basic courses, skill developmenVhands on training
and learning in multi-disciplinary subjects.

Higher Education under GATS

;$i During the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Trade

i.jiiif and Tariffs (GATT), in 1994, there was a consensus that trade in
liil: services be also covered under a multilateral agreement in view

iniiii of the substantial growth of services and the shift in the composition
nnfr of GNP of most countries in favour of the service sector. Under
jlij WTO two areas were clearly identified for multilateralagreement

i.I'r trade in goods and merchandise (as in GATT) and trade in services

};ri (covered by GATS).

It is a multilateralagreement based upon the premise that
progressive liberalization of trade in commercial services will
,'r,,,,,,. '.,r,,,,', .. .,..' .,r.r:...____'___".::..,
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agreement presently covers 12 specific services, including
educationalservices.The approach adopted is a progressive one
and covers all seruices through negotiated commitments and
progressive liberalization.

Trade in Educational Services

In the GATS guidelines Education, Services are classified into
five categories and trade in these may be carried out under four
modes.The categories of education services may include :primary
education services; secondary education services; higher
education services; adult and continuing education services and
other education services.

WTO has recognized four modes of trade in education that
receive legal protection through GATS.These are:

Cross-border supply; This is the supply of services across
national borders, from the territory of one country into the
territory of another. Distance education using print media or
any other kind of educational material that is sent across
national boarders, or online education via the lnternet, falls in
this category.

Consumption abroad: This involves the movement of the
consumer of seruices to another country to get the required
service.

Commercialpresence:This requires the actual presence of a
(foreign) service provider in another (host) country.In the case
of education this involves the setting up of programmes,
course of institutions, by a member country in another country.

Movement of natural persons:This means the presence of an
individual from one country in another to provide service. In
education it means the presence of a foreign teacher in a host
country.

Higher Education in lndia
(i) India has the second largest higher education system in the

world. At the end of May,2OO2,India has 293 Universities and

university level institutions, over 13000 colleges, about 7.50.i

(ii)

(ii i)

(iv)
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million students and over 3,50,000 teachers. lt is thus very lf 
,.f .i

mllllon stuoents ano over 3,5u,uuu leacners. ll ls ttlus vely I ii x

well endowed in terms of both infrastructure and human ir!l- - 
i:|i.,'i

resources. But at the same time, 89.59% of total enrolment is i- ';
\"":lli

in general education.This is unlike the advanced world where iinij' trii
general education enrolment is in the range of 30 to 40%'

(ii) Limited opportunities for academic excellence:
ffi
F$

ilfg

There are around fifty institutions in India which have grown ,!r'

to become centers of academic excellence in various ..i#

disciplines. Their standard of education is comparable to the '1...!'t

best in the world. Sadly, most of them remain insulated as 
i"f'$

long as they enjoyed complete state patronage. lt is these 
iX*

premier institutions which must take the lead to market quality 
f;i$

lndian higher education among the international student 
iL!$

community not only for earning valuable foreign exchange, iii,
but also for familiarizing the scholars of the world with the rich 

*fi{f

cultural diaspora of lndia. lt is high time our policy markers, ffii
leaders in academics and industrialists should formulate clear 

.ffi"+

cut strategy for internationalizing Indian education. 
1$,j;

Decline in the state allocation for technical education 
in'lg

There is a decline in the allocation towards higher and technical i$f

education. This is in tune with the global trend where in 
|1B1}

governments the world over are reshaping themselves less r+

as direct producers and providers of goods and services, and x1$

more a facilitators and regulators of economic activity. lt is lnl
clear now that to survive, the academies of higher education lrl
will have to explore diverse sources of income such as ;til
sponsored research projects, faculty consultancy li{
endowments and alumnicontributions. Allthese will also result |j'1.1g

in frequent institute-industry interactions which in turn shall $i
form the basis of a responsive pedagogy, in tune with industry iliineeds. 

$$

Large dependence on state exchequer and limited policy -T$

backup: .$
Education establishments in Indian have been enjoying state *'$

patronage ever since the independence. Not only have we ,,.$
failed to attract students from potential countries in South- 

iir','.$

East Asia, the Gulf and Africa to the economical and diverse j i ,

(iii)

(iv)
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short in the use of New communication and Information
Technologies (NClTs) to reach outto students worldwide,lt is
only due to the absence of a proactive government policy that
distance learning programmes: courses via the internet, virtual
university campuses and twinning arrangements have'not
been initiated in a big way.

Limitations of lndian University System:
It is still dominated by the traditional set up of rules, regulations
and statutes that offer little scope for quick improvement in its
present work-system and the required level of autonomy and
flexibility.

The academic structure is rigid and the teaching and evaluation
methodologies are outdated.There is need of academic reficrms
which will make the system flexible.

The work culture of Indian universities is a static and rigid
mode of functioning leading to bureaucratic standards.

The universities have little internal urge to accept a change
and dynamic mechanism that is susceptible to changes.

The level and quality of innovation and research has low social
and educational relevance.

Our universities are often reduced to the level of examination
conduction bodies.

The growing number of institutions, unrestricted growth of
students, faculty and courses do not match with qualitative
mechanism for improvement and knowledge advancement.
The absence of innovation and lack of willingness to o. vercome
rigidity.
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Employment - Oriented Agricultural
Education
Dr. P.K. Dashora

HIGHER EDUCATION AND QUALITY IMPERATIVE

There is a general feeling that the quality of education and

specially that of higher education is not well in our universities. When
lndia became independent there were 27 universities and 700
colleges. lt gave a high status to students in society. On the
completion of their graduation students used to get jobs with high

social and economic values. People preferred to put their degrees
with their name. Todaywe see a complete reversed situation. There
is a phenomenal growth in the number of universities and colleges.
The enrolment of students including those who are enrolled in open
universities has put India at number one in the world. lt is also felt
that this unplanned growth has resulted in the dilution of quality of
education with the development in the field of science and
technology, the expectation from university system also grew in
magnitude and diversity. We need technocrats and managers in
suitably developing our country. Expertise in the fields of commerce,
banking, engineering, atomic energy, defence, medical sciences,
etc. are to be built up by the institutions of higher learning' All efforts
in this direction has yielded in terms of quantity. We have become
number one in terms of scientific manpower but when we examine
the quality of the products of our universities, not only laymen but
those having the stature of high academicians and sitting on the
commissions and committees also feel that there is much wrong
with the quality of higher education. The National Policy on
Education, 1986 has declared that urgent steps are required to be

taken "to save the system from degradation".

The quality of higher education should be assessed in view of
its social and economic relevance. During late 1980s and early

ii ff
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1990s new theories of economic growth pointed out that the real
motive force of economic development is people. These theories

i were developed by eminent economists like Paul Romer and
Robert Lucas. These theories present human capital models which
show education allows the whole production process to benefit
from "Positive externalities". lf quality of education is not ensured
the process of development cap not remain a faultless process.

Before exploring the issue of quality of education, the purpose
of education need to be examined. ln fact, education should ensure
three basic functions:

i. Transmission of cultural values and traditions.

ii. Education for self-emancipation, self-actualization and
aesthetic appreciation.

iii. Education for social change in the changing time and context.
These three broad functions of education can be termed as

"classical humanism", "Progressivism" and Reconstructionism"
respectively. "Classical humanism" is knowledge oriented. lt
apprises the individual with the store of knowledge mankind has
accumulated, synthesized and experienced in the past. lt is
concerned with the promotion of intellectualand culturalvalues. lt
aims at the transmission of knowledge, culture and value system
from one generation ro another.

"Progressivism" is concerned with the development of
individuals and the value of diversity. lt recognizes the aspirations
of an individual, his curiosity, his creativity, his experiments and
his experiences. Education is not seen as a process of
transmission of closed truths but as a way of enabling the learners
to learn how to learn.

The ideology of "Reconstructionism" is society-oriented. lt is
concerned with mutually agreed social conduct. lt assumes that
man can improve himself and his environment. Education is seen
as an important agent for bringing about social, economic,
intellectual and spiritual advancement through rational planning.
Education today seems to have failed to accomplish. any of the
objectives or fulfil any of the functions mentioned above.
Preservation of cultural values, persisted quest of the truth, self
actualization, aesthetic appreciation and emotional refinement
seems to have been replaced by bankruptcy of intellectual integrity,

,emotional barrenness and moraldepravation. Commenting on the I
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present state of education in our country Nani Palkiwala has said
that our universities and educational institutions are producing a
large number of degree holders who are ethical idols and moral
illiterates. The function of education has limited itslef to a weapon
of earning easy money without any urge for aesthetic creativity,
personal emancipation and social responsibility.

The success of life has been viewed in terms of four
"Purusharths" of life "Dharma" is the first in the four "Purusharthas"
of life. The next three are "Artha", "Kama" and "Moksha". Dharma
is a concept signifying the moral code, a sacred obligation, a dutiful
way of life. Our system of education does not take into
consideration the first "Purushartha". In fact, it starts from, aims
at end and remains at the second to "Purshartha" the "Artha"
without providing a sound foundation of the "Dharma". Mahatma
Gandhivisualized a welfare state. Universities can play a central
role in the development of welfare state. Universities have
capacity to initiate the thorough process of our youth and develop
qualities such as gentleness and compassion in them. Dr-

Swarnpalli Radhakrishanan said the "weakness of the present
generation is that it is rootless and the true function of a university
is to take it back to its roots". Swami Chinmayananda said "we

are very moral individually but in community living there is no
morality". Our universities have not been teaching the morality in
community living.

Bertrand Russell believed that the world can be transformed if
the basis of education is "knowledge wielded by love". In present
educational set up universities have failed to impart the training of
character and make students fearless and affectionate.
Vivekanand said that the education is "the manifestation of the
perfection already in man" We have been chanting "Sa Vidya ya

Vimuktiye" meaning education is what which provides freedom.
But present education system provides slaverary. Our graduates
hunt for job after pasing examination from universities. Talking
about the wisdom in the modern times T.S. Eliot has said-

Where is wisdom?
We have lost it in knowledge.
Where is knowledge?
We have lost it in information

I would like to add to this, Where is information? We have lost it in i l'
examinations, guides, grades, coaching class, pass books and so on",,..,'.1,.];.
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The term quality of education has wider counotations. lt refers
both t excellence and standards. The standards of teaching can
be high or low but quality teaching means excellence. Generally
quality assurance denotes standards not the excellence. ln either
context quality of education should be viewed with reference to the
clientable of education. student joins higher education to widen his
knowledge to face the ever growing competition and to earn the
!eg1ee. In any case present education is not equipping its all clients
for these purposes. The student who is the customer ii not satisfied
with the quality of education. on the other hand, teachers too have
failed to bring out the best of their capacities and deliver the goods.
The teacher-student interface is very week. Lack of motivatr:on on
the part of students and the lack of commitment on the part of
teacher have adversely affected the quality of higher education. In
present situation we must make efforts to strengthen the teaching
learning process to optimize the output in the form of quality of
higher education.

The role of parents in improving the quality of higher education
is of vital importance. Unfortunately no one has ever given a
systematic thinking to it. In India, where a large proportion of
students for their higher education live away f rom their home either
in hostels or his some rented accommodation, role of parent should
be much more than the financial supporter. They are required to
maintain a else link with the teachers, principal and other student
functionaries to have first hand information about the development
of their wards. only in rare case we find such vigilant parents.

Particularly when we view the higher education in the present
set up, the improvement in the quality of higher education can be
envisaged through the improvement in the curriculum, improvement
in the faculty, improvement in the teaching methodology and the
improvement in the quality of students taking admission to a
particular course. Incorporation of all these improvements require
a big courage, politicalwilland patience.

There should be some objective criterion and procedure forthe
measurement of quality, learning, teaching, research including ph.D.
research, extension activities, educational administration and the
quality of departments and university. In my opinion one must
ensure the quality of teaching and it should be precisely measured. ,,r

For a teacher effective communication, good delivery of scheduled i
lectures, subject knowledge, unbiased assessment of students and ,,ii
'. : .r
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'1,E"i necessary trats for the quality teaching' Similarly one may

objectively identify the parameters for quality learning in.terms of

motivation for real scholarship, study of good text-books, deep

critical thinking, number of hours spend in library, qualityof notes

prepared, participation in academic discussion and the marks/grade

obtained in all lndia competitions.

Quality of research can be assessed by the journals in which

papers are published, the recommendation of research, use of

research findings by other workers and so on.

The quality of administration can be measured by the academic

environment, encouragement to various academic and co-

curricular/extra-curriculai activities, goals for individual and goal

foreach units motivation, unbiasedness, and high moraland ethical

standards etc.

Thequa|ityofuniversitycanbeviewedintermsofthe
competence ofiaculty members, performance of students and the

contiibution made for the improvement of the society'

Universities are the centre of universalization of education.

role is much different then the role of a "Research Institution".

universities teaching and learning are the primary activities.

Whereas in research institutes research is the activity of priority'

Hence in order to improve the quality of higher education we must

concentrate on the teaching - learning activity at these centres of

higher studies.

with the globalization of the economy, higher education has

been considered as a non merit good. The discussion paper,

Government Subsidies in India (1997) issued by the Ministry of

Finance provides a rationale for withdrawal of subsidies to Higher

Education Sector. lt will have a social cost without ensuring the

quality of higher education in terms of teaching, Iearning-, ^
educational alministration and institutional envi ronment. We shall

not o" able to achieve the purpose of education in general and

higher education in particular. Hence we should all, without any

diay be particular about the quality of higher educat'ron. otherwise

the future of our young generation will be in the dark'

Its
ln
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